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Summary vi

The main goal of biological electron microscopy is the ultrastructural representation of

the specimen as close as possible to the living state. Based on modern concepts of speci¬
men preparation, the ultrastructure of mitochondria of different tissues in situ and in vitro

was examined and compared. The findings led to the postulation of a new model for the

structure-function relationships of mitochondrial contact sites for energy export.

Today's generally accepted model of vertebrate mitochondrial ultrastructure is mainly
based on electron microscopical results obtained by the use of conventional EM prepara¬

tion techniques. These techniques, which are known to cause severe structural alterations,

essentially consist of 1) sample collection with no control over the physiological or bio¬

chemical-biophysical state of the specimen followed by 2) chemical fixation and 3) subse¬

quent dehydration of the sample in an organic solvent.Little is known about the ultrastruc¬

tural appearance of mitochondria in specimens after the use of advanced EM preparation
techniques. These techniques mainly include 1) the sample collection with respect to the

physiological or biochemical-biophysical control of the specimen until its immediate

cryoimmobilisation, i.e. high-pressure freezing, followed by 2) freeze-substitution and

3) resin embedding of the frozen sample.
Surprisingly, mitochondria in situ, examined in rat soleus muscle, diaphragm, heart mus¬

cle, liver and kidney biopsies revealed no detectable intermembrane space (IMS). The

biopsy samples were taken from anaesthetised rats, immediately high-pressure frozen and

further processed according to the advanced EM preparation techniques. Furthermore,

soleus mitochondria were examined in suspension as well as in intact and saponin-skinned
isolated muscle fibres after processing for EM according to the same techniques. The

main results of the described sequence of experiments were, firstly, that except from mito¬

chondria in situ, all other mitochondria showed a distinct IMS with a width of 5-15 nm

and, secondly, that the artificial impact of the mechanical and biochemical isolation pro¬

cedures for muscle fibres and mitochondria caused structural alterations and distortions of

the mitochondria. The conclusions which were drawn from the "missing" IMS in mito¬

chondria in situ issued in the re-evaluation of the current model of mitochondrial creatine

kinase (Mi-CK) structure-function relationships at the mitochondrial contact sites for en¬

ergy export.
The suggested components of these contact sites are the adenylate translocator (ANT) in

the inner membrane, octameric Mi-CK within the IMS and porin in the outer membrane

(OM). The current model of the contact sites for energy export (ATP and/or phospho-
creatine delivery to the cytosol) has been derived 1) from the results of biochemical/bio¬

physical research on mitochondria in vitro and 2) from results mainly obtained with mito¬

chondria in situ and in vitro after the use of conventional EM preparation techniques (see
for a review and references therein: Wallimann and Hemmer (1994) Creatine kinase in

non-muscle tissues and cells. Mol. Cell. Biochemistry 133/134: 193-220). At least two

structural requirements are implicit in the current model: a) octameric Mi-CK molecules

connecting the IM and OM at the contact sites (as "IMS-bridging protein") and b) the

presence of an IMS with a width not smaller than 10 nm in order to accommodate the

cube-like Mi-CK octamers of approx. 10 nm side length.
It is hypothesised based on the results of this thesis work, that the Mi-CK molecule would

fit only in a non-octameric or a highly compressed octameric form in the proteinous-lipid

phase formed by the not separated IM and OM and that only during the formation of a

contact site for energy export, the octamer would be constituted which separates IM and
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OM (approx. 10 nm) forming a "membrane bleb". The contact site formation would be

fully reversible and would require the interaction with porin and ANT.

The results of this thesis clearly show the advantages of the use of advanced EM prepara¬

tion techniques as a tool for resolving biological structure-function relationships. The pos-

tulation of a new model for the structure-function relationships of mitochondrial contact

sites for energy export may serve as an example for these advantages.
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Das Hauptziel biologischer Elektronenmikroskopie (EM) ist die ultrastrukturelle

Darstellung einer Probe, die den lebendigen Zustand so gut wie nur moglich reprasentiert.
Basierend auf den Konzepten der modernen biologischen Probenpraparationen wurde in

verschiedenen Rattengewebearten die mitochondriale Ultrastruktur in situ und in vitro

untersucht. Die Resultate fuhrten zur Formulierung eines neuen Modells der Straktur

mitochondrialer Energieexport-Kontakstellen (EK).
Das nach der heutigen Lehrbuchmeinung allgemein akzeptierte Modell der mitochondrialen

Ultrastruktur basiert im wesentlichen auf elektronenmikroskopischen Befunden, die nach

Anwendung konventioneller EM Praparationstechniken erhalten wurden. Diese

Praparationsmethoden, deren Artefaktpotential sehr wohl bekannt ist, umfassen im

wesentlichen 1) die Probengewinnung ohne Gewahrleistung der physiologischen und/oder

biochemisch-biophysikalischen Kontrolle derselben bis zur darauffolgenden 2) chemischen

Fixierung der Probe und 3) der nachfolgenden Entwasserung in einem organischen

Losunsgmittel. Demgegeniiber ist nur sehr wenig iiber die mitochondriale Ultrastruktur

nach Verwendung modemerEM Praparationstechniken bekannt. Diese Techniken umfassen

hauptsachlich 1) die Probengewinnung unter Beriicksichtigung der physiologischen und/

oder biochemisch-biophysikalischen Kontrolle der Probe bis zu ihrer 2) unmittelbaren

Gefrierimmobilisation (Hochdruck-Gefrierimmobilisation) und der

3) nachfolgenden Gefriersubstitution und Harzeinbettung.
Es wurden Mitochondrien in Gewebebiopsieproben (Soleus Muskel, Zwerchfell,

Herzmuskel, Leber und Niere) untersucht, die aus anasthesierten Ratten entnommen und

nachfolgend entsprechend den modemer EM Praparationstechniken bearbeitet wurden.

Es konnte in keinem der in den Gewebeproben enthaltenen Mitochondrien ein sog.

Intermembranraum (IMS) zwischen der auBeren (OM) und der inneren (IM)
Mitochondrienmembran nachgewiesen werden. Weiterhin wurde mit den gleichen

Praparationstechniken sowohl Soleus Mitochondrien in Suspension als auch Mitochondrien

in Saponin-permabilisierten und intakten Soleusmuskelfasern untersucht. Die Ergebnisse
aus dieser Versuchsreihe zeigten deutlich, daB, auBer den Mitochondrien in den

Gewebebiopsien, alle anderen einen deutlich sichtbaren IMS von ca. 5-15 nm Weite

aufweisen. Weiterhin zeigte sich sehr klar, daB der artifizielle EinfluB der mechanischen

und biochemischen Isolationsmethoden ultrastrukturelle Veranderungen bis zur Zerstorung
der Mitochondrien in den Muskelfasem bzw. denen in Suspension nach sich zog.

Die Folgerungen, die aus dem "Fehlen" des IMS gezogen wurden, fuhrten zur

Reevaluierung und Neuformulierung des momentanen Modells der Straktur-Funktions-

beziehungen in den EK unter Einbezug der mitochondrialen Kreatin-Kinase (Mi-CK).

Am molekularen Aufbau der EK sind vermutlich der Adenylat-Transloaktor (ANT) in der

IM, das Mi-CK Oktamer im IMS, sowie Porin in der OM beteiligt. Das momentane

funktionale Modell der mitochondrialen EK (ATP und/oder Phosphokreatin Export in das

Cytosol) basiert aufUberlegungen, die aufErgebnisse zuriickgehen, die 1) aus biochemisch/

biophysikalischen Untersuchungen an Mitochondrien in vitro stammen und/oder 2) von

Beobachtungen herriihren, die an Mitochondrien in situ und in vitro gemacht wurden, die

aus konventionellen EM Praparationen entstammen (siehe die Ubersichtsdarstellung von

Wallimann und Hemmer (1994): Creatine kinase in non-muscle tissues and cells.

Mol. Cell. Biochemistry 133/134:193-220, sowie die darin enthaltenen Referenzen). Das

ursprungliche Modell der EK impliziert mindestens zwei strukturelle Grundvoraus-

setzungen: a) das Mi-CK Oktamer verbindet IM und OM als sog. "Briickenprotein" und
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b) das Vorhandensein eines IMS mit einer Breite von wenigstens 10 nm um den

wurfelformigen Mi-CK Oktamer (Seitenlange ca. 10 nm) darin zu beherbergen.

Aufgrand der mit dieser Arbeit erhaltenen Ergebnisse konnte nun ein neues Modell der

EK formuliert werden. Danach liegt das Mi-CK Molekiil in einer nicht-oktameren Form

oder als flaches Oktamer zwischen den direkt aneinander liegenden mitochondrialen

Membranen (IM und OM) vor, die dadurch eine hochviskose Protein-Lipid Phase bilden.

Wahrend der Ausbildung eines EK kommt es dann zur Bildung des 10 nm hohen Mi-CK

Oktamers, der IM und OM mindestens 10 nm voneinander separiert. Dadurch entsteht

eine blasenartige Ausstiilpung in den sonst direkt aneinanderliegenden mitochondrialen

Ausenmembranen. Die Ausbildung der EK ist dabei vollstandig reversibel und benotigt
die Interaktion mit Porin und ANT.

Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit zeigen deutlich die Vorteile auf, die durch die Verwendung
modemer Methoden der elektronenmikroskopischen Probenpraparation fur die Interpre¬
tation biologischer Struktur-Funktions-Beziehungen entstehen. Dies wird am Beispiel der

mitochondrialen Energieexport-Kontakststellen klar herausgestellt.
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Glossary & Abbreviations

Adequately frozen samples: Samples, which exhibit no detectable effects due to

ice-crystal formation visible after freeze-substitution or freeze-fracturing.
Advanced EM preparation techniques: The sequence of sample collection with

cellulose capillary tubes or micro biopsy techniques and subsequent

cryoimmobilisation of these samples followed by either pure physical (e.g.

freeze-fracturing) or hybrid (e.g. freeze-substitution, resin embedding) follow-

up procedures for electron microscopical purposes. Sample collection and

cryoimmobilisation should be performed with special attention to maintain a

high time resolution of these steps.

B-CK: Cytosolic creatine kinase isoenzyme

CK: Creatine Kinase

Contact sites: Sites of some form of physical contact (interaction) between the

outer and inner mitochondrial membrane as described in sections of mito¬

chondria in vitro after the use of conventional electron microscopical prepara¬

tion techniques.

Conventional EM preparation techniques: The sequence of sample collection,

chemical fixation, sample dehydration in an organic solvent and resin embed¬

ding for electron microscopical purposes.

Cryoprotectant: Agent for chemical pretreatment of biological specimens in order

to reduce the formation of segregation compartments. Possible adverse side

effects of cryoprotectants, however, have to be taken in account.

EM: Electron microscopy, electron microscopical

Extended freeze-substitution regime: The procedure starts at -120°C with the im¬

mersion of the frozen sample in pure 1-Hexene. At -90°, 1-Hexene is removed

and after washing, the procedure is continued with the standard freeze-substi¬

tution regime.

Frozen-hydrated: Solid state of a cryofixed (cryoirnmobilised) specimen contain¬

ing its full water content (in vitreous or crystalline form).

IM: Mitochondrial inner membrane

Improved (ultrastructural) preservation: The ultrastructural preservation obtained

after the use of advanced preparation methods, compared to that after conven¬

tional preparation methods. The former is supposed to bear a lower potential

of artificial structural alterations than the latter.

IMS: Mitochondrial intermembrane (intermembranous) space
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M-CK: Cytosolic creatine kinase isoenzyme

Mi-CK: Mitochondrial creatine kinase

OM: Mitochondrial outer membrane

OXPHOS: Mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation
PCr: Phosphocreatine

Recrystallisation: Formation or growth of more stable ice crystals out of a less

stable state.

SEM: Scanning electron microscope

Standard freeze-substitution regime: The procedure starts at -90°C with the im¬

mersion of the frozen sample in the freeze-substitution medium (e.g. 2% os¬

mium tetroxide in anhydrous acetone)

TEM: Transmission electron microscope

Vitrification: Glass-like (amorphous) solidification without formation of crystals.

Vitrified specimens may devitrify (crystallise) by energy uptake (e.g. heat or

electron irradiation). Identification of the vitrified state, e.g. of solid water, in

the electron microscope is done best by electron diffraction.
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Introduction

Energy metabolism, a fundamental requirement for life, can be regarded on dif¬

ferent scales. Starting on a global dimension with the earth seen as one ecosystem,

downscaling to the animal and plant kingdom and ultimately reaching cellular

dimensions, all of these levels reveal their own and interconnected energy cir¬

cuits. The production of energy, as one common task of all cellular systems, has

been solved in different ways. In animal cells, mitochondria are the common

organelles fulfilling most of these energy requirements.

The aim of this thesis was to elucidate some ultrastructural features of mitochon¬

dria based on advanced EM preparation techniques. A main focus of this work

was the problem whether structural changes can be observed within mitochon¬

dria at different physiological stages, all within the context of mitochondrial

energetics, energy transfer (export) contact sites and creatine kinase localisation

at an ultrastructural level.

The introduction therefore will lead the reader from selected topics of

mitochondriology and the specific biological systems chosen (e.g. sperm, muscle

tissue) to an introduction of the creatine kinase system and finally to a description

of the advanced (cryoimmobilisation-based) EM preparation techniques applied

to these cell biological problems.

1. Mitochondrial structure

1.1 Mitochondria: some general remarks

Mitochondria are the main sites of energy production (cellular respiration) in nearly

all aerobic eucaryotic cells apart from those which use photosynthesis as the pri¬

mary source of energy. The oxygen dependent energy production facilitated by

these organelles is termed oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS). Mitochondria

are the main site of intracellular oxidoreduction reactions coupled to the synthe¬

sis of ATP, the universal energy currency of the cell. Fulfilling this purpose, all the

necessary enzymes for important metabolic pathways such as the respiratory chain

(OXPHOS) and the citric acid cycle are situated in these organelles.

Mitochondria, as semi-autonomous cell organelles, contain their own genome in

multiple copies. It is now generally accepted, that they are derived from an

endosymbiontic evolution between aerobic prokaryotes and anaerobic eucaryotes.
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1.2 The mitochondrial ultrastructure: some historical background information

Already at the end of the last century, mitochondria were known at the light

microscopical level as stainable units in vertebrate cell and tissue preparations

(Altmann 1890). With the beginning of the new century a specific supravital mito¬

chondrial stain (Janus Grun B) was introduced by Michaelis (1899). Based on this

new method, detailed comparisons of plant and animal mitochondria within liv¬

ing cells and tissues were possible (Cowdry, 1917; Lewis and Lewis, 1914). Early

indications towards a defined "inner organisation" of the mitochondria and a

discrimination between "Mitochondrienhaut" and "Mitochondrienkorper" were

already obtained at the light microscopical level (phase-contrast and polarising

microscopy; see: Frey-Wyssling, 1955). Parallel to this microscopical approach,

also biochemical investigations into mitochondria (cellular respiration, energy

metabolism) evolved. Between 1930 and 1950, the major breakthrough for both

areas was the development andimprovement of quantitative cell fractionation, as

well as new advances in light and electron microscopy (Cowdry, 1953; Tyler, 1992).

From there on, these originally separated research areas started to merge and then

became the foundations for modern research on mitochondrial structure and func¬

tion.

The discovery of the mitochondrial ultrastructure in 1952/53 (Palade 1952,1953;

Sjostrand 1953) has been a milestone guiding many cell biologists into the dec¬

ades to follow. Tough competition between different scientists and rather obvious

disagreements on the "true" ultrastructure of these organelles were the driving

forces for mitochondrial research in those times (for historical reviews see: Ernster

and Schatz, 1981; Rasmussen, 1995).

Although today's generally accepted model of the mitochondrial ultrastructure is

based on these early electron microscopical studies (e.g. Alberts, 1994; Kleinig

and Sitte, 1989; Tyler, 1992), significant disagreements concerning important struc¬

ture-function relationships in this organelles persisted over many years and, in

fact, are is still ongoing (Bereiter-Hahn and V6th,1994; Lea et al., 1994; Mannella

et al. 1994; Sjostrand 1977 and 1978; Tyler 1992, Van der Klei et al., 1994).
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1.3 The ultrastructure of mitochondria: a schematic diagram

The "typical" mitochondrion does not exist.

Apart from the fundamental double membrane pattern of organisation, a broad

range of mitochondria types can be observed (see standard textbooks; Tyler, 1992).

All mitochondria are bounded by two highly differentiated membranes, how¬

ever, they may differ in size, form, ultrastructure, internal membrane organisa¬

tion, function (e.g. heat production in brown adipose tissue, ATP production in

brain and muscle) and intracellular localisation.

For the matter of convenience, a schematic view of a mitochondrion is presented

here (Figure 1), including a definition of the terms generally used:

M-FACE

C-FACE

INNER MEMBRANE
SUBUNITS

(F^ATPase MOLECULES)

MATRIX SPACE OR

INNER COMPARTMENT

toooooooo^

mt-DNA
.

(mt-NUCLEUS)

R1B0S0MES

(MITORIBOSOMES) I

MATRIX GRANULE

MEMBRANE

CONTACT POINT

[ooAAoooot^

INTRACRISTAL SPACE

PERIPHERAL SPACE

INNER PERIPHERAL

MEMBRANE

INTERMEMBHANE SPACE

OR OUTER COMPARTMENT

CRISTA

INNER MEMBRANE

SYSTEM

OUTER MEMBRANE

OUTER MEMBRANE PORE

Figure 1: Composite diagram summarising the main features of mitochondrial ultrastructure re¬

vealed in the electron microscope, and the terms used to identify them (taken from Tyler, 1992).

The diagram combines structural details discovered by using a variety of positive-staining and

negative-staining techniques. It represents a mitochondrion containing lamellar cristae (see ****)

and seen in thin section. The inner-membrane subunits are revealed by negative staining but are

not visible in thin sections. For illustrative purposes, the structures are drawn out of proportion.

The size of an average rod-shaped mitochondrion is approx. 2-8 Jim in length and approx. 0.2-1

um in diameter.
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1.4 The mitochondrial ultrastructure: a brief description of some main features

(Darley-Usmar and Schapira, 1994; Tyler, 1992):

Outer membrane (OM): It forms a smooth continuous envelope around the sur¬

face of the organelle and is essentially porous to low-molecular-mass components,

up to approximately 5 kDa, but not to proteins. The pore-forming protein com¬

plexes of the OM are termed porins. Apart from their passive permeability, porins

are also voltage-dependent cation/anion-selective channels as described by

Mannella et al. (1984). The OM is the border of the organelle to the surrounding

cytoplasm. Several proteins are located within the OM, such as the enzymes for

phospholipid metabolism and the receptors for the attachment of mitochondria

to cytoskeleton components, as well as for the import of mitochondrial proteins.

Inner membrane (IM): The IM is usually regarded as a system of two distinct

membranes, the peripheral membrane and the cristae membranes, which are seen

as infoldings of the inner membrane. It is an effective permeability barrier for

nearly all metabolites and ions. The enzymes of the respiratory chain, as well as

active and passive trans-membrane carrier systems (e.g. adenylate translocator),

are embedded within the IM.

Intermembrane space (IMS): The extraplasmatic compartment between OM and

IM is called the intermembrane space. It contains a multitude of metabolites, mac-

romolecules and enzymes (e.g. adenylate kinase, creatine kinase, sulphite oxi¬

dase).

Cristae: Either seen as separate membrane systems in the matrix space or as

infoldings of the IM, cristae contain the ATP-Synthase, which is the last complex
of oxidative phosphorylation.

Intracristal space: It is represented by the (narrow) gap between the cristae mem¬

branes and has usually an open connection with the IMS to facilitate metaboUte

exchange.

Contact sites (CS): Sites of some form of physical contact (interaction) between

OM and IM. These dynamic structures have been shown to be involved at least in

protein import and adenine nucleotide and/or phosphocreatine (energy export)

translocations.
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Mitochondrial matrix: The matrix is the space limited by the IM (and the cristae).

The matrix space contains a "protein solution" at a concentration of up to 67%

(Hackenbrock, 1968) and is essential for important metabolic functions such as

the citric acid cycle, S-oxidation of fatty acids and enzymes of the amino acid and

nitrogen metabolism. Furthermore, the matrix contains multiple copies of the mi¬

tochondrial genome (15-20 kbp) which encodes for 13 mitochondrial proteins or

subunits of oligomers. The complete transcription and translation machinery for

these polypeptides is also located in the matrix space.

Matrix granules (matrix-space granules): Granules which are roughly spherical

and electron-dense bodies with a diameter of 25-125 nm, as noted originally by

Palade (1952). Although considerable research has been performed on these ma¬

trix granules, their function and in vivo occurrence remains still illusive.

1.5 The mitochondrial ultrastructure: some puzzling questions

The first electron micrographs of mitochondria were published in 1945 and 1946

by Claude and FuUam without revealing enough details to propose a model for

the mitochondrial ultrastructure (see for historical reviews: Ernster and Schatz,

1981; Rasmussen, 1995; Tyler, 1992). This was mainly due to limited resolution of

electron microscopy and inadequate specimen preparation methods of that time

(e.g. section thickness, staining).

A few years later, the situation changed dramatically with the original studies of

Palade (1952,1953) and Sjostrand (1953) describing in more detail the mitochon¬

drial substructure. In fact, the main features described by these two authors, are

still standard in most of the contemporary textbooks, regardless of the advances

and changes in the field of electron microscopy over the last 50 years.

Although considerable research has been performed on mitochondrial ultrastruc¬

ture in the last decades, there is still a lack of consensus about some of the main

features of the ultrastructural model depicted above (Fig.l). The first points at

issue were directed on

• the origin of the cristae,

• the existence of a distinct intermembrane and intracristal space,

• the structural differences between isolated and in situ mitochondria,

• the in vivo existence and function of matrix granules and contact sites,

• the ultrastructural artefacts caused by the isolation procedures and the EM

preparation techniques used.
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1.6 The mitochondrial ultrastructure: a closer look at some controversial fea¬

tures

In 1952/53, Palade claimed the presence of only one limiting membrane (Palade,

1952 and 1953), whereas Sjostrand always proposed a more realistic model with a

system of double membranes as boundaries (Sjostrand, 1953). In 1953, Palade ba¬

sically confirmed Sjostrands' results (Palade, 1953). Although Palades' original

descriptions were incorrect (Palade, 1952), he is usually the one cited as the first

and only author who discovered mitochondrial ultrastructure. Sjostrand's bitter¬

ness about this fact can still be felt from the tenor in his later articles (Sjostrand,
1977 and 1978). Additionally, it has to be stipulated that the progress in mitochon¬

drial ultrastructure research was directly coupled to the advances made in EM

preparation techniques (Sjostrand, 1953). Unfortunately, the preparation techni¬

cal advances themselves have also been a source of dispute especially as far as the

interpretation of results which were achieved with these methods were concerned.

The shape of the cristae, and therefore the organisation of the IM, are still a matter

of debate (Lea and Hollenberg, 1989; Lea et al., 1994; Mannella et al., 1994; Tyler,

1992). According to various authors, three main kinds of mitochondrial cristae are

described in animal and plant cells. These are i) the lamellar, lamelliform or plate¬
like cristae (Fig. 2), ii) the tubular cristae (Fig. 3) and iii) the tubulosacular or

cisternal cristae (Fig. 4).

Lamellar cristae are shelflike infoldings of the IM (Palade, 1952), which reveal a

distinct intracristal space that is in extensive continuity to an IMS of approx. 10-15

nm width. Models as well as micrographs of mitochondria revealing these ul¬

trastructural features are most commonly observed and are usually referred to in

various textbooks (e.g. Alberts, 1994; Kleinig and Sitte, 1992), although more and

more evidence indicates that such an appearance may represent an artefact due to

poor preparation techniques (e.g. Lea et al., 1994; Malhotra and Van Harreveld,

1965; Mannella et al., 1994; Sjostrand, 1977 and 1978, Tyler, 1992).
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Figure 2: Mitochondrion with lamellar cristae, visualised as shelflike infoldings of the IM. The

cristae reveal a distinct intracristal space that is in extensive continuity to the IMS (taken from Lea

and Hollenberg, 1989).

Tubular cristae are seen as long, wide and narrow tubes with a narrow intracristal

space (Lea and Hollenberg, 1989; Mannella et al., 1994). Partly, they traverse the

matrix space interconnecting the IM, others end blind in the matrix. According to

Munn, tubular cristae are artefacts from originally lamelliform cristae likely caused

by the denaturing effects of the preparation technique used (Munn, 1974). Whether

the tubular cristae model is a more realistic view of the "real" cristae structure or

not is still open to question.
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Figure 3: Mitochondrion revealing tubular cristae (taken from Lea and Hollenberg, 1989).

In the tubulosaccular (cistemae) model of the cristae structure, the IM is subdi¬

vided into numerous small cistemae which are connected by short tubes or necks

(pediculi cristae) to the inner peripheral membrane (Daems and Wisse, 1966). The

intracristal space (cistemae) is only connected to the IMS by narrow appendages

termed pediculi cristae.

Figure 4: Mitochondrion revealing a tubulosaccular (cisternal) organisation of the cristae (taken

from Lea and Hollenberg, 1989).
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The in vivo existence of the intracristal, and especially of the distinct intermembrane

space of approximately 5-15 nm width, which is usually seen in mitochondria

after conventional EM preparations, have been a point of controversy over the

last decades. Sjostrand noted a distinct IMS of 7 nm in his initial work (Sjostrand,

1953). Later, Sjostrand himself and several other authors have been presenting

copious evidence questioning this statement (Bakeeva et al., 1972; Birbeck and

Reid, 1956; Gellerich et al., 1993; Harris et al., 1971; Malhotra and Van Harreveld,

1965; Sjostrand, 1977, 1978; Wicker et al., 1993). Surprisingly, the existence of a

distinct IMS in vivo is reflected in nearly all standard textbooks and consequently,
has been considered as a main prerequisite for numerous functional models of

mitochondria (e.g. contact sites for energy export, separagraphs 1.6,2., 2.2 of this

section).

Structural differences between isolated and in situ mitochondria have been noted

repeatedly and were published sporadically since the early beginnings of mito¬

chondrial ultrastructural research (e.g. Birbeck and Reid, 1956, Malhotra and Van

Harreveld, 1965). Above all, it has always been accepted that the ultrastructure of

isolated mitochondria depends strongly on the isolation procedures and the elec¬

tron microscopical preparation techniques used (e.g. buffer compositions, physi¬

cal or chemical fixation procedures) (Bakeeva et al., 1972; Hackenbrock, 1968; Harris

et al., 1971).

There is no doubt that research on isolated mitochondria has revealed extensive

knowledge about mitochondrial biochemistry, but the often uncritical extrapola¬
tion from ultrastructural findings obtained in vitro to the in situ or in vivo state has

to be questioned in the light of the facts mentioned above.

The in vivo existence and function of matrix granules is another debated chapter

in mitochondrial research. Considerable effort has been spent to clarify the com¬

position and function of these granules (see for reviews and references therein:

Jacob et al., 1994; Tyler, 1992) ever since Palade initially noted their presence (Palade,

1952). The difficulty here is that the on-section existence and appearance of the

granules and especially their elemental composition alters, depending on the

method of fixation used (Barnard and Ruusa, 1979; Barnard and Seveus, 1976;

Seveus et al., 1978; Somlyo et al., 1985). Consequently, the conclusions on the pos¬

sible functions of these granules differ, too. Either the granules form pools of

phopholipids and proteins supposed to be constituents of the IM (Barnard and

Afzelius, 1972) or they are involved in the mitochondrial calcium sequestration
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actions (Peachey, 1964). Thus, the in vivo significance of these granules still re¬

mains unclear.

Contact sites have been described for the first time by Hackenbrock (1968) as sites

of physical contact between IM and OM on ulfrathin sections of chemically fixed

isolated mitochondria (Hackenbrock, 1968). He suggested that the OM was dip¬

ping inwards to meet the IM at these sites and claimed that the transfer of solutes

across the mitochondrial membranes could be a possible function of these contact

sites. In freeze-fracture replicas, contact sites were seen as deflections of the frac¬

ture plane between LM and OM, revealing a patchwork like pattern (Knoll and

Brdiczka, 1983; Knoll et al., 1987; Van Venetie and Verkley, 1982). Today, the entity

of mitochondrial contact sites covers at least two functionally and compositionally

different classes.

One class consists of "energy transduction" contact sites, which are involved in

the mitochondrial energy transport (review: Brdiczka, 1991). Theyhavebeen char¬

acterised in ultrastructural (Hackenbrock, 1968; Knoll et al., 1987; Knoll and

Brdiczka, 1983; Van Venetie and Verkley, 1982), cytochemical (Biermans et al, 1989;

Biermans et al., 1990; Jacob et al, 1992; Schlegel et al., 1988) and biochemical terms

(Adams, et al., 1989; Brdiczka, 1991 and 1994; Brdiczka and Wallimann, 1994; Kottke

et al., 1988 and 1991). The suggested components of these contact sites are the

adenylate translocator (ANT) of the IM, mitochondrial creatine kinase (Mi-CK)

within the IMS and porin in the OM. Although some aspects of this multienzyme

complex have been characterised in vitro (Brdiczka et al., 1994; Saks et al, 1985; for

reviews and references therein see Brdiczka, 1991; Wallimann et al., 1992), the in

vivo existence of this multienzyme complex, however, is not directly proven yet.

Translocation contact sites, which are part of the mitochondrial protein-import

machinery, form another class of mitochondrial contact sites (Kubrich et al., 1995;

Schleyer and Neupert, 1985; Van der Klei et al, 1994). They are ultrastructuralry
and biochemically rather well documented (compilation: Kubrich et al., 1995).

2. Creatine kinase (CK)

2.1 The CK isoenzymes: function, forms and cellular localisation

Mitochondria, virtually present in all eucaryotic cells, produce a considerable part

of the cellular ATP pool in animal cells, with glycolysis being the other important
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energy production source. These pools of ATP are rather small, though a drastic

decrease in [ATP] is not detectable upon cell activation (e.g. muscular contraction,

initiation of sperm motility). In all these cells and tissues with high and/or fluctu¬

ating energy demand, the ATP pool is refuelled from phosphorylcreatine (PCr) by
the transphosphorylation reaction of the creatine kinase system (E.C. 2.7.3.2):

PCr2" + MgADP1" • xH+ <—> MgATP2" + Cr

Five CK isoenzymes are known in mammals and birds, so far. Two of them are

strictly mitochondrial (ubiquitous (Mia-CK) and sarcomeric (Mib-CK), whereas

the other isoforms are located in the cytosol (BB-CK, MB-CK, MM-CK). The

cytosolic isoenzymes occur either as homo dimers (BB-CK and MM-CK) or as

hetero dimer (MB-CK). The dimers are composed of two subunits, the B or Brain

type subunit and the M or Muscle type subunit (Eppenberger et al, 1967; Dawson

et al. 1967). These molecules are either freely soluble in the cytoplasm or associ¬

ated with energy consuming subcellular structures. There, they are functionally

coupled to ATPases, as for example in the myofibrils (Krause and Jacobus, 1992;

Wallimann et al. 1984) or at the sarcoplasmatic reticulum (Korge et al., 1993, Rossi

et al., 1990).

Mia-CK and Mib-CK are located within the IMS (terminology for chicken: Schlegel

et al., 1988b; Wyss et al. 1990. Terminology for mammals: ubiquitous and sarcom¬

eric CK: Haas and Strauss, 1990; Payne et al, 1991). These Mi-CK isoenzymes form,

in contrast to the cytosolic isoforms, dimeric as well as octameric oligomers

(Schlegel et al., 1988a; Schlegel et al., 1990; Schnyder et al., 1988). Electron

microscopical investigations of purified Mi-CK revealed cube-like octamers with

a side-length of 10 nm. The octamer is characterised by a central channel of 2.5-3

nm diameter running in parallel to the four-fold axis through the entire molecule

(Schlegel et al., 1990; Schnyder et al. 1988,1990 and 1991). The X-ray structure of

native Mib-CK has recently been solved at 0.3 nm resolution (Fritz-Wolf et al.,

1996). The octamer appears as a cube-like molecule of 9.3 x 9.3 x 8.6 nm side-

length with a central channel of 2.0 nm width extending along the four-fold axis

(Fritz-Wolf et al., 1996). Mi-CK octamers were shown to mediate contact between

isolated OM and IM (Rojo et al., 1991) and an accumulation of Mi-CK octamers in

isolated fractions of boundary membrane contact sites was found (Adams et al.,

1989; Kottke et al., 1991).

Creatine kinase plays a key role in the energy metabolism of cells with intermit¬

tently high and fluctuating energy requirements such as skeletal and cardiac muscle
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cells, brain cells, electrocytes or spermatozoa (Wallimann and Hemmer, 1994).

Several lines of evidence (Schnyder et al., 1988; see for reviews and the references

therein: Wallimann et al., 1992; Wallimann and Hemmer, 1994; Wyss et al., 1992)

led to the model of the phospho-creatin circuit (phospho-creatin shuttle), which is

depicted in Fig. 5.

2.2 The PCr-circuit (phospho-creatin shuttle) model

In recent years, the CK/PCr-systemhas attracted increasing interest not only from

a cellular energetics research point of view but also from applied sciences such as

high-performance sports physiology as well as drug (e.g. Teicher et al., 1995) and

nutrition research (e.g. Brouns and Greenhaff, 1995). This is due to the importance

of the following three main functions assigned to the CK/PCr-system for cellular

energy metabolism (Wallimann et al., 1989 and 1992; Wyss et al., 1992):

a) In many tissues and cells the concentration of PCr/Cr (e.g. approx. 20-35 mM/

5-10 mM in resting muscle) is much higher than that ofATP/ADP (e.g. approx. 3-

5 mM/1-20 uM in resting muscle) thereby providing an efficient "energy- buffer"

for the ATP pool. Concomitantly, a significance role in cellular proton and pH

buffering has been suggested.

b) The higher PCr/Cr concentration, together with their higher diffusion coeffi¬

cients relative to ATP/ADP (Yoshizaki et al., 1987 and 1990) facilitate the trans¬

port function of the PCr/Cr system, delivering "high-energy phosphates" from

the site of energy production (mitochondrion) to the subcellular sites of energy

consumption (Bessman and Geiger, 1981; Wallimann and Eppenberger, 1985 and

1990; Wallimann et al., 1992).

c) The CK system is, in contrast to the ATP/ADP system, only involved in one

particular reaction pathway. As the CK isoenzymes are subcellularly

compartmentalised, it seems to be very reasonable to propose a function in regu¬

lation of the ATP/ADP ratio, both globally and locally within the cell (Wallimann

et al., 1992).
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Figure 5:

The phospho-creatine circuit model for specialized cells with high and fluctuating energy me¬

tabolism In a cell, ATPmay be derived from two major synthetic pathways, that is, from oxidative

phosphorylation (indicated at the bottom) and from glycogenolysis or glycolysis (GL, shown in

the left middle part). Four major compartments of CK are indicated: i) strictly soluble CK (CK.)

freely equilibrating PCr/Cr and ATP/ADP ratios in the cytosol (shown in the right middle part);

ii) cytosolic CK (CK ) functionally coupled to glycolysis on the producing side of the PCr-circuit

(shown in the left middle part), iii) "cytosolic" CK (CKa), specifically associated with subcellular

structures at sites of high and fluctuating ATP requirements on the receiving end of the PCr-cir¬

cuit, e.g. at the myofibrils, the sarcoplasmic reticulum and the sarcolemma, where functionally

coupled CK microcompartments are formed with the myofibrillar acto-myosin ATPase, the Ca2+-

ATPase and the Na+/K+-ATPase, respectively (ATPases, at the top) [see text]; and finally, iv) mito¬

chondrial CK (Mi-CK) being functionally coupled to oxidative phosphorylation (indicated at the

bottom).

Note that in resting muscle, for example, the relative pool sizes of phosphoryl-creatine ([PCr] = ca.

20-40 mM) and creatine [Cr = ca. 5-15 mM] are much larger than those of the adenine nucleotides

([ATP] = ca. 3-5 mM; [ADP] = ca. 10-20 uM). Also note that PCr and Cr are smaller and less

charged molecules compared to the adenine nucleotides.

At the mitochondrial side, a cube-like Mi-CK octamer with an internal channel is shown to inter¬

act with the inner (IM) as well as with the outer mitochondrial membrane (OM), thus stabilizing

contacts between IM and OM. A Mi-CK octamer is depicted to interact with the ATP/ADP-

translocator (ANT) of the IM, and with porin (P) of the OM, transiently forming a dynamic

multienzyme "channel" at the so-called "mitochondrial energy transfer contact sites". The small

black triangles in the IM and in association with ANT's represent cardiolipin molecules. ATP gen¬

erated by oxidative phosphorylation, after transport through the IMbyANT in exchange for ADP,

is transphosphorylated by Mi-CK to give PCr. Due to the functional coupling between ANT and

CK, PCr, as a net product of oxidative phosphorylation, leaves the mitochondrion through porin

(P) of the OM in its high conductance, anion-selective state. Creatine (Cr), on the other hand, is

entering at the contact sites into the intermembrane space, where the porin channel is thought to

be in its cation-selective state due to capacitive coupling of the OM to the membrane potential of

the IM, both being in close apposition at these sites. Possible regulatory aspects of Mi-CK in cellu¬

lar energetics are depicted at the lower right, e.g. the reversible formation of contacts with ANT

and P at the contact sites (arrows, number 1), the dynamic octamer/dimer equilibrium of the

enzyme, while bound to the IM (arrows, number 2) or being in solution in the intermembrane

space (arrows, number 4), as well as the differential pH-dependent association of the two oligo-

meric species of Mi-CK with the IM (3, for dimers; 5, for octamers), all observed in vitro
.
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According to this model, in a cellular system performing work, only small pools of adenine

nucleotides (ATP and ADP) are turned over rapidly and in opposite direction at the producing

(bottom and middle part of the figure) and the receiving end (top part of the figure) of the PCr-

circuit. The model presented here stresses the functional coupling of ATP production with ATP

utilization via CK and PCr, as well as the diffusional pathways of PCr and Cr. This pathway may

be crucial for the cell at high work-load. However, parallel pathways involving a direct transport

of ATP may also operate at the same time. This model, originally developed for muscle is likely to

be relevant also for sperm motility, photoreceptor cell function in the vertebrate retina, for smooth

muscle, electrocytes, brush borders, as well as for brain energetics.
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3. Model systems

3.1 Energy metabolism in spermatozoa

Sperm cells are highly optimised for their one and only task of fertilisation. This

includes their streamline shape, high motility and reduction of the number of

organelles, subcellular compartments and metabolic pathways to an absolute

minimum (e.g. Alberts, 1994).

However, high motility is completely dependent on a high energy supply. De¬

pending on the species, ATP in sperm is produced exclusively (sea urchin) or

partially (e.g. rooster, human) by OXPHOS. The energy is mainly used in the con¬

tractile structures (axoneme) of the sperm tail for movement.

In the context of this thesis, one aim was to have a closer look at the ultrastruc¬

tural details of mitochondria as well as on some features of the energy metabo¬

lism in sea urchin (Hemichordata) and rooster sperm (Vertebrata). One common

denominator between these sperm is the considerable knowledge concerning the

different creatine kinase isoenzymes (Kaldis et al., 1996; reviews: Wallimann and

Hemmer, 1994; Wyss et al., 1992) and the phosphoryl-creatine shuttle in these

cells (review: Wallimann and Hemmer, 1994).

3.2 Sea urchin sperm: Mitochondrial contact sites and creatine kinase isoenzymes

Sea urchin sperm (Fig. 6) are directly released in the sea water as "dry" sperm

(without seminal plasma). There, the resting spermatozoa are activated within

seconds simply by the changing pH and ionic conditions (Shapiro, 1987). The

sodium influx into the cells via a Na+/H+ antiporter in the plasma membrane

leads to an increase of the intracellular pH and finally of the cellular calcium con¬

centration (Shapiro, 1987). In vitro, the activation is easily reversible (Shapiro, 1987)

and can be used for different experimental purposes.

The active spermatozoa derive their energy for movement solely from fatty acid

oxidation (Shapiro, 1987; Tombes and Shapiro, 1985). In other words, ATP is ex¬

clusively generated in the single mitochondrion of the sperm cell and consumed

from the dynein ATPases in the axoneme (Tombes and Shapiro, 1985).

Due to the relative simplicity of the spermatozoan metabolism, sperm may serve

as easily controllable model systems to prove the transport and spatial energy

buffering function of the CK/PCr-system. Indeed, several lines of evidence point
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to this whole-cell model as being one of the most convincing "living proofs" of

the PCr circuit model (Tombes and Shapiro, 1985 and 1987; Wallimann and Hem¬

mer, 1994; Wallimann et al. 1986).

Two CK isoenzymes, the Mi-CK and the tail-CK, are found in these cells (Tombes

and Shapiro, 1987, Wallimann et al, 1986; Wyss et al, 1992; Wyss et al., 1995).

Biochemical and immunofluorescence studies revealed their subcellular

compartmentalisation (Tombes and Shapiro, 1985, Wyss et al., 1994), though it

still remains unclear whether the tail-CK is anchored in the plasma membrane

(Quest et al., 1991 and 1992) and/or is located in the axoneme (Tombes et al.,

1988). Direct ultrastructural evidence is still lacking.

Figure 6: Diagrammatic drawings of a generalised sea urchin spermatozoon (taken from Vacquier,

1986 and Jamieson, 1991; modified). The size of the sperm cell is approx. 55 x 1.25 um. A) Scaled

drawing of the complete spermatozoon. B) Magnification of head and midpiece.

Furthermore, referring back to the theory of mitochondrial contact sites involved

in energy export (review: Brdiczka, 1991; see paragraphs 1.4,1.6 and 2.1-2.2 of this

section), an increase in the frequency of these contact sites upon sperm activation
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may be anticipated. Fortunately, with the resting "dry" sperm in the sea urchin

testis and the sea water activated sperm, the cells can be sampled from their natu¬

ral environment and stimulated with their natural stimulus, i.e. sea water. There¬

fore, in combination with advanced EM preparation techniques, an ultrastruc¬

tural representation as close as possible to the Uving state can be expected from

such a study. Moreover, if the predicted energy dependent changes in the mito¬

chondrial ultrastructure take place, they should then be clearly evident in sam¬

ples obtained by advanced EM preparation techniques.

3.3 Vertebrate sperm

Vertebrate sperm are much more complex in their activation modi and their en¬

ergy metabolism compared to those of sea urchins (Tombes and Shapiro, 1985;

Shapiro, 1987; review: Ward and Kopf, 1993). The former obtain their energy from

oxidative phosphorylation and, additionally, from glycolytic pathways. Moreo¬

ver, vertebrate sperm are released together with seminal plasma containing dif¬

ferent carbohydrates, Cr and PCr suitable for energy supply to the cellular PCr/

Cr system (Wallimann and Hemmer, 1994). Thus, rooster sperm is an ideal model

system for studying the PCr-shuttle in higher vertebrate cells.

3.4 Rooster Sperm

In rooster sperm (Fig. 7) B-CK and Mib-CK were identified (Wallimann et al.,

1986) and located at the light microscopical level in the tail and the midpiece,

respectively (Kaldis et al., 1996; Wallimann et al., 1986). Evidence for a third, rooster

sperm specific, CK isoenzyme was recently presented by Kaldis and co-workers

(1996). This "Mia-CK variant" is described as a variant of the ubiquitous Mi-CK.

The study seems to be the first evidence for two different Mi-CK isoenzymes oc¬

curring in one cell type (Kaldis et al, 1996).

Therefore, an ultrastructural localisation of these isoenzymes may provide an

additional support for the PCr circuit hypothesis (Wallimann and Hemmer, 1994).

For example, a co-localisation of CK in rooster spermatozoa with dynein in the

axoneme or at the plasma membrane of the tail may be indicative for functional

coupling of CK to the dynein ATPases or ion pumps, respectively, similar to the

situation proposed for sea urchin sperm (Quest et al., 1991 and 1992; Tombes et

al., 1988).
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Figure 7: Schematic drawings of a generalised rooster spermatozoon (taken from Nickel et al.,

1992). The size of the cell is approx. 100 x 0.5 um. A) Light microscopical view. B) and C) Electron

microscopical views.
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3.5 Energy metabolism and mitochondrial ultrastructure in rat soleus muscle

Skeletal or cardiac muscle are standard models to investigate the biochemistry
and biophysics of energy metabolism in vertebrates. Furthermore, research on

the ultrastructure of the contractile apparatus and on its energy supply system

(e.g. myofibrillar apparatus SR-and T-system, mitochondria) is of great scientific

interest. Additionally, dynamic events and changes upon muscle contraction and

relaxation and, consequently, the fluctuating energy demand, attract increasing

attention.

One goal of this thesis was to detect possible ultrastructural changes of mitochon¬

dria as a function of activation of cellular respiration in specimens (compare para¬

graph 3.2 of this section) revealed after the use of advanced EM specimen prepa¬

ration techniques.

The parameters of oxidative phosphorylation (active or resting mitochondria) can

be easily set, maintained and controlled in a suspension of isolated mitochondria

in the chamber of an oxygen-electrode respirometer. However, isolation artefacts

are a well known phenomenon that may affect structure-function relationships,

e.g. separation of IM and OM due to hypoosmolarity of the isolation medium

(see: Bakeeva et al., 1972; Gellerich et al., 1993; Harris et al., 1971; Wicker et al.,

1993).

In contrast, mitochondria in situ are much more difficult to control due to the

diffusion problems at the level of the plasma membranes. Experiments with sa-

ponin-skinned soleus muscle fibres thus seem to fill the gap between soleus mito¬

chondria in vitro and in situ.

Chemically skinned muscle fibres are all characterised by a permeable plasma

membrane with the contractile apparatus and the mitochondrial oxidative phos¬

phorylation remaining functionally intact (Kurtz et al., 1993). Calculations indi¬

cate that almost 85% of the mitochondria in these fibres were accessible to exter¬

nal control of the respiration (Kunz et al., 1993). Setting, maintenance and control

of mitochondrial energy states using such muscle fibres are also possible with a

respirometer. But, in contrast to isolated mitochondria, the mitochondria of the in

vivo-like preparations are surrounded by the nearly native cellular environment.

For example, mitochondria are known to associate with cytoskeletal structures in

the cell (for reviews and references therein see: Bereiter-Hahn and Voth, 1994;

Tyler, 1992). The advantage of this analytical method is that alterations of the mi¬

tochondrial ultrastructure due to osmotic and ionic changes as well as mechani¬

cal ruptures during isolation are reduced to a minimum.
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4. Biological Electron Microscopy

In modern advanced biological electron microscopy, the resolution power is no

longer a technical problem of the election microscope itself. Theoretical (techni¬

cal) resolution limits are now in a range far below 2 nm. In contrast, resolution

gained with complex biological specimens is at its best in the range of 5 nm. Reso¬

lution in the context of biologicalEM means "information density", which is equiva¬

lent to the smallest significant structural details that can be correlated with the

physiological state of the visualised biological system. Maximal resolution (=

maximal information density) is now definitely a question of specimen prepara¬

tion techniques. Moreover, the information content preserved in the specimen

and its serious interpretation are strongly dependent on the EM preparation tech¬

niques applied (Miiller, 1992).

4.1 Biological Electron Microscopy: Preparation methods

The most important goal in biological electron microscopy is to preserve the speci¬

men as close as possible to the living state (Miiller, 1992). This includes the whole

process from sample collection, immobilisation, follow-up procedures to image

acquisition and interpretation. Consequently, a hierarchy of specimen prepara¬

tion for biological electron microscopy is necessary to reach this goal.

The hierarchy of EM specimen preparation (Miiller, 1992):

1. Sample collection

2. Immobilisation

3. Follow-up procedures

4. Contrast enhancement

5. Information retrieval

6. Image interpretation and analysis

Obviously, the initial step (sample collection) sets the maximal level of informa¬

tion content. All following steps preserve, at best, the information content of the

previous step. Consequently, one of the main tasks is to avoid a deterioration of

the initial information content during specimen preparation. A schematic suvey

of the advanced EM preparation techniques used in the context of this thesis in

order to reach this goal is given in Fig. 8.
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Sample Collection

Pure Physical
Follow-up Procedures

Cryoimmobilisation
Hybrid Follow-up

Procedures

Freeze-Fracturing, Cryo-Sectioning,
Freeze-Drying

Freeze-Substitution

Plastic Embedding

TEM

Figure 8: Schematic survey of the advanced EMpreparation methods used in the context of this

thesis. Pure physical follow-up peocedures are depicted on the left side of the scheme, whereas

hybrid follow-up procedures are depicted on the right side.

4.2 Sample collection

Ideally, the sample collection process should maintain the continuity of all life

processes (physiological control and integrity) and experimental parameters (e.g.

biochemical, biophysical parameters such as pH-value, oxygen supply, tempera¬

ture) until the sample is completely immobilised. Several advanced techniques

have been developed to sample live material for cryoimmobilisation. The cellu¬

lose capillary tube technique (Hohenberg et al., 1994), to collect suspensions of

biological material, and the micro biopsy technique (Hohenberg et al., 1996;

Shimoni, 1997) to gather tissue samples from living anaesthetised animals serve

as good examples.

At present, the maintenance of the physiological or biochemical/ biophysical con¬

trol of the specimen is possible for example with biological periodic structures,

suspensions of molecules, viruses, organelles, cells and small multicellular organ¬

isms in their artificial or natural environment (e.g. Hohenberg et al., 1994; Miiller

1992). Apart from a few exceptions, it is still impossible to maintain the physi-
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ological control of complex biological systems (e.g. tissue samples) during the

complete process of sample collection (Hohenberg et al., 1996; Miiller, 1992). This

is mainly due to sample's excision from the whole organism, causing the loss of

physiological integrity in a very short time.

4.3 Immobilisation of the sample

The immobilisation method used to arrest all life processes in the sample is an¬

other critical step. Several procedures have been investigated in the last decades,

mainly based on chemical or physical methods (Plattner and Zingsheim 1987;

Hayat, 1989; Steinbrecht and Zierold, 1987). Without any doubt, pure physical

methods, especially the cryo-mefhods (reviews: Menco, 1986; Moor, 1987; Sitte et

al, 1987), do have the inherent potential to immobilise biological samples as close

as possible to the living state (Miiller, 1992). High-pressure freezing (Miiller and

Moor, 1984; Moor, 1987), impact freezing (Van Harreveld and Crowell, 1964, Sitte

et al., 1987), propane jet freezing (Moor et al., 1976; Miiller et al., 1980) and the

"bare grid" method (Dubochet et al., 1988) are the state of the art in applied

cryoimmobilisation of non-pretreated specimens. The artefact discussion is, apart

from the "obvious" mechanical freeze damage, not developed well if compared

to the considerable amount of common knowledge on artefacts induced by chemi¬

cal fixation (a critical appraisal: Lee, 1984; see also the paragraph "Effects of chemi¬

cal fixation, dehydration and embedding on the ultrastructure of cells and

organelles"). Research into potential artefacts of cryoimmobilisation on a molecu¬

lar level is at its infancy (Listemann, 1996; see also paragraph 4.6 in this section).

4.4 Vitrified and adequately frozen samples

Cryoimmobilisation of biological samples by vitrification is the primary goal of

all rapid freezing techniques. So far, high-pressure freezing is the only method

with the potential to vitrify non-pretreated samples up to a thickness of 200 um. A

recent compilation of some applications of this technique is provided by Kiss and

Staehelin (1995). True vitrification of high-pressure frozen apple leafs (Michel et

al., 1991) and cartilage (Studer et al., 1995) has been recently demonstrated in

cryosections by electron diffraction. Nevertheless, the true vitrification depth is

heavily depending on the specimen itself, e.g. the presence and concentration of

substances with cryoprotective properties.

The absence of vitrification in a sample does not necessarily result in its distor-
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tion. Usually, an adequately frozen area follows the vitrified area. The term ad¬

equately frozen means that there are no detectable effects of ice-crystal formation

visible after freeze-substitution or freeze-fracturing (Miiller, 1992; Studer et al.,

1989). Thus, adequate freezing maybe achieved up to a thickness of400 um (Studer

et al., 1989), depending on the particular specimen properties and the freezing

technique used.

4.5 Follow-up procedures

Preparation procedures subsequent to cryoimmobilisation can be basically divided

in pure physical and hybrid procedures, combining physical and chemical meth¬

ods. Freeze-drying (see for reviews and references therein: Echlin, 1992; Steinbrecht

and Muller, 1987) and cryosectioning (see for reviews and references therein: Echlin,

1992; Zierold, 1987), both purely physical, promise the lowest artificial impact on

the cryoimmobilised specimen by avoiding any chemical treatment.

Freeze substitution (van Harreveld and Crowell, 1964; Muller et al., 1980) is the

most widely used hybrid method in TEM preparations for dehydrating and sta¬

bilising cryoimmobilised samples. In brief, the frozen water is removed from the

cryoimmobilised specimen by organic solvents (e.g. methanol, ethanol, acetone)

and, in parallel, a structural stabilisation is achieved by the commonly added

chemical fixatives (e.g. osmium tetroxide, uranyl acetate). This procedure leads,

in combination with cryoimmobilisation, to an improved structural preservation

compared to conventional EM preparation techniques (Humbel and Muller, 1986;

Muller et al., 1980; von Schack et al, 1993).

An important physicochemical parameter for freeze-substitution is the solubility
of water in the substitution medium (organic solvent). Data about the substitu¬

tion of ice by organic solvents of interest as a function of temperature and water

content of the substitution media are very limited. In fact, accurate data are only

published for methanol, acetone and diethyl ether (Humbel and Muller, 1984) as

compiled by Echlin (1992), Robards and Sleytr (1985) and Steinbrecht and Muller

(1987). For example, the water solubility of acetone ranges from 1-2% v/v at -90°C

(Humbel and Muller, 1984) to complete miscibility above 0°C.

Little is known about the chemical reactivity of fixatives at subzero temperatures

in freeze-substitution media, too (compilations: Echlin, 1992; Robards and Sleytr,

1985; Steinbrecht and Muller, 1987). In fact, White et al. (1976) and Humbel et al.

(1983) suggested that both, uranyl salts and osmium tetroxide will react with the

double bonds of unsaturated fatty acids (lipids) at temperatures as low as -90°C -

-73°C.
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4.6 Possible effects of high-pressure freezing, freeze-substitution and embed¬

ding on the ultrastructure of cells and organelles:

The major problem with the application of cryo-techniques is ice crystal damage.

Ice crystal formation and growth can occur during the initial cryoimmobilisation

or as recrystallisation during the follow-up procedures. The direct control of the

freezing quality is only possible with electron diffraction of cryosections (Dubochet

et al., 1988) - which is still a rather sophisticated approach (e.g. Michel et al, 1991

and 1992: apple leaf; Studer et al., 1996: articular cartilage).

On the contrary to cryoirnmobilisation methods operating at ambient pressure

(e.g. impact freezing, propane jet freezing, the "bare grid" method), pressure de¬

pendent artefacts might be also expected in high-pressure frozen samples. Little

direct evidence is known about this potential source of artefacts (Listemann, 1996;

some theoretical considerations and experimental data in Moor, 1987). Structural

and functional alterations due to high pressure applications (approx. 700-1400

bar) were reported after certain centrifugation regimes (Champeil et al., 1981;

Wattiaux-De Coninck et al., 1977) and after experiments in a pressure bomb

(Champeil et al., 1981). It is worthwhile to mention that the time scale of these

experiments was in the range of 1 hour, whereas in the high-pressure freezer the

pressure application of approx. 2100 bar is in the range of milliseconds.

The freeze-substitution process itself is a minor source of potential alterations,

but has to be taken in account, too. Only a few systematic studies of possible
artefacts during freeze-substitution were published (e.g. Menco, 1984; for a com¬

pilation see Steinbrecht and Muller (1987) and the references therein). The freez¬

ing quality of freeze-substituted and resin embedded material can only be judged

empirically (segregation patterns observable?, microcristalline state?). Moreover,

the final proof for the preservation quality of freeze-substituted material should

be the direct comparison with the same, but vitrified and cryosectioned sample

(Muller, 1992).

An ultrastructural comparison of cryosectioned nematodes with those obtained

after freeze-substitution and Epon embedding revealed a good accordance of all

structural features seen, e.g. size, volume, mebrane distances (Hohenberg et al.,

1994) indicating that in general only minor (not observable) alterations do occur

during freeze-substitution.
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4.7 Effects of chemical fixation, dehydration and embedding on the ultrastruc¬

ture of cells and organelles:

Since the osmolality of a cell changes from moment to moment and various com¬

partments and organelles within a cell possess different osmolalities (e.g. sarco-

plasmatic reticulum, mitochondria and myofibrils in a striated muscle cell have

different osmotic pressures), it seems impossible to find the appropriate buffer/

fixative mixture and an adequate chemical fixation of complex systems is not pos¬

sible (Hayat, 1989).

The typical effects of a (selective !) crosslinking agent like glutaraldehyde are in

general alterations down to a macromolecular scale (Lenard and Singer, 1968).

Furthermore, the selective extraction of material from the sample (Coetzee and

van der Merwe, 1984), the change of the sol-gel state of biological plasmas

(Kellenberger, 1987), the modified diffusion properties of biological membranes

(Hiilser et al., 1989) and the alteration of the intra- and extracellular ionic condi¬

tions (Zierold and Schafer, 1988) are commonly seen and known artefacts of fixa¬

tives, buffers and their combination. Moreover, the subsequent dehydration im¬

pairs further artefacts, such as the extraction of important (extra)cellular surface

components, e.g. glycoproteins (Walther et al., 1984) and possible tissue shrinkage

(volume change) up to 70% (Kushida, 1962; Lee, 1984) depending on the tissue

and dehydration medium (Liden and Schjeide, 1980) used. Also the embedding

chemistry (e.g. Epon resin) has sample dependent disadvantageous effects like

penetration problems or sample shrinkage (Mollenhauer, 1993).

4.8 Biological Electron Microscopy: Time Resolution

Time resolution is a critical point at different levels in the hierarchy of specimen

preparation. Above all, it is extremely important in the two initial steps of sample

collection and immobilisation.

During sample collection, the time resolution could be defined as that period of

time during which neither the external (chemical and physical parameters) nor

internal (physiological) control over the specimen can be maintained, e.g. the time

period between drawing a cell or organelle suspension into a cellulose capillary
tube and their immobilisation, or, during a biopsy, the time period between the

loss of physiological integrity and the immobilisation of the sample. Time resolu¬

tion during sample preparation may be between a few seconds to minutes, de-
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pending on the sample properties and is in many cases an unsolved problem

(e.g. Hohenberg et al., 1996).

Time resolution during the immobilisation process itself plays a key role, too

(Knoll, 1995; Knoll et al, 1987; Muller, 1992; Van Harreveld et al., 1974).

Cryoimmobilisation has an inherent time resolution in the range of milliseconds

(Knoll et al., 1987), which is extremely rapid compared to chemical fixation, i.e.

seconds to hours. Thus, trapping of dynamic cellular events like membrane

rearrangements, is at present only possible with cryoimmobilisation methods

(Knoll, 1995; Knoll et al., 1987).

Taken together, time resolution at the level of sample collection and immobilisa¬

tion is crucial and has to be in an adequate timely relationship to the (dynamic)

biological process to be trapped.

4.9 Biological Electron Microscopy: Information Content

Using biological electron microscopy, one of the first decisions to be made is,

whether the method should provide primary or secondary information. Second¬

ary information is in brief a "nice" micrograph to illustrate an already well inves¬

tigated subject using other techniques than electron microscopy (Muller, 1992).

In contrast, primary information is achieved using biological electron microscopy
because of its unique ability to provide structural information to correlate struc¬

ture-function relationships in a complex (sub)cellular environment (Muller, 1992).

Necessarily, such an approach is most beneficial when every step of the specimen

preparation procedure preserves the information content of the previous step.

Moreover, information about the physiological conditions and other significant

parameters at the time of sample collection and immobilisation have to be addi¬

tionally provided (Muller, 1992). Consequently, a representation as close as pos¬

sible to the living state is achieved providing primary information.

A further increase of the information content is possible using the immunogold

labelling technique. This method allows the localisation and identification of a

given antigen in it's complex (sub)cellular environment. Freeze-substitution fol¬

lowed by low-temperature embedding of the cryoimmobilised sample provides
on-section immunogold localisation of not fixed specimens. Thus, further pri¬

mary information can be acquired.
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4.10 On-section Immunogold labelling

Immunogold labelling (survey: Griffiths, 1993) allows the localisation and identi¬

fication of a given antigen in it's complex (sub)cellular environment. Together
with data derived from other methods, conclusions about the particular structure

function relationship of the antigen are possible.

Immunogold labelling often requires a set of special preparations methods to im¬

prove the chance of success. This includes different freeze substitution regimes

and media, resins, antigen unmasking procedures as well as a variation in the

labelling procedure parameters themselves. Unfortunately, these compromising

methods are often contradictory to a structural preservation reflecting the native

state. Though, non-compromising experiments based on pure physical follow-up

procedures applied to the cryoimmobilised specimen are obligatory as controls.

4.11 On-section immunofluorescence labelling

In contrast to whole mount immunofluorescence labelling, on-section immun¬

ofluorescence labelling (Schwarz, 1994) is applied to exactly the same samples as

they are used for immunogold labelling. Thus, work with the same block either

on light or on electron microscopical level is possible without further modifica¬

tions. Besides it's advantages of saving time and money in antibody testing for

EM, the method provides an ingenious comparison to the electron microscopical

level. Moreover, parameters critical for labelling such as antibody specificity, la¬

belling density and efficiency, become equally comparable.

4.12 Biological Electron Microscopy and Mitochondrial Ultrastructure Research

As already mentioned in the chapter "The mitochondrial ultrastructure: a closer

look on some controversial features", some results relevant to this topic are rather

puzzling. This is mainly due to some methodological shortcomings of both, re¬

cent and early studies. A further awkward fact is that based on the first descrip¬

tive studies of Palade and Sjostrand (Palade 1952/53; Sjostrand, 1953), the typical

textbook model of mitochondria was established early on and consequently, sev¬

eral theories and conclusions were based on these original data during the fol¬

lowing decades. Moreover, several important studies opposing the textbook model

were usually ignored by the "opinion leaders" and therefore not considered in

follow-up publications. Additionally, over the recent decades, experiments focused
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on the ultrastructure of both isolated and in situ mitochondria, were basically far

away from any living state and thus only providing secondary information (see:

Lea et al., 1994; Mannella et al. 1994; Tyler 1992).

Some of the important methodological inadequacies referred to above are now

listed as follows:

a) The isolation of mitochondria was done without any respect to the osmotic

situation of mitochondria in situ (e.g. Bakeeva et al., 1972, Hackenbrock, 1968;

Wicker et al., 1993)

b) Time resolution during sample collection and/or immobilisation was not rec¬

ognised as a problem (e.g. Mannella et al., 1994)

c) The artefact generating potential of the applied methods was either not or not

sufficiently understood, or not considered in the conclusions (e.g. Lea and

Hollenberg, 1989; Mannella et al., 1994, Palade, 1952, Sjostrand, 1977 and 1978)

d) Experiments were often designed to corroborate earlier results with a more

fashionable technique (e.g. Lea et al., 1994; Mannella et al., 1994; Sjostrand, 1977

and 1978)

This incomplete list could be easily continued with several further shortcomings.

In this work, a non-compromised view of mitochondrial ultrastructure is at¬

tempted. Sea urchin spermatozoa were chosen since they may indeed serve as a

natural model for energy metabolism-dependent changes in mitochondrial ul¬

trastructure investigated with modern biological electron microscopy. In addi¬

tion, mitochondria in rat soleus muscle (in vitro, in intact and saponin-skinned

muscle fibres and in situ) were selected as a model system for the investigation of

the isolation and EM preparation methods dependent changes in mitochondrial

ultrastructure. Furthermore, using modern biological electron microscopy the stud¬

ies were also aiming to compare isolated soleus mitochondria with mitochondria

in saponin-skinned and intact muscle fibres, as well as with those in situ.
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5. The aims of the dissertation

The aims of the present thesis were manifold. However, mitochondrial energy

metabolism in combination with modernbiological electron microscopy (advanced

EM preparation techniques) are the common themes of all the topics Usted below:

•Testing of different Mib-CK, B-CK and M-CK antibodies on ultrathin sections of

genetically engineered Mib-CK-, B-CK- or M-CK-expressing E. Coli strains.

Adaptation and optimisation of the given immunogold labelling regime towards

the needs of future labelling experiments for CK isoenzymes in sperm.

•Ultrastructural localisation of Mib-CK and B-CK in sperm of sea-urchin and

rooster (additionally the Mia like -CK isoenzyme) based on advanced EM prepa¬

ration techniques.

•Comparison of the mitochondrial ultrastructure of resting (dry) and activated

sea urchin sperm, both in their native environment. The main question of this

project is whether changes in the mitochondrial ultrastructure can be observed

upon sperm activation and whether there is an observable increase in the fre¬

quency of energy export contact sites as a consequence of specimen activation.

•Are there changes in the ultrastructure of rat soleus mitochondria depending on

the isolation procedures and/or on the EM preparation techniques (advanced

or conventional) used? For this purpose, a comparison between isolated soleus

mitochondria, mitochondria in skinned and intact muscle fibres and mitochon¬

dria in situ (soleus tissue) was attempted.

•Do the results obtained have any implications on the basic concepts of mito¬

chondrial ultrastructure and/or on theory of mitochondrial contact sites for

energy export?
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Material

&

Methods

In the following paragraphs the methods used are reported in as much detail as

necessary to understand the procedures, however, omitting descriptions of com¬

mon practice. The focus of this section is on the more elaborate description of

methods which are new or have been specifically adapted.
This part of the material and methods section is intended to provide a concise

methodological survey
— probably a specialist's manual. The methods used for

the particular specimen preparation were briefly described in a consecutive se¬

quence, however, a more detailed explanation of the applied specimen prepara¬

tion methods as well as of the methodology in general is given in the appendix.
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1. Advanced EM preparation techniques

In the following paragraphs, the advanced (Figure 9) and the conventional EM

preparation techniques mainly used in this thesis work, were briefly described in

a consecutive sequence.

Suspensions Muscle Fibres Tissue Samples

Cellulose Capillary Tubes Biopsy or Punch

High-Pressure Freezing

Freeze-Substitution

Plastic Embedding

Ultrathin Sectioning

On-Section Immunofluorescence

On-Section Immunogold Labelling

TEM

Figure 9: Schematic diagram of the advanced EM-preparation techniques used mainly in the

context of this thesis.
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2. E. Coli expressing creatine kinase isoforms

E. Coli strains expressing either B-CK, M-CK or Mib-CK were grown in suspen¬

sion and induced as described by Furter and co-workers (Furter et al., 1992). Con¬

trols were grown in parallel using both, non-induced strains and a strain contain¬

ing a null plasmid.
After approximately 2.5 h, 1.5 ml of the dense log phase suspension was removed

and collected in cellulose capillary tubes. In parallel, an aliquot of the suspension
was tested on CK activity (Furter et al., 1992).

2.1 Ultrastructure and immunogold labelling

The bacteria were high-pressure frozen and freeze-substituted in a medium con¬

taining 0.5 % uranyl acetate dissolved in anhydrous ethanol and subsequently
embedded either in Epon, Lowicryl HM 23 or LR Gold.

3. Rooster spermatozoa

Fresh ejaculate of our White Leghorn rooster, "Balthasar", was collected by the

massage technique in an 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube and directly used after liquefac¬
tion. The sperm were collected in cellulose capillary tubes and concomitantlysperm
motility was controlled with a phase contrast and binocular microscope.
The suspension was high-pressure frozen and freeze-substituted in different me¬

dia.

3.1 Ultrastructure

Improved structural preservation was achieved using the extended freeze-substi¬

tution regime starting at -120°C (see chapter 2 in the section "Results & Discus¬

sion"). The medium contained first pure 1-Hexene and was then changed to 2%

osmium tetroxide in anhydrous acetone at -90°C. The freeze-substitution was then

continued according to the standard regime and followed by an Epon embedding
of the sperm.

3.2 Immunogold labelling

Immunogold localisation of Mib-CK and B-CK in the sperm cell required testing
of different freeze-substitution regimes and embedding media: a) 2% osmium

tetroxide in anhydrous acetone and pure anhydrous acetone b) pure anhydrous
acetone and c) 0.5% glutaraldehyde in ethanol. The samples were either embed¬

ded in LR Gold or in Lowicryl HM 23.
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4. Sea urchin spermatozoa

Inactive (resting or dry) sperm were directly collected from the soft testis excised

from a freshly killed fertile male specimen (Psammechinus miliars). Caution was

taken to prevent any sea water contact which would cause immediate sperm acti¬

vation. Dry sperm were diluted and activated in fresh sea water, the natural stimu¬

lus (pH, Na+).

Sperm immotility and activation were controlled with a phase contrast and bin¬

ocular microscope. Inactive spermatozoa were always checked in parallel for their

viability by injecting an aliquot into sea water and observing their motility by
phase contrast microscopy. In addition, the sperm fertilisation potential was as¬

sessed with a phase contrast microscope. As sea urchin eggs are fertilised, the

cortical reaction is triggered and a clearly observable hardening of the egg's vitel¬

line layer becomes visible.

4.1 Ultrastructure

a) Cryo-techniques
Sea urchin sperm were high-pressure frozen, freeze-substituted in 2% osmium

tetroxide in anhydrous acetone and embedded in Epon.

b) Conventional preparation:
Chemical fixation with glutaraldehyde and osmium tetroxide of dry and active

sperm parallel to cryoimmobilisation was necessary to detect alterations in mito¬

chondrial ultrastructure due to the different preparative procedures. The samples
were collected in cellulose capillary tubes similar to that procedure for subse¬

quent cryoimmobilisation. Dry sperm were fixed in "Na+-free sea water" (see para¬

graph 8 in the section "Appendix") and active sperm were fixed in normal sea

water, in both cases glutaraldehyde was added. In comparison to normal sea wa¬

ter, "Na+-free sea water" prevents the activation of the sperm because sodium is

substituted by choline. The fixed sperm were post-fixed with osmium tetroxide

and dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol and subsequently embedded in Epon.

4.2 Immunogold labelling

For immunogold localisation of Mi-CK and tail-CK in the sperm cell, three differ¬

ent freeze-substitution media were tested in combination with LR Gold embed¬

ding: a) 2% osmium tetroxide in anhydrous acetone and pure anhydrous acetone

b) pure anhydrous acetone c) 0.5% Glutaraldehyde in ethanol. In order to im¬

prove the immunolabelling efficiency, different incubation buffers and antigen

unmasking procedures were tested as well.
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5. Rat soleus mitochondria vitro and in saponin-skinned muscle fi¬

bres

The primary intention of these experiments was the ultrastructural comparison
of isolated mitochondria with those in intact muscle fibres and with mitochon¬

dria in situ. Soleus mitochondria and muscle fibres were taken from female Sprague

Dawley rats fed with normal diet.

5.1 Activation and controls of isolated soleus mitochondria and mitochondria

in saponin-skinned muscle fibres

Upon stimulation (state 3) with different concentrations of ADP and in the pres¬

ence or absence of Cr, the samples (isolated mitochondria or saponin-skinned
muscle fibres) were removed from the respirometer chamber and placed in an

oxygenated medium containing 2.0 mMADP. Mitochondria were collected in cel¬

lulose capillary tubes and the saponin-skinned muscle fibres were taken as they
were. The same samples used for respirometry were immediately cryoimmobilised
after the respective process of sample collection.

Control samples were treated in exactly the same way, but without both, Cr and

ADP. Rotenone (1 mM) was present at all stages. The controls were collected and

cryoimmobilised immediately after their analyses.

5.2 Ultrastructure

a) Cryo-techniques:
Mitochondrial suspensions as well as saponin-skinned muscle fibres were high-

pressure frozen in the respective respiration buffers, either in active or inactivated

form. Freeze-substitution was performed in 2% osmium tetroxide in anhydrous
acetone and samples were subsequently embedded in Epon. The times and tem¬

peratures set during freeze-substitution were: -90°C for 16h; -60°C for 8h; -30°C

for 8h and 0°C for lh.

b) Conventional preparation:
Chemical fixation of saponin-skinned and intact muscle fibres was necessary to

detect alterations in mitochondrial ultrastructure due to the different preparative

procedures. Samples used for this conventional preparation were treated in ex¬

actly the same way as those for cryoimmobilisation.

Intact muscle fibres were treated in exactly the same way (no respiration analysis

possible), and were high-pressure frozen respectively fixed in isolation buffer.
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6. Rat tissue samples

Female Sprague Dawley rats were fed on normal diet. Tissue biopsy samples from

heart, soleus, liver and kidney were either taken from Nembutal anaesthetised or

freshly killed rats, always as fast as possible after anaesthetisation or death. Rats

were killed using C02 and then exsanguinated. The micro biopsy methods used

were according to Hohenberg et al. (1996) or as developed by Shimoni and co¬

workers (Shimoni, doctoral thesis in preparation). Rat diaphragm samples were
taken from the excised tissue directly after cervical dislocation with the aid of an

ophthalmologic puncher.

6.1 Ultrastructure

a) Cryo-techniques
Biopsy and punched tissue samples were immediately high-pressure frozen, freeze-
substituted in 2% osmium tetroxide in anhydrous acetone and Epon embedded.

b) Conventional preparation:
Soleus tissue was chemically fixed for comparison with cryo immobilised tissue.
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1. Immunogold labelling of B-, M- or Mib-CK E. Coli overexpressing
these CK isoenzymes

E. Coli strains overexpressing B-, M- or Mib-CK were used to find the optimal
conditions for efficient immunogold labelling of the CK isoenzymes. These bacte¬

ria were used as a model system because only one CK isoenzyme is expressed in

each E. Coli strain but in a sufficient concentration to facilitate the tests for the

optimal labelling conditions. Mainly, the following three points of issue were ex¬

amined: a) the on-section labelling efficiency of some of the available anti-Mib-CK,
B-CK and M-CK antibodies b) the comparison of the structural and antigenic pres¬

ervation after different freeze-substitution and embedding regimes c) variations

of the experimental parameters in the given labelling techniques in order to im¬

prove labelling efficiency. The most successful procedures developed for the E.

Coli model system were then used for immunogold labelling experiments with

rooster and sea urchin sperm (see paragraph 2 and 3 of this section).

1.1 Ultrastructural observations:

Freeze-substitution in uranyl acetate/ethanol medium followed by Epon embed¬

ding turned to be the best choice for the preservation of the typical ultrastructural

features of bacteria. Observations on an ultrastructural level revealed, that the

overexpression of Mib-, B- and M-CK always resulted in the formation of

proteinaceous aggregates (inclusion bodies) in the cytoplasm of the E. Coli strains

used (Fig. 10-12). The inclusion bodies were clearly detectable on ultiathin sec¬

tions. The proteinaceous aggregates in the three E. Coli strains expressing differ¬

ent CK isoenzymes revealed no apparent difference in size or shape amongst each

other. Additionally, no formation of any crystalline patterns was detectable by

eye (Fig.10-12). This indicates that the inclusion bodies formed by the different

CK isoenzymes are amorphous protein aggregates and biochemical evidence from

purification of these inclusion bodies, e.g. by guanidine hydrochloride extraction

and renaturation indicates that the inclusion bodies consist of misfolded CK pro¬

tein which can, however, be recovered in the active form by the treatments men¬

tioned above (Furter et al., 1992).

1.2 Immunolabelling of Mib-, B- and M-CK

On-section immunofluorescence labelling for Mib-, B- and M-CK (Fig.16-19) pro-
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vided an ingenious comparison to immunogold labelling on electron microscopical

level (Fig.10-12). The parameters critical for labelling such as antibody specificity,

density and efficiency were comparable on an equal base. The immunofluores¬

cence labelling for the three isoenzymes demonstrated a dense distribution of the

bacteria in the cellulose capillary tubes. Furthermore, the specificity of both, the

immunolabelling procedures as well as the antibodies used, could be proven and

confirmed.

In Epon embedded bacteria immunogold labelling for B-CK, M-CK and M^-CK
revealed a specific localisation of the enzyme in the inclusion bodies and, to a

lower extend, in the cytoplasm (Fig. 10-12). Potential background labelling was

negligible (Fig. 10-12). A further increase of the specific labelling density in com¬

bination with a remarkable decrease of the background labelling was achieved

with the BSA-C/Tween-20/PBS incubation buffer system (see Appendix: para¬

graph 11.1). The specificity of the primary antibodies was controlled in

immunolabelling experiments with a) non induced E. Coli strains, b) bacteria con¬

taining a null plasmid and c) wild type E. Coli strains. Furthermore, the specificity
of the secondary antibodies (gold- and FITC-conjugated) was tested omitting the

primary antibody in the immunolabelling procedure. In all these control experi¬

ments, the specificity of the antibodies used was confirmed (results not shown).

1.3 Some parameters of the immunogold labelling procedure

The comparison between different embedding media, i.e. Epon at room tempera¬

ture, Lowicryl HM23 at -30°C and LR Gold at -15°C, demonstrated that there were

only negligible differences in labelling specificity but major differences in the de¬

gree of structural preservation (Fig.: 13-15) between these regimes. Consequently,
for all further experiments, Epon seems the resin of choice, followed by LR Gold

and Lowicryl HM 23 always in combination with the BSA-C/Tween-20/PBS in¬

cubation buffer system.
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Immunogold labelling of Mib-, B- or M-CK isoenzymes overexpressed in

E. Coli

All bacteria were collected with cellulose capillary tubes, high-pressure frozen,

freeze-substituted, Epon embedded and on-section immunogold labelled for

Mi,,-, B- or M-CK.

Figure 10: In E. Coli expressing mitochondrial M^-CK, the enzyme is mainly lo¬

calised in inclusion bodies and to a very minor extend, also in the bacterial cyto¬

plasm.

Figure 11: In E. Coli expressing the cytosolic brain-type B-CK isoenzyme the en¬

zyme is localised in inclusion bodies as well as in the cytoplasm.

Figure 12: E. Coli expressing the cytosolic muscle-type M-CK. The enzyme is lo¬

calised in inclusion bodies and, with a lower density, also in the cytoplasm.
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E. Coli expressing Mib-CK: comparison of different embedding procedures
(Epon, Lowicryl HM 23 and LR Gold) with regards to the structural preserva¬

tion and the labelling efficiency and specificity of Mib-CK localisation.

Bacteria were collected with cellulose capillary tubes, high-pressure frozen, freeze-

substituted and embedded either in Epon at room temperature, in Lowicryl HM

23 at -30°C or in LR Gold at -15°C. The Mib-CK labelling efficiency was independ¬

ent of the embedding medium. However, the preservation of the bacterial ul¬

trastructure is strongly dependent on the use of an appropriate embedding me¬

dium, i.e. Epon, or as a second choice, LR Gold.

Figure 13: Epon embedding of E. Coli expressing Mib-CK. A favourable structural

preservation is accompanied by a rather dense Mib-CK immunolabelling. This

method proved to be the best combination of all the procedures tested.

Figure 14: Lowicryl HM 23 embedding of E. Coli expressing Mib-CK. Poor struc¬

tural preservation especially of plasma and outer membrane and a large separa¬

tion ofboth membranes are obvious here. The Mib-CK immunolabelling efficiency

is comparable with that obtained on Epon sections (Fig. 13).

Figure 15: LR Gold embedding of E. Coli expressing Mib-CK. Although shrinkage

of the cytoplasm is obvious, the structural preservation is more acceptable com¬

pared to that obtained with Lowicryl HM23 (Fig. 14) and, however, much less

favourable compared to that with Epon (Fig. 13). The Mib-CK immunolabelling

efficiency was comparable with that on Epon sections (Fig. 13).
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On-section immunofluorescence labelling of B-, M- and Mib-CK in E. Coli

overexpressing these CK isoenzymes.

All bacteria were collected in cellulose capillary tubes, high-pressure frozen, freeze-

substituted, Epon embedded and on-section labelled for the respective anti-CK

isoenzyme antibodies followed by FITC-conjugated secondary antibodies. The

immunofluorescence revealed a dense but heterogeneous distribution of the bac¬

teria in the cellulose capillary tubes and it confirmed the specificity of both, the

labelling procedure as well as the antibodies used (controls not shown).

Figure 16: FITC immunofluorescence labelling of B-CK overexpressed in E. Coli.

Figure 17: FITC immunofluorescence labelling of M-CK overexpressed in E. Coli.

Figure 18: FITC immunofluorescence labelling ofMib-CK overexpressed in E. Coli.

Figure 19: Phase contrast micrograph of an ultrathin section of a cellulose capil¬

lary tube filled with E. Coli. It shows the translucent tube walls but no bacteria are

detectable by this method.
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Discussion

1.4 Ultrastructural considerations

Adequate ultrastructural preservation of the bacteria was achieved only with the

use of advanced EM preparation techniques (Fig. 10-12). The E. Coli cells obtained

by these procedures showed the habitus typical for cryoimmobilised and freeze-

substituted bacteria (see: Hobot et al., 1985; Studer et al., 1989). A separation of

inner and outer membrane was usually not observable although some of the bac¬

teria overexpressing CK isoenzymes showed nevertheless extended separations.

However, mostly membrane areas next to the inclusion bodies were affected in

this way. Furthermore, the frequency of these altered bacterial morphology in¬

creased with the time interval after induction of the heterologous expression. There¬

fore, this structural alteration is probably due to the consecutive overexpression

of the recombinant protein leading to severe cellular stress which finally causes

cell death (personal communication of R. Furter: almost 90% of the bacteria are

dead approx. 3 h after induction).

1.5 Inclusion bodies in CK overexpressing E. Coli strains

In all transformed E. Coli strains overexpressing either Mib-CK, B-CK or M-CK,

inclusion bodies were found. In general, inclusion bodies are termed as cellular

proteinaceous aggregates of misfolded polypeptide chains, which are stabilised

largely by non-covalent intra- and intermolecular ionic and hydrophobic interac¬

tions as well as hydrogen bonds (Blum et al., 1992; Kane and Hartley, 1988).

Within the CK inclusion bodies, no formation of a crystalline pattern was detect¬

able by eye, although CK under several isolation conditions preferentially forms

dimers (M- and B-CK) or octamers (M^-CK) (Schlegel et al, 1988; Wyss et al.,

1990) and the latter of which tends to crystallise easily at high protein concentra¬

tions (Schnyder et al., 1988). Crystals of the octameric Mib-CK have been obtained

(Schnyder et al., 1988,1991,1994) and the X-ray structure of the enzyme has re¬

cently been solved at 0.3 nm resolution (Fritz-Wolf et al., 1996). Therefore, the lack

of crystalline patterns in the inclusion bodies is probably due to the proteins in¬

ability to reach the native state, while partially folded intermediates and subunits

cluster to the proteinaceous aggregates (King et al., 1996).

Attempts to correlate the probability of inclusion body formation with particular

properties of the protein (e.g. B-and M-CK as cytoplasmatic soluble molecules
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should not aggregate while Mib-CK would be expected to aggregate more easily

due to its octamer forming capabilities) have been unsuccessful for the most part

(Kane and Hartley, 1988; Rudolph and Like, 1996; Schein, 1990). Relevant factors

for inclusion body formation are mostly the protein overproduction rate itself

and the growth conditions of the bacteria (King et al., 1996; Rudolph and Lilie,

1996) and, to a minor degree, the presence or co-expression of chaperones (Fig.

20). Chaperones are known to assist folding of the nascent protein to its func¬

tional state by preventing unproductive side reactions such as aggregation

(Rudolph and Lilie, 1996).

NATIVE ENVIRONMENT

IONS, COFACTORS, CHAPERONES etc.

nascent

polypeptide chain

partially
.

folded /

\ intermediate /

\ *
subunit

mature protein

HETEROLOGOUS \

ENVIRONMENT *

Figure 20: Possible patiiways leading to inclusion body formation (proteinaceous aggregates) in a

heterologous environment (adapted after King et al., 1996).

This theory is fully in line with recently pubHshed findings, namely that Mi-CK

can form stable unfolding intermediates or molten globules which are highly in¬

soluble under normal conditions. They can be restored as active, refolded enzyme

after treatment with guanidine hydrochloride followed by renaturation under

physiological conditions (Gross et al., 1995).

1.6 Protein solubilisation and inclusion bodies

The proteinaceous aggregates can often be readily dissoveld by chaotropic salts

and ionic detergents (Blum et al., 1992) during and after cell lysis, although some-
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times very harsh conditions are necessary and the solubilised protein is not func¬

tional. Furter et al. (1992) assumed that recombinant Mib-CK would not form in¬

clusion bodies in the bacteria because the enzyme activity was solely found in the

supernatant of the cell lysate. This misleading assumption was supported by re¬

ports of two other creatine kinase isoenzymes expressed in E. Coli. Both, rabbit M-

CK (Chen et al., 1991) and the CK of the electric organ of Torpedo California (Babbitt

et al., 1990) formed insoluble inclusion bodies, which were exclusively found in

the pellet of the cell lysate. Moreover, Furters' own experiments with a Mib-CK
deletion mutant (deletion of as little as 30 amino acids at the C-terminus) resulted

in a highly expressed but totally insoluble protein (Furter et al., 1992). Electron

microscopical investigations revealed now, that native as well as mutant M^-CK

expressed in E. Coli form indistinguishable inclusion bodies (results not shown),

even though the solubilisation properties of both proteins are completely differ¬

ent. Therefore, judgement concerning the potential presence of inclusion bodies

only by solubilisation criteria can at least be misleading. Otherwise, a plain term

definition would be helpful.
Based on these EM results, the purification procedure of CK isoenzymes from E.

Coli has been modified so that, after bacterial lysis, the inclusion bodies are en¬

riched by high-speed centrifugation and processed by the methods mentioned

above to harvest large amounts of active enzyme from the inclusion bodies (M.

Stolz, unpublished observations), which by all criteria is not different from the

purified soluble fraction.

1.7 CK immunolabelling for fluorescence and electron microscopy

Adequate structural preservation and a specific immunolabelling of the CK

isoenzymes were achieved in Epon embedded bacteria (Fig. 10-12). In contrast to

most of the contemporary textbook recommendations (e.g.: Griffiths, 1993), the

labelling density on epoxy resin (Epon) was equal if not superior to that on the

acrylic resins (Lowicryl and LR Gold). Epon is usually considered to be disadvan¬

tageous for immunocytochemistry mainly because of its extreme hydrophobic
nature (complete sample dehydration is essential), the co-polymerisation with

structures of the specimens and its relatively high polymerisation temperature

(60°C). All these factors cause protein and consequently epitope denaturation

(Griffiths, 1993; Mollenhauer, 1993).

On the contrary, several papers have been published showing significant label¬

ling on Epon sections, especially for proteins which are present or concentrated in
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a cell at very high concentrations, such as in secretory granules of the pancreas

(conventional preparation techniques: Bendayan et al., 1980) or in the scintillons

and trychocysts of dinoflagellates (cryoimmobilisation, freeze-substitution: Nicolas

et al., 1989).

In light of these published results, the labelling of B-, M- and Mib-CK in inclusion

bodies might be reconsidered. Inclusion bodies contain almost pure but misfolded

recombinant protein. The probability of reaching the epitopes of interest on the

section surface is lowered due to the protein misfolding, which also affects the

epitope conformation recognised by the antibody. These effects should be counter

balanced by, however, the almost 100% purity of the CK in these inclusion bodies.

It is still open to debate and a plain empirical result why neither the use of acrylic

resins (LR Gold or Lowicryl HM 23) nor their combination with several freeze-

substitution regimes (results not shown) significantly improved the

immunolabelling density in our hand with our antibodies.

On-section immunofluorescence labelling for Mi-CK, B-CK and M-CK in Epon

embedded bacteria revealed, besides the specific labelling of the inclusion bodies,

a rather heterogeneous distribution of the bacteria in the capillary tube cross sec¬

tion. DAPI labelling was not feasible which is due to the special properties of the

E. Coli genome (and the bacterial genome in general) the latter constituting con¬

sisting of one single double-helical DNAmolecule. DNAsupercoiling is, unlike in

eucaryotic chromatin, the highest degree of chromatin condensation observed in

E. Coli. On ultrathin sections, the bacterial genome appears as a small and irregu¬

lar ribosome free space in the cell (Hobot et al., 1985). Since DAPI labelling needs

a certain DNA concentration, such as that in eucaryotic nuclei (see for compari¬

son Fig. 28, DAPI fluorescence labelling in rooster sperm), it seems evident that

the combination of these facts leads to an undetectable DAPI fluorescence on ul¬

trathin section of the bacteria.

1.8 Labelling specificity and background labelling: the influence of incubation

buffers

Specificity and characterisation of the anti-CK isoenzyme antibodies used on sev¬

eral cells and tissues has been extensively demonstrated in previous studies (Furter

et al., 1992; Kaldis et al., 1996; Schlegel et al., 1988; Wallimann et al, 1986; Wallimann

and Hemmer, 1994). Internal biological controls were performed with the same

transformed, but not induced E. Coli strains which revealed only negligible back¬

ground labelling (results not shown). Further controls were performed omitting
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the primary antibodies revealing no immunogold labelling at all (results not

shown). Similar controls to these were performed in all further immunolabelling

experiments (rooster and sea urchin sperm).

Background and non-specific labelling were sigruficant first when using the PBG

(PBS/BSA/Gelatine) incubation buffer system (results not shown). Fortunately,
with the subsequent use of the BSA-C/Tween-20/PBS incubation buffer system

these problems could be solved. Therefore, this buffer system was used in all fur¬

ther immunolabelling experiments, although a few PBG controls were always

performed in parallel (results not shown).
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2. Rooster spermatozoa: improved structural preservation, 6- and

Mib-CK localisation

The ultrastructural localisation of Mib-CK, B-CK and of the Mia-CK like variant in

rooster sperm has still been lacking. Therefore, an immunogold localisation based

on advanced EM preparation techniques was intended.

2.1 Ultrastructural observations

The collection of the sperm was greatly facilitated by the use of the cellulose cap¬

illary tube method. This method allows the collection of the sperm suspended in

the seminal plasma. Together with subsequent high-pressure freezing, an immo¬

bilisation of the ejaculated spermatozoa in their native environment was thus

possible. The cellulose capillary tube method avoids washing and resuspension

of the sperm in a buffer system as well as any centrifugation steps in order to

constitute a "hard" pellet usually necessary in conventional preparation meth¬

ods.

Improved structural preservation of the sperm cell is attained using an extended

freeze-substitution regime (Fig. 20,22-24) instead of the standard regime (Fig. 21).

With the use of pure 1-Hexene as a medium, it is possible to set the start tempera¬

ture of the freeze-substitution at -120°C. Followed by a change to the standard 2%

Osmium tetroxide/Acetone medium at -90°C and subsequent Epon embedding,
this extended regime results in an improved structural preservation especially of

the sperm head region (condensed chromatin, see Fig. 20 and Fig. 21). Almost no

heterogeneity of the condensed chromatin is observed after the extended freeze-

substitution regime (Fig. 20), whereas this feature was commonly seen after the

use of the standard regime (Fig. 21). Compared to the widely used standard re¬

gime, this more demanding method is favourable especially for specimens and

resins which are critical in dehydration and water content respectively.

2.2 Localisation of Mib- and B-CK

On-section immunofluorescence labelling of both Mib- and B-CK demonstrated a

sufficient but heterogeneous distribution of the sperm in the cellulose capillary

tubes (Fig. 25-27). Furthermore, the specificity of both, the immunolabelling pro¬

cedures and the antibodies, could be proven (see also the paragraphs 1.2-1.3 of
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this section). The on-section DNAlocalisation with DAPI fluorescence shows lon¬

gitudinal- as well as cross-sectioned sperm heads (Fig. 28). DAPI fluorescence is

an easy way to detect and mark the location of the specimen on an ultiathin sec¬

tion in the fluorescence microscope.

Unfortunately, specific and efficient immunogold labelling of the CK isoenzymes

was only possible on LowicrylHM 23 embedded material, thus resulting in rather

poor ultrastructural preservation. M^-CK was found to be exclusively localised

in the mitochondria of the sperm (Fig. 29), whereas B-CK was detected solely in

the sperm's tail (Fig. 30-31). Within the tail, B-CK seemed to be associated with

the axoneme, but was also distributed throughout the cytoplasm (Fig. 30-31).No

observation provided any evidence for a possible plasma membrane association

of B-CK (Fig. 30-31). The recently described "Mia-CK variant" could not be spe¬

cifically localised on ultrathin sections of rooster sperm (results not shown).
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Ultrastructural preservation of rooster spermatozoa

Freshly ejaculated sperm were collected in cellulose capillary tubes and high-pres¬
sure frozen. The frozen samples were either freeze-substituted in 1-Hexene and

2% osmium tetroxide/acetone starting at -120°C (extended regime) or 2% osmium

tetroxide/acetone starting at -90°C (standard regime) and finally embedded in

Epon.

Figure 20: Sperm head with adjacent midpiece, containing the centriole and mito¬

chondria as obtained by the extended freeze-substitution regime. The plasma mem¬

brane of the headpiece bulges periodically, whereas the nuclear membranes ad¬

here closely to the condensed chromatin. Parallel to the transition from the head

to the midpiece the plasma membrane smoothens. Note the homogeneity of the

condensed chromatin, which is not seen after the use of the standard freeze-sub¬

stitution regime (compare Fig. 21).

Figure 21: Sperm head with nucleus and acrosomal region as obtained by the

standard freeze-substitution regime. The plasma membrane of the headpiece

bulges periodically, whereas the nuclear membranes adhere closely to the con¬

densed chromatin. The plasma membrane smoothens in the acrosomal region (acro¬

some spine and cap). Note the heterogeneity of the condensed chromatin, which

is not observed in samples obtained by the extended freeze-substitution regime

(compare Fig. 20).

Figure 22: Magnification of the acrosomal region at the tip of the sperm cell as

obtained by the extended freeze-substitution regime. The acrosome consists of

the acrosomal cap and the acrosomal spine. The plasma membrane is closely at¬

tached to the acrosomal cap and starts to bulge in the nuclear region.
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Ultrastructural preservation of rooster spermatozoa

Freshly ejaculated sperm were collected in cellulose capillary tubes and high-pres¬

sure frozen, freeze-substituted in 1-Hexene and 2% osmium tetroxide/acetone

starting at -120°C (extended regime) and finally embedded in Epon.

Figure 23: Cross section of the midpiece revealing the axoneme (9+2 structure) in

the centre of the cell surrounded by four mitochondria. Mitochondria
,
unlike

those of mammalian sperm, appear to be in the form of rectangular plates curved

along the longitudinal axis. They are densely packed with cristae, running paral¬

lel to the length of the mitochondrions rectangular shape.

Figure 24: Longitudinal and cross-sections ofspermtails. The axoneme (9+2 struc¬

ture) is the dominant structure in the tail. No dense fibres are present as they are

in mammalian sperm. Only little portions of cytoplasm remain between axoneme

and plasma membrane.
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Rooster spermatozoa: on-section immunofluorescence labelling of B- and

Mib-CK, DAPI fluorescence of the sperm DNA

Fresh ejaculate was collected in cellulose capillary tubes, high-pressure frozen,

freeze-substituted in 0.5 % uranyl acetate/acetone and finally embedded in

Lowicryl HM 23 at -30°C. Immunofluorescence labelling for Mib- and B-CK as

well as DAPI fluorescence labellingwas performed on Lowicryl sections.

Figure 25: FITC immunofluorescence labelling for Mib-CK-CK of rooster sperm.

Figure 26: FITC immunofluorescence labelling for B-CK of rooster sperm.

Figure 27: Phase contrast micrograph showing the translucent tube walls. Sperm

are not visible.

Figure 28: On-section DAPI fluorescence labelling for DNA in the sperm nucleus.

Cross- and longitudinal section of the sperm head are clearly discernible.
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Immunogold localisation of B- and Mib-CK in rooster spermatozoa

Freshly ejaculated sperm were collected in cellulose capillary tubes, high-pres¬
sure frozen, freeze-substituted in 0.5 % uranyl acetate/acetone starting at -90°C

and finally embedded in Lowicryl HM 23 at -30°C. Immunogold labelling for Mib-
and B-CK was performed on Lowicryl sections.

Figure 29: Mi^-CK localisation in the mitochondria of the midpiece. The enzyme
is located in the cristae and along the boundary membranes of the mitochondria.

Negligible background labelling and no M^-CK localisation in the axoneme (B-

CK cross-reaction) is detectable. Both findings are internal controls of the label¬

ling specificity, too.

Figure 30: B-CK is localised in the axoneme and cytoplasm of the tail, whereas no

localisation at the plasma membrane is detectable. The level of background label¬

ling is very low, which is due to the BSA-C/Tween-20/PBS incubation buffer sys¬

tem used.
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Immunogold localisation of B- and Mib-CK in rooster spermatozoa

Freshly ejaculated sperm were collected in cellulose capillary tubes, high-pres¬
sure frozen, freeze-substituted in 0.5 % uranyl acetate/acetone starting at -90°C

and finally embedded in Lowicryl HM 23 at -30°C. Immunogold labelling for

Mib- and B-CK was performed on Lowicryl sections.

Figure 31 and Figure 32 show the specificity of the B-CK labelling. The enzyme is

solely localised in the axoneme and cytoplasm of the tail (Fig.31). Only very little

cross-reactivity of the anti-B-CK antibody with Mib-CK in the mitochondria can

be observed (Fig. 32). These supportive results yielding specific immunolabelling
and negligible background are to a great part due to the modified incubation buffer

used for all immunolabelling experiments (BSA-C/Tween-20/PBS).
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Discussion

2.3 Descriptive studies of rooster sperm: the state of art

Descriptive sperm studies have mostly been used for phylogenetic and taxonomic

purposes (Baccetti and Afzelius, 1976). In recent years, the scientific value of such

studies canbe questioned since apparently more reliable molecular biological tech¬

niques, such as DNA-DNA hybridisation are used to deal with taxonomic ques¬

tions (Asa and Phillips, 1987). Usually, conventional EM preparation techniques
are used to elude morphological features, which are important for systematic char¬

acterisations. Such features might be observed or not observed, they might differ

in size, shape or volume, but they are always depending on the particular condi¬

tions of the conventional EM preparation methods, e.g. sample collection, buffer

systems, fixative, dehydration procedure (Lee, 1984, see also paragraph &&&).

Consequently, a reliable methodological standardisation can hardly be achieved

using these methods. Only the use of non-pretreated specimens cryoimmobilised
in their natural environment and processed by advanced EM preparation tech¬

niques can ascertain a defined standard for descriptive studies.

The first comprehensive ultrastructural study of ejaculated fowl sperm was pre¬

sented by Lake (1968). This descriptive study based on conventional EM prepara¬

tion techniques dealt with all the typical features of a rooster spermatozoon. To¬

gether with the work of Bakst and Howarth (1975), these papers set the standard

description of rooster sperm in several textbooks (e.g.: Asa and Phillips, 1987;

Hodges, 1974; Vol. 5; King and McLelland, 1981, Vol. 2). Nevertheless, there have

been a few more recent attempts Uke, for example, a comparative SEM and TEM

study (Thurston and Hess, 1987) using conventional preparation methods or a

TEM study comparing the influence of different cryoprotectants under rapid-freeze

conditions (metal-mirror cryoimmobilisation, freeze-substitution: Maeda et al.,

1989). Moreover, Maeda and co-workers (1989) stated that: "there are no reports

concerning morphological investigations of fowl spermatozoa in the frozen state"

and, up to my knowledge no TEM study on the ultrastructure of ejaculated rooster

sperm has been performed since then using advanced preparation methods as

they were used for this thesis work.
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2.4 Structural preservation of rooster sperm and the use of an extended freeze-

substitution regime

Some ultrastructural features of rooster sperm, e.g. the possible heterogeneity of

condensed chromatin or the shape and form of the plasma membrane, have been

noted already by Lake (1968) and were mentioned as puzzling findings. Addi¬

tionally, such aspects have received attention due to their possible commercial

implications in poultry sciences regarding artificial insemination and semen stor¬

age during the last two decades (Thurston and Hess, 1987). For this purpose, the

knowledge of the morphology of rooster semen frozen with or without prior treat¬

ment with cryoprotectants (e.g. glycerol, DMSO) seems important (Maeda et al.,

1989).

The plasma membrane of the rooster sperm cell always appears lifted off and

bulgy after the use of conventional preparation techniques (see for example: Bakst

and Howarth, 1975; Lake, 1968; Thurston and Hess, 1987 or (quail) Woolley, 1995).

Moreover, the plasma membrane in the nuclear region bulges periodically. The

latter fact can also be seen in fowl sperm after advanced EM preparation tech¬

niques (Fig. 20), whereas the plasma membrane follows smoothly the contour of

the acrosomal region (Fig. 22), the midpiece (Fig.: 23) and the tail (Fig.: 24). These

results corroborate those found by Maeda et al. (1989) in rooster sperm not

pretreated with cryoprotectants. Moreover, Maeda and co-workers interpreted
such bulgy membranes in these "fragile regions" as swellings caused by ice-crys¬

tal growth.

A further probable artefact is the often observed heterogeneity of the condensed

chromatin in the nucleus, which can be observed after the application of both,

conventional (Lake, 1968) and cryoimmobilisation based techniques (Maeda et

al., 1989). This heterogeneity is deduced from an increased staining intensity in

some regions of the condensed chromatin compared to that in adjacent regions

(see Fig. 21). This problem has almost been overcome here (see Fig. 20) by the

development of the extended freeze-substitution regime (1-Hexene at -120°C fol¬

lowed by osmium tetroxide/acetone at -90°C), whereas after application of a stand¬

ard procedure (-90°C, osmium tetroxide/acetone) this phenomenon was clearly
obvious (see Fig. 21). Problems as these are usually not mentioned in recent de¬

scriptive studies on fowl sperm (e.g. Thurston and Hess, 1987; Woolly, 1994).
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2.5 Extended and standard freeze-substitution regimes: what makes the differ¬

ence?

As shown in Fig. 20 and 22, the structural preservation especially of the nuclear

region has been improved by the use of the extended freeze-substitution regime

(compare Fig. 21). Compared to the standard freeze-substitution regime two pa¬

rameters were changed. The extended freeze-substitution regime starts at -120°C

and the frozen sample is immersed into pure 1-Hexene.

1-Hexene has no crosslinking nor other stabilising capabilities, which is easily

predictable from its chemical structure [H3C=CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3]. It is

noteworthy, that at -120°C reactions of fixatives such as osmium tetroxide or uranyl
acetate can only be expected to a very low extent (see in the section "Introduction"

the paragraph 4.4).

A further crucial physicochemical parameter for freeze-substitution is the solubil¬

ity of water in the substitution medium (see in the section "Introduction" the para¬

graph 4.4). Up to my knowledge, no systematic data have been published about

1-Hexene used in the process of freeze-substitution. The solubility of 1-Hexene in

water is reported as negligible (less than 0.1% v/v, above zero degree Celsius) in

the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) of the University of Utah. For compari¬

son, the water solubility of acetone ranges from 1-2% v/v at -90°C (Humbel and

Muller, 1983; Humbel et al. 1984) to complete miscibility above 0°C (MSDS, Uni¬

versity of Utah). Consequently, a significant water solubility of 1-Hexene during
the process of freeze-substitution can be excluded.

Probably the most important change from the standard freeze-substitution re¬

gime compared to the extended regime is the decrease of the initial temperature

gradient, which occurs from -196°C (sample storage temperature) to -90°C (stand¬

ard) respectively -120°C (extended). The reduction of the temperature step dur¬

ing this very sudden warming seems to be essential. For the lack of any data con¬

cerning the behaviour of frozen biological material during freeze-substitution in

these temperature ranges, some plausibility arguments should serve at least for

an explanation. The temperature interval during which ice (re)crystallisation usu¬

ally can occur is in most biological materials from -3°C to -90°C and in hydrated

samples and aqueous solutions from 0°C to -100°C (Echlin, 1992). Furthermore,

Steinbrecht (1982) and others reported only minor damages caused by

recrystallisation as long as the samples remain at low temperatures (-90°C) for a

long time (days) and/or are slowly warmed up (Echlin, 1992). However, there is a
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wide and largely unknown variation in the recrystallisation temperatures in dif¬

ferent compartments of the individual cell, e.g. cytoplasm or nucleus (Echlin, 1992).

It can be concluded that starting freeze-substitution at -120°C may reduce the

probability of recrystallisation and ice crystal growth in adequately frozen sam¬

ples, thus providing a slow warming period from -120°C (believed to be not criti¬

cal) to -90°C, a temperature range critical for recrystallisation processes. Unfortu¬

nately, there have been very few detailed studies on the freeze-substitution proc¬

ess and its various (sample dependent) parameters (Echlin, 1992).

The previously mentioned results are further corroborated by experiments with

high-pressure frozen yeast and root nodule samples which were freeze-substi¬

tuted after a similar extended regime. Instead of using pure 1-Hexene (fp: -136°C)

starting at -120 °C, pure 2-Methylbutane (fp: -156°C, solubility in water < 0.1%:

MSDS) was used starting at -135°C. This extended regime led to an improved

structural preservation of yeast cells and root nodules, too (unpublished results:

R. Hermann, Lab. for EM I, ETH Zurich).

2.6 Isoenzyme specific CK localisation in rooster sperm

Up to now, only a few papers were published about CK-localisation in rooster

sperm (Kaldis et al., 1986; Wallimann and Hemmer, 1994; Wallimann et al., 1986)

and no systematic immunogold localisation of B- and Mib-CK in these cells has

been performed. Information about the isoenzyme distribution in these cells is

only available on biochemical and light microscopical level (Kaldis et al, 1996) or

additionally on the level of thawed cryosections (Wallimann et al., 1986) accord¬

ing to the Tokuyasu method (Tokuyasu, 1973 and 1978; Tokuyasu and Singer, 1976).

Kaldis and co-workers localised B-CK solely in the sperm tail, whereas Mib-CK

was found only in the mitochondria (Kaldis et al., 1996; Wallimann et al., 1986).

In this study, a clearly isoenzyme-specific localisation of Mib-CK restricted to the

mitochondria (Fig. 29) and of B-CK found solely in the axoneme and the tail cyto¬

plasm (Fig. 30) could be demonstrated. However, information about the precise

spatial localisation (gold colloid size: 5 nm), e.g. IMS or IM, could not be acquired
because the packing of the mitochondrial cristae in rooster sperm turned out to be

much too dense. As a further result of the advanced EM preparation methods,

almost no extraction of the mitochondrial matrix material was encountered. There¬

fore, the mitochondria reveal a dense appearance, whereas after conventional EM

preparation techniques a distinct contrast amplification of the membranes in the
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"extracted" sperm mitochondria is usually observable (e.g. Lake, 1968). Further¬

more, a separation of the mitochondrial boundary membranes, which is due to

osmotic effects of the buffer system used during chemical fixation (see in the sec¬

tion "Introduction" the paragraph 4.5) is not observed in the samples presented

(Fig. 23).

B-CK was localised in the sperm tail (Fig. 30) and in the axonemal region of the

midpiece (Fig. 32). No significant B-CK localisation was found in any other part

of the sperm cell, nor in the surrounding seminal plasma (Fig. 30-32). Similar to

findings reported for sea urchin sperm, a functional coupling of B-CK to a tail

structure could be expected. In those sperm, biochemical findings indicate that

the tail-CK is anchored in the plasma membrane (Quest et al., 1991 and 1992)

and/or is located in the axoneme (Tombes et al., 1988). Direct ultrastructural evi¬

dence confirming these findings in sea urchin sperm, however, is still lacking and

the results obtained with rooster sperm reveal no indication for a plasma mem¬

brane anchorage of B-CK (see Fig. 30-32). However, this B-CK location is signifi¬

cant from a biological point of view. Similar to the functional coupling of M-CK to

the myosinATPases in the M-line of striated chicken muscle (Krause and Jacobus,

1991; Wallimann et al. 1984), a juxtaposition of B-CK to the axonemal dynein

ATPases seems beneficial in metabolic terms.

The specificity of the immunolabelling is particularly emphasised by noting the

exclusive localisation of the two isoenzymes at the critical midpiece/tail junction

where the axoneme (B-CK, Fig. 32) is surrounded by the mitochondria (Mib-CK,

Fig. 29)

Unfortunately, the recently described "Mia-CK variant" (Kaldis et al, 1996), could

not be specifically localised on ultrathin sections of rooster sperm (results not

shown). Both anti-"Mia-CK varianf'-antibodies available (provided by Kaldis et

al., 1996), labelled Mib-CK as well as B-CK on ultrathin sections of the rooster

sperm cell (results not shown).

2.7 B-CK in the seminal plasma: reality or preparation artefact?

With immunogold labelling B-CK was not specifically detectable in the seminal

plasma surrounding the spermatozoa. This result is in complete accordance with

the biochemical findings of Wallimann and co-workers, which found that rooster

seminal plasma does not contain any CK (Wallimann et al., 1986). Moreover, in a

subsequent study by Kaldis and co-workers a significant amounts of B-CK as the
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sole CK-isoenzyme in rooster seminal plasma was reported (Kaldis et al, 1996). A

possible explanation for these conflicting results are the different isolation and

separation methods of sperm and seminal plasma used in these studies. In order

to separate the sperm from the seminal plasma, Kaldis and co-workers centri-

fuged the ejaculate for 10 min at 10,000xg which is a considerably higher value

than 1000-2000xg for 5-10 minutes Wallimann et al. (1986) used for their initial

centrifugation. For EM sample collection 17xg for 1-2 minutes were used. Cen-

trifugation during the course of sample preparations bear the danger of unpre¬

dictable ultrastructural alterations (e.g. Hohenberg et al., 1994). Therefore, sev¬

eral recommendations to minimise the centrifugation steps were reported (Cole,

1986; Hohenberg et al., 1994; Wood and Klomparens, 1993). Thus, a possible rea¬

son for the presence of B-CK in seminal plasma as reported by Kaldis et al. (1996)

could be a considerable disruption of the spermatozoa during centrifugation. It

takes little imagination to visualise the shearing stress the sperm (approximately

100 um length to 0.5 um width) are exposed to while being accelerated in a grav¬

ity field up to 10,000xg. In light of these considerations, a leakage of B-CK, a solu¬

ble cytoplasmatic enzyme, which is even coupled to axonemal structures, seems

the probable cause of finding B-CK in the seminal plasma (Kaldis et al., 1996). An

electron microscopical examination of the sperm pellet after centrifugation (10,000g,

10 min) would be highly desirable to solve this question.

It is worthwhile to mention that hens, after mating, can store spermatozoa over

long periods of time and release them when needed for fertilisation of the eggs.

Therefore, the maintenance of these stored sperm is more likely due to possible

adaptations of the hens oviduct system and an additional B-CK supply in the

seminal plasma would not seem advantageous for preserving the sperm over this

long period of time where extracellular B-CK is likely to be degraded, anyway.

It might be argued that the use of the BSA-C/Tween-20/PBS incubation buffer

system reduces the possible B-CK labelling in the seminal plasma thought as back¬

ground labelling. This argument should be rejected with the labelling results

achieved with E. Coli overexpressing B-CK. There, B-CK is definitely no compo¬

nent of the culture medium. Moreover, B-CK as well as M-and Mib-CK, form in¬

clusion bodies which are only soluble during the lysis procedure, thus no or neg¬

ligible amounts of free B-CK can be expected outside the bacteria. However, back¬

ground labelling problems were nearly always encountered by the use of the PBG

incubation buffer system. Such findings were also made with Mib- and M-CK

overexpressing E. Coli strains and in all these cases, background labelling was

reduced significantly by the use of the BSA-C/Tween-20/PBS buffer.
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3. Sea urchin spermatozoa: mitochondrial ultrastructure and contact

sites for energy export in sea urchin sperm

3.1 Observations on an ultrastructural level

Adequate structural preservation of inactive (dry) and active sea urchin sperm,

high-pressure frozen in their natural medium was obtained after the use of the

standard freeze-substitution regime followed by Epon embedding (Fig. 33). The

structural preservation was sufficient to compare the mitochondrial ultrastruc¬

ture of inactive and active sperm with regards to a possible difference in the fre¬

quency of contact sites for energy export (Fig. 34-35). The sperm mitochondria

seemed to be especially rich in cristae compared to the vertebrate mitochondria

examined in this thesis, too (see paragraph 4 and 5 of this section). These cristae

often appeared as "separate membrane vesicles-like structures" which are not

connected extensively to the IM (Fig. 34-35).

3.2 Contact sites in active and inactive sperm

Since the energy metabolism in sea urchin sperm is activated at once by sea water

being completely immotile and "quiescent" before, the hypothesis was, that one

might expect to see in this model system a dramatic change in the extend and

frequency of mitochondrial contact sites for energy export. However, to our sur¬

prise, the detection of energy export contact sites on ultrathin sections was much

more difficult than anticipated. In fact, on sections of inactive and active sea ur¬

chin sperm, no significant difference in the frequency of possible contact sites was

detectable. Moreover, no tool or procedure for a distinct discrimination between

energy export contact sites and other physical interactions between IM and OM

on ultrathin sections is currently available. A clear discernible IMS, i.e. an indis¬

pensable prerequisite to look for close appositions of the envelope membranes,

was detectable in most cases. However, the degree of its visibility depended on

the angle of the section plane and the apposition of the boundary membranes.

Nevertheless, a preliminary statistical approach was undertaken to detect a dif¬

ference in the frequency of potential contact sites. Unfortunately, first extrapola¬

tions corroborated the observable results on ultrathin sections mentioned above

(results not shown).

Subsequently, freeze-fracturing of active and inactive sperm suspensions was per¬

formed in order to circumvent the "on-section problems" (Fig. 40-47). No contact
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sites (deflections of the fracture plane between IM and OM) were detectable nei¬

ther on platinum/carbon replicas for TEM examination (Fig. 40-43), nor on fro-

zen-hydrated fractures for cryo-SEM observation (Fig. 44-47). The fracture planes

in the mitochondria of sea urchin sperm were mainly equatorial or within one of

the envelope membranes. Therefore, the search for fracture plane deflections be¬

tween IM and OM was without success.

Activated (Fig. 36-37) and inactive sperm (Fig. 38-39) obtained by conventional

EM preparation techniques (glutaraldehyde and osmium tetroxide fixation in sea

water) revealed the typical artefact bearing results after such procedures. The IMS

was enlarged along the whole contour length of the mitochondria, material ex¬

traction, shrinkage and bulgy membranes were observed in all sperm regions.

Furthermore, the appearance of so called "membrane ghosts" - single membrane

vesicles - (Fig. 36,38) was also a remarkable difference when compared to

cryoimmobilised sea urchin sperm. Moreover, no obvious difference was found

between the mitochondrial ultrastructure of active and inactive sperm.

3.3 Localisation of Mi- and tail-CK in sea urchin sperm

Immunogold labelling of Mi^-CK and tail-CK was not successful. Different freeze-

substitution regimes, embedding procedures and antigen unmasking procedures

were tested to increase the labelling efficiency. The poor antibody specificity only

led to an impressive but non-specific chromatin labelling in the sperm head (re¬

sults not shown).
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Ultrastructural features of sea urchin spermatozoa after advanced EM prepa¬
ration techniques

Inactive and active sperm suspensions were collected in cellulose capillary tubes,

high-pressure frozen, freeze-substituted (2% osmium tetroxide/acetone starting
at -90°C) and Epon embedded.

Figure 33: Cross-sections of nuclei, mitochondria and tails. The mitochondria re¬

veal a dense matrix and a considerable number of cristae. The plasma membrane

bulges in the nuclear region, but follows smoothly the contour of the midpiece
and the tail. Note the presence of an extracellular mucous layer on the plasma
membranes.
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Mitochondria of activated and inactive sea urchin sperm after advanced EM

preparation techniques

Inactive and active sperm suspensions were collected in cellulose capillary tubes,

high-pressure frozen, freeze-substituted (2% osmium tetroxide/acetone starting
at -90°C) and Epon embedded.

Figure 34: Representative mitochondrion of an inactive (dry) sea urchin sperm.

The IM and OM are visible throughout approx. half of the contour length of the

boundary membranes. The IMS is also visible and therefore some close appositions
of IM and OM are clearly discernible. Note the various cristae membrane shapes
and the impressive axonemes in the surrounding tail cross-sections (see also Fig.:

33,35).

Figure 35: Representative mitochondrion of an activated sea urchin sperm. The

IM and OM are discernible almost along their entire contour length. The IMS is

also present and therefor some close appositions of IM and OM are clearly ob¬

servable. No obvious difference in the mitochondrial ultrastructure between acti¬

vated (Fig. 35) and inactive (Fig. 34) sea urchin sperm is detectable.
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Mitochondria of inactive sea urchin sperm after conventional EM preparation

techniques

Inactive and activated sea urchin sperm suspensions were collected in cellulose

capillary tubes, immobilised either in a glutaraldehyde/ "Na+-free sea water"

solution or in a glutaraldehyde/pure sea water solution, post-fixed in osmium

tetroxide, dehydrated in ethanol and Epon embedded.

Figure 36: Suspension of inactive spermatozoa, which exhibit a considerable

amount of shrinkage due to dehydration artefacts and osmotic effects during im¬

mobilisation. Membrane ghosts are distributed all over the section.

Figure 37: Magnification of a mitochondrion from an inactive sea urchin sperma¬

tozoon. A distinct IMS is present along the complete contour length of the enve¬

lope membranes. The shrinkage of the midpiece is obvious considering the bulg¬

ing plasma membrane and the shape of the mitochondrion.
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Mitochondria of activated sea urchin sperm after conventional EM prepara¬

tion techniques

Inactive and activated sea urchin sperm suspensions were collected in cellulose

capillary tubes, immobilised either in a glutaraldehyde/ "Na+-free sea water"

solution or in a glutaraldehyde/pure sea water solution, post-fixed in osmium

tetroxide, dehydrated in ethanol and Epon embedded.

Figure 38: Suspension of activated spermatozoa. The shrinkage, especially of

midpiece and tail regions, is obvious. Afew membrane ghost are present. Disinte¬

grating mitochondria can be the possible origin of the membrane ghosts, which is

a result of the poor conventional preparation technique.

Figure 39: Mitochondrial cross-section of an activated spermatozoa. IM and OM

are clearly separated exhibiting a distinct IMS. Note the absence of the extracellu¬

lar mucous layer on the plasma membranes (see also Fig. 41). No obvious differ¬

ence in the mitochondrial ultrastructure between activated (Fig. 39) and inactive

(Fig. 41) sea urchin sperm is detectable.
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Platinum-carbon replicas of freeze-fractured sea urchin sperm

Platinum-carbon replicas of propane-jet frozen and freeze-fractured sea urchin

sperm suspensions. Mitochondria were freeze-fractured in order to detect deflec¬

tions of the fracture plane between IM and OM— supposed markers for contact

sites.

Figure 40 Active and Figure 41 inactive sperm suspensions: representative equa¬

torial fractures of the mitochondria revealing the cristae and envelope membranes.

No deflection of the fracture plane between IM and OM were found (a possible

contact site marker).

Thanks to "Mr. Freeze-Fracture", Ernst Wehrli, Lab. for EM I, ETH Zurich, for his help and guid¬

ance with die sample preparations.
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Platinum-carbon replicas of freeze-fractured sea urchin sperm

Platinum-carbon replicas of propane-jet frozen and freeze-fractured sea urchin

sperm suspensions. Mitochondria were freeze-fractured in order to detect deflec¬

tions of the fracture plane between IM and OM— supposed markers for contact

sites.

Figure 42: Fracture of the sperm head and midpiece. The mitochondrion shows

an almost equatorial fracture. The complete nucleus is cracked out of the sperm

head, exhibiting the tail implantation and the plasma membrane. Note the tail

fractures.

Figure 43: Representative survey of freeze-fractured sea urchin sperm, revealing

sperm heads, mitochondria and tails.
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Frozen-hydrated freeze-fractures of sea urchin sperm

Sperm suspension was collected in cellulose capillary tubes, high-pressure fro¬

zen, freeze-fractured, etched and platinum sputtered. The frozen-hydrated sam¬

ple was examined in a cryo-SEM. Mitochondria were freeze-fractured in order to

detect deflections of the fracture plane between IM and OM— supposed markers

for contact sites.

Figure 44: Survey of a typical fracture face, revealing mainly sperm heads and

tails.

Figure 45: Fracture exhibiting the anterior end of the sperm mitochondrion (OM),

surroundedby the plasma membrane. The tail implantation is visible as a knob in

the centre of the cell. Note the axonemes in the tail fractures.

Thanks to Eyal Shimoni and Paul Walther, Lab. for EM I, ETH Zuerich, for their help and

assistance with the preparation techniques.
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Frozen-hydrated freeze-fractures of sea urchin sperm

Sperm suspension was collected in cellulose capillary tubes, high-pressure fro¬

zen, freeze-fractured, etched and platinum sputtered. The frozen-hydrated sam¬

ple was examined in a cryo-SEM. Mitochondria were freeze-fractured in order to

detect deflections of the fracture plane between IM and OM— supposed markers

for contact sites.

Figure 46: Sperm heads showing a central pit (depression) representing the tail

implantation. Both, tail and mitochondrion are cracked out of the cell - a repre¬

sentative situation.

Figure 47: A rare mitochondrial equatorial fraction revealing both, distinct cristae

and boundary membranes.
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Discussion

3.4 On the use of conventional EM preparation techniques

For inactive (dry) and activated sea urchin spermatozoa, the use of conventional

EM preparation methods led to completely inadequate preservation of the ul¬

trastructure (Fig. 36-39). Dilution of dry sperm in sea water activates the sperma¬

tozoa (natural stimulus) and the arrest of all life processes begins with the addi¬

tion of the fixative. For sea urchin sperm, the use of sea water avoids severe al¬

terations due to osmotic effects but the buffer capacity of this medium is poor

compared to special buffer systems like PBS. On the contrary, the inactive state is

incompatible with a dilution in sea water. Dilution and fixation of inactive sperm

in PBS or other commonly used buffer systems led to severe alterations of the

sperm due to osmotic effects (results not shown). The dilution and fixation in

"Na+-free sea water" prevents sperm activation but several effects on the osmotic

and ionic homeostasis of the dry sperm can not be excluded. Summarising these

considerations, the application of advanced EM preparation methods only offers

an opportunity to compare active and dry sperm on an equal scale because the

sperm are cryoimmobilised in their natural environment.

3.5 Observations on an ultrastructural level

During the last decades, several attempts to elucidate the ultrastructure of sea

urchin spermatozoa were made using mainly conventional preparations meth¬

ods (e.g.: Baccetti et al., 1985; Chia and Bickell, 1983 (extensive historical review);

Gibbons, 1981; Jamieson, 1991; Mita and Nakamura, 1992 and 1993; Tombes et al,

1988; Usiu and Takashi, 1986).

However, as far as I am aware, only one study was done on sea urchin sperm

using cryoimmobilisation based preparation methods (bare-grid method, cryo-

electron microscopy of frozen hydrated intact sperm tails: Murray, 1986). Further¬

more, a remarkable tolerance of these sperm towards freezing (Asahina and

Takahashi, 1978) and a successful cryopreservation of the viability (Asahina and

Takahashi, 1979) of sea urchin eggs and sperm has been reported.

Dry and activated spermatozoa examined after cryoimmobilisation revealed the

typical habitus of sea urchin sperm. In general, the sperm were adequately frozen

and the standard freeze-substitution regime followed by Epon embedding re¬

vealed, however, an improved structural preservation (Fig. 33-35), if compared to
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that seen after conventional EM preparation methods (Fig. 36-39) and the refer¬

ring literature previously cited). The findings obtained from cryoimmobilised sea

urchin sperm after hybrid follow-up procedures are in good accordance to those

revealed in vitrified sperm tails (pure physical EM preparation techniques: Murray,

1986). Murray reported "a striking difference in the appearance of the flagellar

[plasma] membrane" compared to those obtained by conventional preparation

methods: the plasma membrane follows smoothly the contour of the active and

inactive axoneme whereas after conventional preparation procedures, the plasma

membrane is usually seen to be attached to the axoneme at discrete points, but

billowed away elsewhere (e.g. Jamieson, 1991; Fig. 36,38). Furthermore, Murray

reported unidentified "rows of particles (material)" on the extraplasmatic surface

of the plasma membrane (Fig. 33-35), which is usually not seen after conventional

preparations (Fig. 36-39). This material tentatively termed mucous layer could be

similar to the surface projections and mastigonemes known to decorate the proto¬

zoan flagella (Gibbons, 1981). However, both findings obtained with pure physi¬

cal EM preparation methods confirm the results obtained here after the applica¬

tion of hybrid follow-up procedures. Summarising these facts, the information

content set with the initial sample collection, has been preserved throughout the

whole hierarchy of advanced EM specimen preparation methods.

3.6 Sea urchin and rooster sperm are always in suspensions, but why are two

freeze-substitution regimes necessary for optimal structural preservation?

The extended freeze-substitution regime was necessary for improved structural

preservation of the examined rooster sperm suspensions (see chapter 3 "Rooster

Spermatozoa"in this section). Why is the standard freeze-substitution regime suf¬

ficient for sea urchin sperm? Sea urchin sperm were always adequately frozen

whereas rooster sperm suspensions sometimes showed segregation patterns.

However, most of the rooster samples were adequately frozen, although no pre¬

dictions about freezing quality could be given.

The freezing point depression of sea water (1.3 to 1.7 °C depending on the given

salinity; see Tardent, 1993) and the osmotic balance of most of the marine

evertebrates with their environment could be a possible explanation for the dif¬

ferences encountered. These particular osmotic and ionic conditions are (the ma¬

jor?) part of the assumed intrinsic cryoprotective properties (see Hohenberg et al.,

1994), which are suggested to improve a specimen's freezing and recrystallisation

properties. This presumption is corroborated by investigations into the
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cryopreservation of the viability of sea urchin eggs and sperm which revealed a

remarkable freezing tolerance of these cells (Asahina and Takahashi, 1978). Addi¬

tionally, achieving a true vitrification of the sperm tails (Murray, 1986) would be

extremely difficult using the bare-grid method if there were no intrinsic

cryoprotectants present in these cells. The bare-grid method usually provides true

vitrification of small biological objects (e.g. viruses, vesicles, macromolecules) up
to a diameter of 100-200 nm (Echlin, 1992), whereas the sperm tail with a diameter

of approx. 100-200 nm nearly exceeds the vitrification capabilities of this method.

3.7 Immunogold labelling of Mi-CK and tail-CK: the conflicts

The approaches to localise Mi- and tail-CK in sea urchin sperm on an ultrastruc¬

tural level failed. Consequently, the detection of a difference between inactive

and activated sperm towards a certain distribution or accumulation of Mi-CK at

possible mitochondrial contact sites was not possible, too. The considerations for

the Mib- and tail-CK labelling experiments were threefold: a) in which mitochon¬

drial region is the CK located in dry and activated sperm, b) are there CK accumu¬

lations in mitochondrial energy contact sites, c) in which regions of the tail is the

tail-CK located (e.g. plasma membrane, axoneme, cytoplasm). It is evident that

for answering this questions a considerable spatial resolution of the labellingwould

be required. Electron microscopical and biochemical localisation studies with ei¬

ther low spatial resolution or producing conflicting results have already been per¬

formed (Quest and Shapiro, 1991; Quest et al., 1992; Tombes and Shapiro, 1987;

Tombes et al, 1988).

3.8 Immunogold labelling of Mi-CK and tail-CK: the failing compromise

An adequate structural preservation which only allows to tackle the previously
mentioned problems a)-c) required the standard freeze-substitution regime (os¬

mium tetroxide/ acetone) followed by Epon embedding. However, on-section

immunolabelling with specimens prepared as such was completely unsuccessful

(results not shown). On the contrary, low-temperature embedding in LR Gold (-

15°C) and Lowicryl HM 23 (-30°C and -50°C) in combination with various other

freeze-substitution regimes (uranyl acetate/ acetone or ethanol, glutaraldehyde
in acetone, etc.) resulted always in a serious loss of the structural identification of

the cell organelles.

One compromising approach was tested to overcome these obstacles. The osmium
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tetroxide/acetone medium was replaced by pure acetone at -50°C within the stand¬

ard freeze-substitution regime, which was then continued and followed by either

Epon or LR Gold embedding. The previously mentioned findings and considera¬

tions concerning the temperature dependent chemical reactivity of osmium tetrox¬

ide (see paragraph 4.5 in the section "Introduction") led to the "compromising"

temperature of -50°C (-60°C was also tested).

Immunogold labelling for Mi-CK and tail-CK on the resulting Epon as well as LR

Gold sections was poor and non-specific, although the spatial resolution would

have been sufficient. The applied antigen unmasking procedures only improved

the amount of non-specific labelling, e.g. extensive labelling of the sperm nucleus

was encountered (results not shown). This might be due to the fact that the anti¬

bodies were raised against CK proteins derived from other species than

Psammechinus miliars used in these experiments. In fact, the anti-Mib-CK antibod¬

ies were raised against the chicken protein and the anti-tail-CK antibody was raised

against the tail-CK of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (Quest and Shapiro, 1991).

Unfortunately, the differences between the CK proteins of these species seem to

be too large to enable a significant cross-reactivity of the antibodies used with the

Psammechinus miliars CK isoenzymes.

3.9 Comparison of mitochondria in dry and activated sperm: how to detect po¬

tential energy transfer contact sites?

The metabolically simple and readily manipulated sea urchin sperm cells (Tombes

and Shapiro, 1989) obtain the energy for flagellar movement almost exclusively
from mitochondria by the 6-oxidation of endogenous substrates (Christen et al.,

1982 and 1983; Shapiro and Tombes, 1985; Tombes and Shapiro, 1989). The use of

endogenous substrates, such as triacylglycerides or phosphatidylcholin, seems to

vary in the different sea urchin orders (Mita et al., 1995). The content of endog¬

enous glucose and glycogen is quite low (Mita and Yasumasu, 1983) and exog¬

enous substrates are hardly available because sea water is virtually void of any

nutrients (Mita and Ueta, 1990). On the contrary, sperm stored in the testis are

metabolically "quiescent" and respiration remains inactive (Christen et al., 1982;

Mita et al., 1995).

Upon sperm activation the frequency of contact sites is expected to increase ac¬

cording to theory of mitochondrial contact sites for energy transfer (Brdiczka, 1991;

Knoll and Brdiczka, 1983; see Introduction). The contact sites as some form of

physical linkage between IM and OM (Hackenbrock, 1968) are suggested to be
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dynamic and functionally regulated (Brdiczka, 1991; Knoll and Brdiczka, 1983).

For example, in hepatocytes, the frequency of contact sites seems to be under

hormonal control (Brdiczka et al., 1986). The detection of contact sites in ultrathin

sectioned material inevitably requires the presence of a distinct IMS. In light of

these facts, sea urchin sperm seemed to be an ideal natural model for a further

proof of the theory of mitochondrial energy transfer contact sites.

The unique mitochondrion of both, quiescent and activated sea urchin sperm,

revealed always various cristae and mostly a distinct IMS. The comparison of

these two states on ultrathin sections literally revealed no obvious difference in

the frequency of contact sites. Preliminary statistical projections did not result in

any significant difference between both states, too. The freeze-fractures approaches
revealed hardly any deflecting fracture plane between the IM and OM.

In light of these results, a different frequency of contact sites has to be excluded.

This might be explained with a certain metabolically pre-adaptation of the sperm

before spawning. The barely respiring and immobile (quiescent) sperm stored for

months in the testis immediately (within one second) initiate motility and respi¬
ration upon sea water contact (Shapiro et al., 1990). It is noteworthy that the respi¬

ratory rate of swimming spermatozoa is 50-fold higher than of quiescent sperma¬
tozoa (Christen et al., 1982). It might be concluded that some sort of metabolically

pre-adaptation like the constitution of energy export contact sites before spawn¬

ing would be advantageous and therefore no increase in the frequency of contact

sites for energy export could be seen in the experiments performed.

3.10 Are contact sites between the enveloping membranes exclusively related

to mitochondrial energy export?

This assumption would seem to be favourable regarding the contact sites seen in

ultrathin sectioned mitochondria of active and quiescent sea urchin sperm. Nev¬

ertheless, other classes of contact sites, e.g. those related to mitochondrial protein-

import, should also be considered. Protein biosynthesis is detected in Paracentrotus

lividus spermatogenesis until the late spermatid stage (Nicotra et al., 1984). How¬

ever, it completely disappears in the mature ("quiescent") sperm, packed in the

testis (Nicotra et al., 1984), whereas active, free swimming sperm, show a signifi¬
cant rate of protein synthesis, which remains nearly linear over a period of 90

minutes (Nicotra, 1986). The data further suggest a mitochondrial origin of this

protein synthesis (Nicotra, 1986).
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It is well known that mitochondria synthesise only a minor part of their own

protein content and that most of the proteins (approx. 95%) are encoded in the

nuclear genome (see Introduction). Several mitochondrial proteins consist of nu¬

clear- plus mitochondrial-encoded subunits (e.g. mitochondrial ATP synthases).
Nuclear-encoded proteins usually enter the mitochondrion via the protein-im¬

port machinery, i.e. protein-import contact sites between IM and OM (reviews:

van der Klei et al., 1994; Schwarz and Neupert, 1994). One can now hypothesise,
that some of the contact sites seen in active sperm belong to the class of protein-

import contact sites. The nuclear-encoded proteins to be imported can be regarded
as precursors stored in the remaining cytoplasm of the sperm and being produced

during spermatogenesis.

It would be desirable to detect these potential protein-import contact sites with

some of the analytical and ultrastructural tools available (see Kubrich et al., 1995)

based on advanced EM preparation techniques. Moreover, these complications

emphasise the necessity for an unequivocal tool for the detection of mitochon¬

drial contact sites for energy export.

3.11 Why is a distinctly observable IMS present in almost all activated as well

as inactive sea urchin sperm?

A distinct IMS (approx. 5-12 nm) is always present in both, active and inactive

mitochondria (see Fig. 34-35). This finding is rather exceptional in the context of

this thesis, since in all vertebrate cells and tissues processed with advanced EM

preparation techniques, a discernible IMS is usually lacking (see chapter 4 in this

section).

When comparing the results obtained here with some other studies dealing with

the sperm ultrastructure (e.g. Mita et al., 1995; Mita and Nakamura, 1993; Jamieson,

1991), a distinct IMS is always present. All these studies were undertaken using
conventional EM preparation methods, thus no comparison on an equal level with

the results obtained from cryoimmobilised sea urchin sperm (Fig. 33-35) is possi¬
ble. To my knowledge, no study has been published using cryoimmobiUsation
based EM preparation methods which deals with this particular problem.
It is a matter of speculation, whether the distinct IMS seen in sea urchin sperm is

a consequence of the special osmotic conditions with which marine organisms
live. One can hypothesise that the IMS should be densely packed with osmotic

active molecules in order to balance the osmotic conditions of the surrounding
sea water (approx. 1000 mOsmol). Marine evertebrates usually lack systems for
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an active osmo-regulation as the vertebrates do have. The molecule aggregation
in the IMS would require an enlarged space between the enveloping membranes.

An alternative explanation may be relevant to the possible presence of the Mi-CK

octamer in the IMS of Psamechinus miliaris. In mammals, as well as in sea urchins,

Mi-CK was shown to form preferentially octamers (Wyss et al., 1995) of approx.

10 nm side length. The presence of large stretches of an extended IMS (approx. 5-

12 nm width) could accommodate Mi-CK octamers, which, however, cannot be

observed individually on ultrathin sections. Thus, according to the model of the

phospho-creatin circuit (phospho-creatin shuttle, see paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2 in

the section "Introduction") the separated IM andOMwith Mi-CK in between could

be taken as sign of intensive mitochondrial energy export with contact sites pre-

installed in quiescent sea urchin sperm, to be ready upon activation.

3.12 Mitochondrial freeze-fractures : where are the deflecting fracture planes

between the enveloping membranes?

On the first sight, it seems to be unusual that in sea urchin sperm, there were

almost no freeze-fractures of mitochondrial membranes detectable. Only a few

equatorial fractures of the sperm mitochondrion were found (Fig. 40-43,47) and a

deflection of the fracture plain between IM and OM was hardly ever detectable.

The majority of the fractures examined were located in the sperm plasma mem¬

brane or between plasma membrane and OM. Furthermore, it was often found

that either the complete mitochondrion or the nucleus were broken out of the cell

(Fig. 42,45,46). Thus, it seems evident that in sea urchin spermatozoa deflections

of the fracture plane between IM and OM were barely detected in platinum-car¬

bon replicas (Fig. 40-43) or in frozen hydrated fractures in the cryo-SEM (Fig. 44-

47).

On the contrary, in suspensions of isolated mitochondria of rat tissue (Knoll and

Brdiczka, 1983; Knoll et al., 1987) or in mammalian hepatocyte cultures (Brdiczka

et al., 1986), deflections of the fracture plane between the enveloping membranes

were regularly seen and their frequency has been reported as being dependent of

the mitochondrial energy status.

On second sight a crucial difference between these biological systems and the sea

urchin sperm system seems to be important. Neither in isolated mitochondria nor

in heptocytes the mitochondria are directly enveloped by the plasma membrane,

but are surrounded by an aqueous phase, i.e. isolation buffer or cytoplasm. In
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fact, the boundary membranes of the sperm mitochondrion form together with

the plasma membrane a densely packed trilamellar bilayer block, leaving only

Uttle space for an aqueous phase in between. In Fig. 47, this complex measurers

approx. 30 nm, which is roughly three times the thickness of an average bio-mem¬

brane bilayer. Furthermore, it is a well known fact in the practice of freeze-fractur¬

ing, that fracture planes in multilamellar vesicles preferentiaUy run in the outer¬

most bilayer. Combining these facts, one is able to explain why sperm mitochon¬

dria reveal a) an equatorial fracture plane (trilamellar bUayer block) or b) why

only the plasma membrane (outermost bilayer) is fractured or c) why the mito¬

chondrion is completely broken out of the fracture.
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4. Soleus mitochondria in vitro, in saponin-skinned and intact so¬

leus muscle fibres and in situ

Mitochondria in rat soleus muscle may serve as a model system for research on

both, the EM preparation method and the isolation procedure-dependent changes
of mitochondrial ultrastructure. The ultrastructure of mitochondria in situ, in in¬

tact and saponin-skinned muscle fibres as well as that of isolated soleus mito¬

chondria was first compared by using advanced EM preparation methods. In par¬

allel, the same comparison was performed by applying conventional EM prepa¬

ration methods. In all cases, respiratory analysis of the mitochondria were per¬

formed in parallel if possible (state 3 and uncoupled) in order to test the metaboUc

activity. The results attained with the experiments based on conventional and ad¬

vanced EM preparation techniques were set in contrast to each other and are dis¬

cussed below.

Special attention was paid to the fate of the IMS with regard to the models of

contact sites responsible for the mitochondrial energy export. In order to extend

the experimental foundation concerning these structures, the ultrastructure of

mitochondria in other rat tissue (diaphragm, heart, kidney and liver) as revealed

after advanced EM preparation techniques, was examined as well.

4.1 Mitochondrial ultrastructure as obtained by advanced EM preparation tech¬

niques

If the ultrastructural preservation of soleus mitochondria in vitro and in situ were

set on the two opposite ends of a scale, the mitochondria in intact as weU as in

saponin-skinned muscle fibres could be placed in between as schematically de¬

picted below:
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A clear increase in the preservation of the mitochondrial ultrastructure was ob¬

servable with every step coming from the in vitro system (isolated mitochondria)

to the in situ situation (mitochondria in situ, soleus tissue).

4.2 Isolated soleus mitochondria

Muscle mitochondria isolated according either to a standard (Fig. 50: MSH buffer,

centrifugation) or a more gentle isolation procedure (Fig. 51: percoll gradient, dex-

tran addition) showed rather severe structural distortions. Respiration analyses

(uncoupled and state 3) revealed in both cases standard results (Fig. 48).

The degree of structural disintegration varied with the use of the two different
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Figure 48: Succinate dependent respiration analysis data of isolated rat soleus mitochondria. Res¬

piration analysis was carried out for non creatine stimulated oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS)
in respiration buffer (MSH without EGTA, +10% dextran). Stimulation of oxidative phosphoryla¬
tion (OXPHOS) was carried out in the presence of 5 mM succinate, 5 mM MgCl2,10 mM phos¬

phate, and with, firstly 0.1 mM followed by 2.0 mM ADP. Maximum stimulation (state 3) was

measured after stimulation with 2.0 mM ADP.
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isolation protocols. Mitochondria isolated with the standard procedure revealed

severe distortions, ranging from a loss of the OM to a complete disintegration

(Fig. 50). The same distortions were seen in isolated mitochondria using the more

gentle procedure, although the majority of the organelles revealed only minor

alterations, i.e. extended IMS and intracristal spaces (Fig. 51). These structural

disintegrations are completely due to the difficulty of substituting the cytoplasmatic
environment with an adequate solute for and during the isolation procedures.
In order to overcome these obstacles mitochondria in saponin-skinned soleus

muscle fibres were examined next.

4.3 Mitochondria in saponin skinned and intact muscle fibres

Respiration analysis of the saponin-skinned muscle fibres (uncoupled and state

3) revealed standard results (Fig. 49).
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Figure 49: Succinate dependent respiration analysis data of saponi-skinned rat soleus fibres. Res¬

piration analysis was carried out for non creatine stimulated oxidative phosphorylation

(OXPHOS).Stimulation of OXPHOS was carried out in the presence of 5 mM succinate and 5 mM

MgCl2, with firstly 0.1 mM ADP followed by 2.0 mM ADP. Maximum stimulation (state 3) was

measured after stimulation with 2.0 mM ADP.
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The degree of structural disintegration of the mitochondria was lower (Fig. 52-53)

in comparison with isolated mitochondria after a more gentle isolation procedure

(Fig. 51: Percoll gradient, dextran addition). StiU, an extended IMS was accompa¬

nied by considerable gaps in the cristae, whereas almost all mitochondria did

have both envelope membranes, however. The surrounding myofibrils showed

the typical ultrastructure after such a skinning procedure.

Ultrathin sections of intact muscle fibres revealed an already better preserved ul¬

trastructure of both, mitochondria and surrounding myofibrils (Fig. 54-55). The

former still exhibited narrow gaps in the cristae and a smaU but distinct IMS. The

latter revealed the typical myofibrilar ultrastructure, which appeared rather close

to that of in situ preparations (Fig. 56-57). The minor structural distortions which

were stiU seen in these intact muscle fibres are caused by the inadequate osmotic

and ionic conditions during tissue excision and fibre isolation.

4.4 Soleus mitochondria in situ

Biopsy samples of soleus muscle tissue revealed adequate structural preservation

of both mitochondria and cytosolic structures (Fig. 56-57). Neither an IMS nor

intracristal spaces were detectable and the matrix was dense and homogenous.

The enveloping membranes showed the typical pentalaminar appearance of two

closely apposed membrane bilayers, obliterating the IMS.

Summarising the results listed above, the preservation of the mitochondrial ul¬

trastructure did improve with every step starting with an artificial system of re¬

duced complexity, i.e. isolated mitochondria, to a complex system, i.e. mitochon¬

dria in situ, close to the living state.

The situation changed dramatically when these results obtained after advanced

EM preparation methods were compared to those obtained with exactly the same

samples but after conventional EM preparation methods (see next paragraph 4.5).
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Isolated soleus muscle mitochondria

Mitochondria (state 3 or uncoupled), isolated either after a standard procedure

(MSH buffer, centrifugation) or after a more gentle procedure (Percoll gradient,
dextran addition to the respiration buffer) were coUected in cellulose capiUary
tubes after respiration analyses. The collected samples were immediately high-

pressure frozen, freeze-substituted in 2% osmium tetroxide/acetone starting at -

90°C and embedded in Epon.

Figure 50: State 3 mitochondria after the standard isolation procedure. The de¬

gree of structural disintegration spans from a loss of the OM to complete disinte¬

gration and vesiculation of the mitochondria. The matrix contains very often mem¬

brane vesicles of crystal origin. Less damaged mitochondria show dramaticaUy
extended intracristal spaces. In most cases without damaged OM, an extended

IMS is present.

Figure 51: State 3 mitochondria after isolation with a PercoU gradient and dextran

addition to the respiration buffer reveal different degrees of structural distortion.

Mitochondria without obvious damage are only found rarely. Nevertheless, the

majority is less damaged than those seen in the standard isolation approach (Fig.

50) and most of the mitochondria do at least have both boundary membranes.

Even though, structural alteration ranges still from extended intracristal spaces to

vesiculation of the cristae.
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Mitochondria in saponin-skinned soleus muscle fibres

Saponin-skinned soleus muscle fibres were high-pressure frozen in respiration

buffer immediately after respiration analyses. The frozen samples were freeze-

substituted in 2% osmium tetroxide/acetone starting at -90°C and embedded in

Epon.

Figure 52 (uncoupled) and Figure 53 (state 3) mitochondria in saponin-skinned

soleus muscle fibres. The mitochondria are less damaged than those seen after

isolation (Fig. 51-52), although extended intracristal spaces are still present. Both,

the envelope membranes and a narrow IMS are always observable. The IMS is

seen along almost the whole contour length. The improved preservation of the

mitochondrial integrity seems to be due to the remnants of the intact intracellular

environment still present in the saponin-skinned muscle fibres.
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Mitochondria in intact soleus muscle fibres

Intact soleus muscle fibres were high-pressure frozen in isolation buffer, freeze-

substituted in 2% osmium tetroxide/acetone starting at -90°C and Epon embed¬

ded.

Figure 54 shows a cross-section of an intact soleus muscle fibre near the

subsarcolemma and Figure 55 reveals a higher magnification of such peripheral

mitochondria. The frequency of altered mitochondria is decreased compared to

that of saponin-skinned muscle fibres (Fig. 52-53). Nevertheless, narrow intracristal

gaps as well as a distinct IMS still remain observable.

The structural preservation of the cross sectioned myofibrils and the other ceUu-

lar environment is improved compared to that seen in saponin-skinned muscle

fibres (Fig.52-53). This is due the structurally not ruptured plasma membrane in

these intact muscle fibres
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Mitochondria if soleus muscle tissue in situ

Soleus biopsy sample, high-pressure frozen, freeze-substituted in 2% osmium

tetroxide/acetone starting at -90°C and embedded in Epon.

Figure 56 and Figure 57 reveal adequate structural preservation of the whole

muscle cell as weU as of its mitochondria (Fig.57). The mitochondrial matrix is

homogenous and neither an IMS nor an intracristal space is present in any of the

mitochondria. The boundary membranes reveal a pentalaminar appearance ob¬

literating an IMS between the two membranes. The boundary membranes in iso¬

lated soleus mitochondria (Fig. 50-51), in saponin-skinned (Fig.53),as well as in

intact soleus muscle fibres (Fig. 55),show always a heptalaminar appearance in¬

cluding a clearly observable IMS.
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4.5 Mitochondrial ultrastructure as revealed by conventional EM preparation

techniques

Approaches using conventional EM preparation techniques with the same sam¬

ples (soleus mitochondria in saponin-skinned and intact muscle fibres as well as

in situ) as with the cryoimmobiUsation based approaches resulted aU in the same

poor structural preservation of the mitochondria as depicted below:

degree of

I r I preservation

Isolated I I Mitochondria

Mitochondria'
.

...
. ...

' in situ
Mitochondria m Mitochondria in

saponin-skinned intact

muscle fibres muscle fibres

The treatment of the samples was the same as with the advanced EM preparation

techniques except for the step of chemical fixation. Respiration analysis of the

saponin-skinned muscle fibres (uncoupled or state 3) also revealed standard re¬

sults (Fig. 49).

The mitochondria showed the same structural disruptions in aU samples exam¬

ined (Fig. 58-61). Among others there were blebs of the OM, a beginning

vesiculation of the cristae membranes, the heptalaminar appearance of the envel¬

oping membranes revealing an extended IMS or large gaps in the cristae observ¬

able. AU these alterations are caused by the impact of chemical fixation and dehy¬

dration media used. Furthermore, these findings were always in direct contrast to

those results achieved with equivalent samples after advanced EM preparation

techniques (see Fig. 52-57).
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Mitochondria in saponin-skinned soleus muscle fibres

After respiration analysis, the saponin-skinned soleus muscle fibres were chemi¬

cally fixed in glutaraldehyde and osmium tetroxide, dehydrated in ethanol and

embedded in Epon.

Representative state 3 (Figure 58) and uncoupled (Figure 59) mitochondria in

saponin-skinned muscle fibres. The mitochondria reveal a considerable degree of

structural disintegration, i.e. blebs of the OM, intracristal gaps and a prominent

IMS. The mitochondria are not different from those seen in intact soleus muscle

fibres obtained by conventional EM preparation techniques (Fig.60).
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Mitochondria in intact soleus muscle fibres and in situ as seen after conven¬

tional EM preparation techniques

Intact soleus muscle fibres and soleus tissue were chemically fixed in glutaralde¬

hyde and osmium tetroxide, dehydrated in ethanol and embedded in Epon.

Figure 60: Intact soleus muscle fibre. The degree of mitochondrial disintegration
as seen in this section is again representative for this conventional EM prepara¬

tion procedure. Mitochondria show large intracristal spaces and an IMS of con¬

siderable width. Furthermore, blebs of the OM are frequently seen, which lead

probably to membrane ghosts. This alterations are mainly due to the effects of

chemical fixation and dehydration.

Figure 61: Soleus tissue. The muscle mitochondria still reveal a considerable

amount of structural distortion: blebs of the OM, large gaps in the cristae and a

prominent IMS are still present. The representative mitochondria shown in this

section do not differ from those seen in saponin-skinned muscle fibres (Fig. 58-59)

and intact muscle fibres (Fig. 60) obtained by conventional EM preparation tech¬

niques. Obviously, these findings confirm the idea, that not the isolation proce¬

dure used determines the mitochondrial ultrastructure, but the choice of the EM

preparation techniques does. This is clearly demonstrated if these micrographs

(Fig. 58-61) are compared with their equivalents achieved with the previously
described advanced EM preparation techniques (see Fig. 52-57).
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Discussion

4.6 Soleus mitochondria in suspension, saponin-skinned and intact muscle fi¬

bres and in situ

The observations on an ultrastructural level of mitochondria in situ, in saponin-

skinned and intact muscle fibres and in suspension after conventional as weU as

advanced EM preparation techniques revealed results as depicted below:
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A clear increase in the preservation of the mitochondrial ultrastructure was ob¬

servable with every step starting from the in vitro system (isolated mitochondria)

and advancing to the in situ situation (mitochondria in soleus tissue).

Conventional EM preparation techniques:

no increase in structural preservation
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AU approaches using conventionalEM preparation techniques with the same sam¬

ples (soleus mitochondria in saponin-skinned and intact muscle fibres as well as

in situ) resulted all in similarly poor structural preservation of the mitochondria.

The treatment of the samples was the same as with the advanced EM preparation

techniques except for the step of chemical fixation and the foUow-up procedures.

Considering these results, some basic questions concerning mitochondrial ul-
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trastructure can be raised which are discussed in the following paragraphs: a)

How do different isolation methods for mitochondria alter their ultrastructure

compared to the in situ situation, b) why is there a different structural preserva¬

tion of the mitochondria after the appUcation of conventional and advanced prepa¬

ration EM methods and on which level do these alterations occur, c) are there

some new ultrastructural implications of the findings in this thesis work (e.g. ab¬

sence of an observable IMS in mitochondria in situ), which may be relevant for the

theory of energy export contact sites?

4.7 Isolated soleus mitochondria: some ultrastructural remarks towards a sys¬

tem of reduced complexity

The first structural observations of mitochondria obtained by the standard isola¬

tion procedure were disappointing. Although advanced EM preparation tech¬

niques were used to further process these mitochondria, the ultrastructural pres¬

ervation was almost the same (Fig. 50) as that shown in the historical papers us¬

ing similar isolation but conventional EM preparation techniques (e.g. Bakeeva et

al., 1972; Birbeck and Reid, 1956; Hackenbrock, 1968; Harris et al., 1971). Despite

the considerable degree of structural disintegration, e.g. loss of the OM or

vesiculation, it seems noteworthy that these mitochondria stiU respired. Even

though, it is known that the enzymes for oxidative phosphorylation are located in

the IM and that even a mitoplast fraction remains functionally rather well cou¬

pled (Saks et al., 1985).

Subsequently, a more gentle isolation regime was applied using a Percoll gradient

centrifugation and addition of dextran to the respiration buffer according to the

work of Bakeeva et al. (1972), Birbeck and Reid (1956), Gellerich et al. (1993) and

Wicker et al. (1993). The preservation of the mitochondrial ultrastructure achieved

(Fig. 51) was significantly improved compared to that of mitochondria isolated

after the standard procedure (Fig. 50). TheOM was now observable in most cases.

However, the intracristal spaces and the vesiculation of the cristae were stiU found,

but to a smaller degree. These findings had to be expected according to the results

reported in several other publications (e.g. Birbeck and Reid (1956) chemical fixa¬

tion and thin sectioning; Wicker et al., (1993) using freeze-fracturing) but they

were not satisfactory at all.

Summarising the results obtained with isolated soleus mitochondria, although

using the advanced EM preparation techniques, it was not possible to achieve

any significant improvement in the preservation of the mitochondrial ultrastruc-
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ture compared to that obtained with conventional EM preparation techniques

during the last decades. This may lead to the conclusion, that the isolation proce¬

dure used for the mitochondria pre-determines mitochondrial ultrastructure to a

considerable degree. Thus, the determined ultrastructure of already damaged
mitochondria at this stage would not be altered significantly anymore, either by
conventional nor advanced electron microscopical preparation techniques. Moreo¬

ver, for the detection of contact sites (sites of physical contact between EVt and

OM: Hackenbrock (1968) an existing and not ruptured outer membrane would be

an absolute prerequisite. Therefore, it seems highly questionable to draw any con¬

clusions about contact sites from preparations of isolated mitochondria as long as

it remains unclear whether the OM is disrupted or not during mitochondrial iso¬

lation.

4.8 Mitochondria in saponin-skinned soleus muscle fibres: filling the gap be¬

tween isolated and in situ mitochondria?

The structural preservation of mitochondria in cryoimmobilised and freeze-sub¬

stituted saponin-skinned muscle fibres (Fig. 52-53) was clearly superior to that

seen in the same sample, but after conventional EM preparation techniques (Fig.

58-59). Furthermore, in both cases, the structural preservation of mitochondria in

saponin-skinned muscle fibres was improved compared to that seen in mitochon¬

drial suspensions. This is a remarkable difference, because basically no signifi¬

cant difference in the ultrastructure of isolated mitochondria was noticed com¬

paring samples obtained either by conventional or advancedEM preparation tech¬

niques.

It seems, that the degree of structural pre-determination caused by muscle fibre

isolation and saponin-permeablisation of the plasma membrane is not as defined

as it by with the isolation procedure of mitochondrial suspensions. Effects of the

chemical fixation and dehydration procedure (e.g. membrane blebs, material ex¬

traction, shrinkage: see paragraph 4.7 in the section "Introduction") are not longer

mimicked by isolation procedure dependent structural alterations, which is clearly

seen in the comparison of Fig. 52-53 (mitochondria in saponin-skinned muscle

fibres) and Fig. 58-59 (isolated mitochondria).

Saponin-skinned skeletal muscle fibres offer the advantages of complete plasma

membrane permeabUity with mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylationbeing still

intact (Kunz et al., 1993), suggesting only minor damage of the mitochondria.
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Thus, leaving the mitochondria within the muscle cell but in an altered

cytoplasmatic environment, already resulted in an improved mitochondrial ul¬

trastructure. This might be due to the fact that interactions of the mitochondria

with the adjacent elements of the cytoskeleton are not altered seriously. This might
enable the mitochondria to maintain shape and size after cell permeabUisation,

since the stable connections to the cytoskeletal anchor points seem unlikely to be

altered by the saponm-skinning procedure. The intimacy of mitochondria with

elements of the cytoskeleton is revealed in electron microscopical studies with

saponin-extracted HeLa ceUs (Lin et al., 1990). An intermediate filament-related

protein that binds specifically to the OM has been identified (Mose-Larsen et al.,

1982) and the defined mitochondrial placing in muscle ceUs may be provided by

anchoring these organeUes to desmin (Bereiter-Hahn and Voth, 1994). Mitochon¬

drial placing via cytoskeletal elements is also found in cardiomyocytes by mito-

chondria-microtubule interactions (Saeterdal et al, 1990). Furthermore, it is sug¬

gested that mitochondria and microtubules interact by binding microtubule-as-

sociated proteins (and additional cytoplasmatic proteins) to porin-containing do¬

mains of the OM (Leterrier et al., 1994). Thus, leaving the mitochondria largely
undisturbed in their intraceUular environment, although altered by the skinning-

procedure, seems to result in a definite improvement of mitochondrial ultrastruc¬

ture.

4.9 Intact muscle fibres: the next step towards the native state?

The ultrastructural examination of intact muscle fibres revealed again an improve¬
ment in the structural preservation of mitochondria compared to that seen in sa¬

ponin-skinned muscle fibres. The frequency of seriously altered mitochondria was

decreased (Fig. 54-55) compared to that seen in saponin-skinned muscle fibres

(Fig. 52-53), but narrow intracristal gaps and a distinct IMS were still present. The

plasma membranes as well as the whole muscle cells are supposed to be structur¬

ally intact. Possible causes for the alterations stiU present are the altered osmotic

and ionic conditions during fibre isolation and, to a minor degree, mechanical

ruptures as consequence of this mechanical process.

By contrast, the mitochondrial ultrastructure in chemicaUy fixed intact muscle

fibres (Fig. 60) revealed no significant difference to that seen in saponin-skinned
muscle fibres (Fig. 58-59) after the same procedure (e.g. an extended IMS of 10-15
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nm width, distinct intracristal spaces). This sirrularity in appearance of the mito¬

chondrial ultrastructure in chemical fixed muscle fibres must be due to effects of

the conventional EM preparation procedure as they were already descibed in para¬

graph 4.8 in this chapter. It has to be concluded that the effects of conventional

EM preparation techniques "override" the beneficial impact of the intraceUular

environment in intact ceUs and determine the structural appearance of the mito¬

chondria.

4.10 Mitochondria in situ: soleus tissue

Mitochondria in cryoimmobilised soleus biopsy samples were weU preserved (Fig.

56-57), revealing neither an IMS nor intracristal gaps. The enveloping membranes

showed a pentalaminar appearance. The mitochondrial matrix appeared homog¬
enous and in the surrounding cytoplasm, the typical myofibriUar structure was

seen well preserved, too. On the contrary, mitochondria seen in soleus tissue after

conventional EM preparation techniques (Fig. 61) revealed almost the same al¬

terations as those seen in saponin-skinned and intact muscle fibres. The envelop¬

ing membranes revealed a heptalaminar appearance, showing an IMS of 10-15

nm width in-between. This situation is in direct opposite to that seen after the

cryoimmobiUsation based approach. These findings reflect clearly the significant

potential for artefacts caused by the conventionalEM preparation methods "over¬

riding" all the physiological parameters set prior to the EM processing. The ob¬

served uniformity of the mitochondrial ultrastructure had and still has strong

influences on the theory of energy export contact sites (see: chapter II in the sec¬

tion "Introduction" and chapter 5 in this section). In order to confirm the in situ

results obtained after advanced EM preparation techniques (no IMS nor intracristal

spaces observable), mitochondria in other rat tissue were also examined using the

same preparation methods. The results achieved are shown and discussed in the

following paragraph.
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4.11 Mitochondria in situ: biopsies of liver, kidney, heart and diaphragm

The results obtained with cryoimmobUised soleus biopsies (no IMS nor intracristal

space observable, pentalaminar appearance of the enveloping membranes) were

confirmed with biopsy samples from other rat tissues as weU. Mitochondria in

diaphragm (Fig. 62-63), heart (Fig. 64-65), Uver (Fig. 66-67) and kidney (Fig.68-69)

were examined after advanced EM preparation techniques. This survey of mito¬

chondrial shapes and structures in some rat tissues revealed a good impression of

how mitochondria can look like in situ. SimUar to soleus muscle (Fig. 56-57), the

mitochondrial ultrastructure was usually free from any intracristal gaps and no

IMS was observable (Fig. 62-69). The mitochondrial matrix structure was found

to be homogenous. All other (extra)ceUular structures seen were adequately pre¬

served. These findings complement those seen in the soleus biopsy samples (Fig.

56-57; see paragraphs 4.4 and 4.10 of this chapter) and might have some impact

on the theory of energy export contact sites which is discussed in the chapter 5 of

this section.
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Mitochondria of rat diaphragm in situ

Tissue roundels were punched from a freshly kiUed rat's diaphragm and immedi¬

ately high-pressure frozen. The samples were freeze-substituted in 2% osmium

tetroxide/acetone starting at -90° C and embedded in Epon.

Figure 62 and Figure 63 show cross sections of the diaphragm. The typical

myofibrUar architecture of a skeletal muscle is seen as well as an accumulation of

muscle mitochondria. No obvious alterations of the mitochondrial ultrastructure

are observable. No intracristal gaps are present and the mitochondrial boundary
membranes exhibit a pentalaminar appearance, obliterating the IMS.
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Mitochondria of rat heart muscle in situ

Heart muscle biopsies were taken from an anaesthetised rat and immediately high-

pressure frozen. The samples were freeze-substituted in 2% osmium tetroxide/

acetone starting at -90° C and embedded in Epon.

(Courtesy of Dr. H. Hohenberg, Inst, for Exp. Immunology and Virology, Eppendorf

Hospital, Hamburg)

Figure 64 and Figure 65 show longitudinal sections of the cardiac muscle. The

heart mitochondria exhibit distinct cristae membranes, a homogenous matrix but

no IMS, nor intracristal spaces are present. The boundary membranes are in close

apposition.
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Mitochondria of rat liver tissue in situ

Liver biopsies were taken from a freshly kiUed rat and immediately high-pres¬

sure frozen. The samples were freeze-substituted in 2% osmium tetroxide/acetone

starting at -90° C and embedded in Epon.

Figure 66 and Figure 67 reveal the typical liver ultrastructure: a considerable

number of mitochondria are surrounded by smooth or rough endoplasmatic re¬

ticulum. A Golgi complex (upper right side of Fig. 66) and a portion of the nu¬

cleus revealing two nuclear pores (lower left side of Fig. 66) are seen as weU here.

In contrast to the other vertebrate tissue distinct a distinct IMS and some narrow

intracristal spaces are present in the magnified liver mitochondria (Fig. 67). Note

the captured mitochondrial division (Fig. 67).
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Mitochondria of rat kidney in situ

Kidney biopsies were taken from an anaesthetised rat and immediately high-pres¬
sure frozen. The samples were freeze-substituted in 2% osmium tetroxide/acetone

starting at -90° C and embedded in Epon.

Figure 68 and Figure 69 Sections of the distal tubule epithelium revealing typical

elongated mitochondria and several membrane loops, which are deep infoldings
of the epitheUal plasma membrane No IMS nor any intracristal gaps are found in

these kidney mitochondria and the homogenous matrix contains distinct cristae

membranes. The boundary membranes reveal the typical pentalaminar appear¬

ance of two closely apposed membrane bilayers.
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Discussion

4.12 Mitochondria in situ: diaphragm, heart, liver and kidney

The results obtained with cryoimmobUised soleus biopsies (Fig. 56-57) were con¬

firmed with biopsy samples of other rat tissue. Muscle tissue like diaphragm (Fig.

62-63) and heart (Fig. 64-65) revealed similar results concerning the mitochon¬

drial ultrastructure, e.g. no IMS was detectable. Mitochondria in kidney biopsies

also showed neither an IMS nor intracristal spaces (Fig. 68-69). The only excep¬

tional biopsy sample was that of rat liver (Fig. 66-67). There, a very narrow IMS

was observable in some mitochondria. This is probably due to the time delay of

several minutes which occurred during sample collection. Occasionally, the rat

Uver had to be excised first and only then, the biopsy samples were taken. This

assumption is supported by the results of biopsy experiments with rat liver re¬

ported by Hohenberg et al. (1996). The liver mitochondria in situ shown in the

study of these authors reveal no detectable IMS nor any intracristal gaps.

Hohenberg and co-workers reported a time interval of 40 seconds between tissue

biopsy and cryoimmobilisation (Hohenberg et al., 1996). Except for this time in¬

terval, aU other experimental parameters were similar to those which led to the

sample seen in Fig. 66-67. These findings strongly support the considerations con¬

cerning the importance of time resolution in sample collection — the very first

step of the hierarchy of electron microscopical specimen preparation (MuUer, 1992,

see also paragraph 4.1 in the section "Introduction"). These findings also indicate

that a time interval of less than 10 minutes (time for killing, Uver excision and

cryoimmobiUsation) is more than critical for liver tissue in terms of preserving the

tissue as close as possible to the native state. Liver is an organ with extraordinary

metabolic rates and it might therefore be very sensitive to processes induced by
ischemia and anoxia, e.g. metabolic arrest, degradation. These processes occur¬

ring in the time range of 4-5 minutes are known to induce physiological and struc¬

tural alterations in excised tissue (e.g. von Zglinicki, 1991).

4.13 Mitochondrial ultrastructure in situ: Implications on the theory of energy

export contact sites

One common denominator of this study was that neither a distinct IMS nor

intracristal spaces were observed in all cases where mitochondria were examined

in situ after the careful application of the advanced EM preparation techniques. In
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contrast to that, even the "representative in situ mitochondrion" seen in contem¬

porary textbooks (see for example Alberts et al., 1994, p.657) was obtained by
conventional EM preparation methods showing consequently the typical arte¬

facts induced by the application of conventional EM preparation techniques (e.g.

intracristal spaces, IMS of 10-15 nm width) as they were mentioned in the context

of this thesis (compare Fig. 60-61 with Fig. 56-57). It is worthwhile to mention that

already in 1965, Malhotra and van Harreveld showed Uver mitochondria in situ

with a different ultrastructural appearance than that believed to be representative

in contemporary textbooks.

According to the model of the phospho-creatin circuit (phospho-creatin shuttle;

see paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2 in the section "Introduction") for tissues with high and

fluctuating energy demand, like striated skeletal and heart muscle, octameric mi¬

tochondrial creatine kinase plays a key role in the formation of the energy export

contact sites in mitochondria (Schnyder et al., 1988 and 1994; see the reviews and

the references therein: WaUimann et al., 1992; Wallimann and Hemmer, 1994; Wyss

et al., 1992). At least two structural requirements were impUcit in this model of

Mi-CK structure-function relationships at contact sites: a) octameric Mi-CK mol¬

ecules connecting the IM and OM at the contact sites (as "IMS-bridging protein")

and b) the presence of an IMS with a width not smaUer than 10 nm in order to

accommodate the Mi-CK octamers of approx. 10 nm side length.

Mitochondria in situ as they were seen after conventional EM preparation tech¬

niques (Fig. 60-61 and several textbooks) do easUy fulfil these requirements. In

direct contrast to that, mitochondria in situ obtained by cryoimmobilisation-based

EM preparation techniques (Fig. 56-57 and 62-69; note also the results of Malhotra

and van Harreveld, 1965), however, do not fulfil these requirements. The

pentalaminar appearance, caused by the close apposition of the two enveloping

membranes leaves obviously no space for a distinct IMS.

Some already known facts and suggestions concerning the structure-function re¬

lationships of the different proteins participating in the formation and function of

the energy export contact sites in mitochondria are Usted below in order to offer a

common base for the foUowing discussion of the results mentioned above—which

may convince the reader that some of the features of the contact site models may

have to be adjusted accordingly (see the foUowing paragraph 4.14).
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4.14 Structure-function relationships of Mi-CK in contact sites

a) Mi-CK structure and localisation (recent review: Schnyder et al., 1994):

• Mi-CK is specifically located in the IMS (Jacobs et al., 1964; Kottke et al., 1991)

where it binds to the IM (Jacobus and Lehninger, 1973).

• Mi-CK exists as stable dimer and octamer, both forms are interconvertibel and

associate to mitoplast (Schlegel et al., 1990; Schnyder et al. 1988).

• The octamer-dimer equUibrium (usuaUy 90-95% octamer to 5-10% dimer) is also

dependent on the isolation and purification procedure applied (Schlegel et al.,

1990; Schnyder et al. 1988).

• The estimated concentration of Mi-CK in the IMS would clearly favour an "aU-

octamer situation" of Mi-CK (Gross and WaUimann, 1995; Schlegel et al., 1990).

• The in vitro Mi-CK octamer/dimer equilibrium as well as the interaction of

both oligomers with mitochondrial membranes are sensitive to substrates and

products of the creatine kinase and the ATP/ADP translocator reactions as well

as to pH, ionic strength, protein and M-CK concentration (Schnyder et al., 1994;

Wallimann et al., 1992).

• Mi-CK oligomers were shown to mediate contact between isolated OM and IM

(Rojo et al., 1991). The octamer was thereby shown to be more potent in induc¬

ing intermembrane associations (Rojo et al., 1991).

• Purified Mib-CK revealed a homogenous population (more than 95%) of cube-

Uke octamers with a side-length of 10 nm. The octamer is characterised by a

central channel of 2.5-3 nm diameter running in parallel to the four-fold symme¬

try axis through the entire molecule (Schlegel et al., 1990; Schnyder et al. 1988

and 1991).

• The X-ray structure of native Mib-CK has been solved recently. In full accord¬

ance with the results obtained by electron microscopical investigations, the

octamer appears as a cube-like molecule of 9.3 nm side-length and 8.6 nm width

with a central channel of 2.0 nm width extending along the four-fold axis (Fritz-

Wolf et al., 1996).

b) Energy export contact sites: structure and function (recent reviews: Brdiczka

et al., 1991; Brdiczka and Wallimann, 1994)

• Contact sites were observed as site of physical contact between IM and OM in

ultrathin sections of isolated mitochondria (Hackenbrock, 1968).
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• Two separated (by an IMS) mitochondrial boundary membranes show a

heptalaminar appearance (see Hackenbrock, 1968; Malhotra and van Harreveld,

1965).

• Liver mitochondria in situ exhibit no observable IMS on ultrathin sections

(Malhotra and van Harreveld, 1965). The two enveloping membranes reveal a

pentalaminar appearance along the whole contour length suggesting a close ap¬

position of them and the obliteration of the IMS (Malhotra and van Harreveld,

1965).

• The two mitochondrial boundary membranes are apposed and no outer com¬

partment was observed to extend between them, except after isolation of mito¬

chondria (Sjostrand, 1978).

• The width of the IMS in isolated as well as in mitochondria in situ depends of

the isolation and electron microscopical preparation methods applied (e.g.
Bakeeva et al., 1972; Gellerich et al., 1993; Harris et al., 1971; Malhotra and van

Harreveld, 1965; Sjostrand, 1978; Wicker et al., 1993).

• Contact sites between the two boundary membranes of isolated mitochondria

are supposed to represent reminiscent structures of the physiological organisa¬

tion of the outer compartment of intact mitochondria (Brdiczka, 1991; Brdiczka

and Wallimann, 1994).

• The frequency of contact sites depends significantly on the energetic state of the

mitochondria. The contact site frequency is represented by the number of frac¬

ture plane deflections in freeze-fracture replicas from non pretreated mitochon¬

dria (Knoll and Brdiczka, 1983). This finding has been corroborated by several

experiments with isolated mitochondria as well as from investigations in intact

cells (compiled in Brdiczka, 1991).

• Based on the study of Knoll and Brdiczka (1983), Brdiczka (1991) and Kottke et

al. (1991) a distance of 1-2 nm between the boundary membranes at contact sites

was assumed.

• Mi-CK, mainly in its octameric form, is found enriched in isolated fractions of

boundary membrane contact sites (Adams et al., 1989; Kottke et al., 1991).

• Immunogold locaUsation of Mi-CK (antibodies used do not discriminate be¬

tween octameric and dimeric Mi-CK) along the cristae membranes. Moreover,

Mi-CK is concentrated at sites, where the IM and OM are in close proximity -

presumably contact sites (Wegmann et al., 1991).

• Three models of energy export contact sites were postulated (reviewed by

Brdiczka, 1991). The most favourable model involves Mi-CK interconnecting
IM and OM at contact sites. This model offers various possibUities for a dy-
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namic regulation of the phosphocreatine deUvery to the cytosol (Schnyder et al.,

1994; WaUimann et al., 1992).

• It is suggested, that porin in the OM, octameric Mi-CK (the gap (IMS)-bridging

protein) and the adenine nucleotide translocator form a multienzyme complex

mediated by phospholipid interactions (Fig. 70). A reversible formation of this

multienzyme complex would be an appropriate mechanism for coupling Mi-

CK catalysis to oxidative phosphorylation and the delivery of phosphocreatine

to the cytosol (Schnyder et al., 1994).

ATP, ADP, Cr, PCr, others
Cr PCr

outer membrane

PCr

>

ATP ADP

inner membrane

ATP ADP
ATP, ADP

Figure 70: Model for a multienzyme complex where the creatine kinase reaction is coupled to

oxidative phosphorylation (taken from Schnyder et al., 1994). The enzymes involved in this func¬

tional coupling, Mi-CK, ANT and porin, all catalyse reversible reactions. The creatine kinase reac¬

tion utilises ATP synthesised by oxidative phosphorylation in the mitochondrial matrix and crea¬

tine (Cr) from the cytosolic compartment and shuttles phosphocreatine (PCr) back to the cytosol,
whereas ADP gets imported into the matrix (left drawing). An intimate coupling is maintained by
a simultaneous interaction of the Mi-CK octamer with the mitochondrial inner and outer mem¬

brane bringing the enzyme in close contact to ANT and porin. The postulated multienzyme com¬

plex (right drawing) would ensure a synchronous and vectorial action of the enzymes involved

and would increase the thermodynamic efficiency of mitochondrial high energy phosphate syn¬

thesis and transport.
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4.15 The model of contact sites and the in situ situation: different points of

view

Almost all results concerning the existence and function of the octameric as well

as the dimeric Mi-CK were revealed from in vitro systems and calculations (see

Wallimann et al., 1992; WaUimann and Hemmer, 1994). The model for the energy

contact sites based on an octameric Mi-CK as gap-bridging protein (Fig. 70) is a

direct conclusion of these considerations. It is heavily supported by electron

microscopical data obtained with conventional EM preparation methods. In Fig.
71 and 73, a scaled 10 nm x 10 nm rectangle, representing the cube-like Mi-CK

octamer, was placed in mitochondria in kidney and soleus tissue obtained by con¬

ventional EM preparation techniques. Octameric Mi-CK fits easUy in the 10-17

nm wide IMS. Moreover, points of intimate contact between IM and OM are de¬

tectable and the two separated boundary membranes exhibit the typical

heptalaminar layer structure.

The situation changes dramatically when the mitochondria are seen in kidney

and soleus tissue after advanced EM preparation techniques (Fig. 72 and 74It might
be very difficult to fit the representative Mi-CK octamer in the IMS, which is hardly
detectable if ever present. Fig. 72 and 74 reveal the typical features of mitochon¬

dria, which are supposed to represent the native state as close as possible (note

the closely apposed IM and OM, revealing a pentalaminar layer of approx. 10 nm

diameter, obUterating an observable IMS). It is worthwrule to mention that think¬

ing in terms of contact sites as physical contacts of the boundary membranes al¬

ways requires an IMS with a width larger than that at the points of intimate con¬

tact (e.g. 8.6 nm regarding the Mi-CK octamer in the multienzyme complex).

These "in vivo" findings are neither very surprising nor new at all. Saks et all.

(1994) stated that: "The conclusion that mitochondria in the cells in vivo are dif¬

ferent from those in vitro has already been made in 1978 by Sjostrand, but was left

without much of an attention". In fact, this conclusion was already drawn in 1965

by Malhotra and van Harreveld. They reported that "In electron micrographs of

tissues prepared by a freeze-substitution technique [...] a mitochondrial pattern

differing from the commonly shown structure of mitochondria inasmuch as the

50-100 A gap, that separates the two Umiting membranes and also extends into

the cristae, does not show in micrographs of freeze-substituted material."

Sjostrand's (1978) pubUcation seemed to be conflicting, because on the one hand

he mentioned cryoimmobilisation based results of pre- and non pretreated mate¬

rial together with other conventional techniques for artefact reduction, but on the
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other hand he obviously forgot to mention the results of Malhotra and van

Harreveld (1965). The conflicting potential of this pubUcation is stiU remarkable

in our days. Saks et al. (1994) conclude from Sjostrand's results that in intact ceUs

the IM and OM are not separated but form one proteinous-Upid phase with high

viscosity. On the contrary, Schnyder et al. (1994) conclude from exactly the same

pubUcation, that a narrow gap is observed between all membranes in mitochon¬

dria.

4.16 A multienzyme complex forming contact sites, but no space for the gap

bridging octameric Mi-CK?

The multienzyme complex model is strongly supported by some lines of in vitro

evidence (Schnyder et al., 1994, WaUimann et al 1992; WaUimann and Hemmer,

1994). In parallel, the lack of in vivo studies is mentioned in these publications.

Consequently, one can speculate about the fate of the Mi-CK octamer. In fact, the

dimension of the cube-like octamer (approx. 10 nm) makes it difficult to believe,

that such a relatively giant molecule would be hidden in a virtuaUy not detectable

IMS.

One might argue that the preference of Mi-CK to form octamers and the size of

the octamer are features strictly vaUd for Mib-CK, the X-ray structure of which

has been solved, and that other Mi-CK isoenzymes may differ in these respects,

e.g. Mia-CK in kidney and brain. This seems not very Ukely although it can not be

entirely excluded, for Muhlebach et al. (1994) have reported a high homology
between all known creatine kinase isoenzymes. Their results further indicate a

pronounced conservation of the secondary structure as well (Muhlebach et al.,

1994).

It can be speculated that the octamer in the IMS is not a rigid rectangular block,

since in the X-ray structure the "banana-shaped" dimers (Schnyder et al., 1988)

are tUted against each other to a certain degree (Fritz-Wolf et al., 1996), thus form¬

ing a parallelogram (side view). A slight compression of this parallelogram may
reduce the height of the octamer considerably:

m<->^
This would reduce the apparent membrane bridging length from 8.6 nm of crys¬

talline Mib-CK. This effect could be additionally enhanced, if top and bottom of

the "paraUelogram" would indent to a certain degree into the mebrane bilayer,
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The Mi-CK octamer within the present or not present intermembranous

space in soleus and kidney mitochondria in situ.

Mitochondria in situ in soleus muscle and kidney samples after either conven¬

tional or advanced EM preparation techniques. A scaled representation of the Mi-

CK octamer (white rectangle) is placed in the (not) apparent IMS (see black

arrows).

Kidney tissue (Figure 71) was excised and stored for a few minutes in buffer on

ice before the biopsy was performed. The biopsy sample was high pressure -fro¬

zen, freeze-substituted in 2% osmium tetroxide/acetone starting at -90°C and em¬

bedded in Epon.

Soleus tissue (Figure 73) was chemically immobilised in glutaraldehyde and os¬

mium tetroxide, dehydrated in ethanol and embedded in Epon.

Rat soleus (Figure 72) and kidney (Figure 74) biopsy sample were high-pressure

frozen, freeze-substituted in 2% osmium tetroxide/acetone starting at -90°C and

embedded in Epon.

Figure 71 and Figure 73 reveal the typical features of mitochondria after conven¬

tional preparation for electron microscopy, e.g. distinct IMS revealing a width of

5-15 nm, intracristal gaps. On the contrary, Figure 72 and Figure 74, biopsy sam¬

ples processed applying advanced preparation techniques, show mitochondria

with no apparent IMS or intracristal space. The boundary membranes were ap¬

posed along the whole contour length revealing a pentalaminar appearance.

In all mitochondria depicted, a scaled representation (white rectangle) of the cu¬

bic Mib-CK octamer (10 nm side length) was inserted. According to the theories

of energy-exporting contact sites and of the phospho-creatine circuit, the Mib-CK

octamer would represent a molecule bridging the gap interconnecting the IM and

OM at these contact sites. In Fig. 71 and Fig. 73 the Mib-CK octamer easUy fits in

the IMS, whereas it seems to be difficult to place the octamer in an IMS, which is

either not observable or not present all together (Fig. 72 and 74).
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probably attracted by porin (OM) and the adenine nucleotide translocator (IM)

within the proposed multienzyme complex.

Furthermore, it can also be asked whether the octamer-dimer equilibrium meas¬

ured in vitro in an aqueous solution would also be altered, if Mi-CK is placed into

the hydrophobic environment between two membranes. In vitro studies with Mi-

CK on lipid monolayers nevertheless show clearly that the octamer can bind sta¬

ble to such a lipid phase and even arranges into 2-D crystals of considerable size

(Schnyder et al., 1994). The determined ratio of Mi-CK octamers versus dimers

extracted from mitochondria may in addition depend on the isolation conditions,

and thus does not necessarily reflect the in vivo ratio. In this context, experiments

using an addition of macromolecules like dextran during the isolation of mito¬

chondria (recent studies: Brdiczka and Wallimann, 1994; Gellerich et al., 1993;

Wicker et al., 1993), would be of a certain interest (note the comparison of isolated

soleus mitochondria: paragraph 4.1-4.10 in this section). The results obtained might

support the significance of the dimer in the in vivo state.

If one considers the two boundary membranes to form one proteinous-lipid phase

with high viscosity and without a detectable "gap", it would result in one continuos

contact site (Saks et al., 1994). Now one can speculate a detectable IMS in situ only

to exist at the dynamically regulated sites of energy export, meaning that the con¬

stituted octamer separates at these locations the closely apposed enveloping mem¬

branes forming a "membrane bleb" (see Fig. 75). The postulated model (Fig. 75)

would not conflict with the findings reported by Malhotra and van Harreveld

(1965) and the findings and conclusion of Sjostrand (1977 and 1978) about ul¬

trathin sectioned mitochondria in situ, because it does not require an omnipres¬

ent and observable IMS. Furthermore, the model would also be in accordance

with the results obtained from freeze-fractured mitochondria in vitro and in situ

(Brdiczka et al., 1986; Knoll and Brdiczka; 1983). A deflection of the fracture plane

would stiU be forced by the Mi-CK octamer interconnecting IM and OM at the

sites of energy export.
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IM and OM form one

proteinous-Hpid phase
with high viscosity

Energy export
contact site

"'OM Contact site

formation

no

multienzyme
complex

D Porin

Mi-CK octamer

0 ANT

Non-octameric CK

Figure 75: Model for a multienzyme complex in a mitochondrial contact site for energy export.

The enzymes involved in this functional coupling, Mi-CK, ANT and porin, all catalyse reversible

reactions. The inner and outer mitochondrial membrane form one proteinous-lipid phase with

high viscosity (left drawing) and no observable intermembrane space is detectable (pentalaminar

appearance of the boundary membranes). In the proteinous-lipid phase non-octameric Mi-CK is

located, either represented as dimer or tetramer lying flat in a not necessarily known conforma¬

tion.

When energy delivery to the cytosol is required, the contact site for energy export would be con¬

stituted (right drawing). The constituting Mi-CK octamer would separate the inner and outer

mitochondrial membrane ("bleb" formation) at this site and, in parallel, would bring the enzyme

in close contact to ANT and porin. The constitution of the contact site as well as that of the

multienzyme complex would be completely reversible (Drawings made by Michaela Wessicken,

Macromolecular Chemistry Institute, ETH Zurich).

However, as emphasised by Schnyder et al. (1994), it is still a matter of debate

whether the Mi-CK octamer-dimer conversion observed in vitro may have a regu¬

latory role of Mi-CK function and energy supply in vivo. The recent discoveries of

the multienzyme complex in the mitochondrial outer compartment, considered

to be an IMS, emphasises the complexity of the molecular architecture in this

intermembrane area (Saks et al., 1994).
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«Unter dem Titel "Wissenschaft" geht oft das einfaltigste und

unwahrste Zeug von der Welt spazieren, und alle, die es nicht

verstehen, Ziehen eine Zeitlang ehrerbietig den Hut vor ihm.»

C.Hilty
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When ever (ultra)structural aspects are incorporated in the development of theo¬

ries and models regarding the function of cell organelles, it is important that these

theories and models are based on a realistic representation of the structure

(Sjostrand, 1991). This is also important for the design and interpretation of ex¬

periments pursued with the aim of testing and confirming such theories and mod¬

els (Sjostrand, 1991).

Sjostrand's "realistic representation of the structure" probably means a structural

representation as close as possible to the native state — the main goal of modern

biological electron microscopy. This also was the primary intention for the re-

evaluation of some features of the mitochondrial ultrastructure in the context of

this thesis.

Regarding the research done on mitochondria in sea urchin and rooster sperm,

this intention seems to have been accomplished. In both cases, the sperm were

cryoimmobUised in their native environment (sea water and seminal plasma re¬

spectively) and the maintenance of the continuity of all live processes of these

spermatozoa was guarantied as far as it can be judged, e.g. mitochondrial respira¬

tion, (im)motility, fertility. The application of hybrid follow-up procedures on the

cryoimmobilised specimens may have been sufficient for the purpose of on-sec¬

tion immunolabelling studies, like the localisation of Mib- and B-CK in rooster

sperm, but it has been not suitable to deal with the more fundamental questions

of mitochondrial ultrastructure and dynamics in sea urchin sperm. Only the ap-

pUcation ofpure physical foUow-up procedures, e.g. cryosectioning and cryo-TEM,

do mean a real step forward in tackling these difficult questions. First attempts to

cryosection suspensions of sea urchin sperm have already been made, but the

freezing quality as well as the section stability achieved were stiU not convincing.

Based on this pure physical approach, the model system of sea urchin spermwould

provide several further opportunities to study basic questions of mitochondrial

structure and dynamics (e.g. cristae formation and dynamics, protein-import)

within an intact single cell system in its natural environment.

Research on structure and dynamics of mitochondria in situ based on pure physi¬

cal EM preparation techniques would, if even possible at present, however, be a

much more sophisticated approach. The maintenance of the continuity of all live

processes is stiU not possible with excised tissue samples, even if micro-biopsy

techniques are applied on anaesthetised animals. There still remains at least a
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time interval of 40 sec between taking the biopsy sample and its

cryoimmobiUsation, where no physiological control of the biopsy sample is possi¬

ble. This is a principal problem, which can not be solved completely at present.

Adequate freezing of complete animals, the dissection of the frozen specimen and

the coUection of the samples from the respective frozen tissue wiU always remain

far out of the range of the technical capabiUties.

On the contrary, the use of conventional EM preparation techniques permits a

rather comfortable but artefact bearing approach to examine the ultrastructure of,

for example, soleus mitochondria, independent of whether they are isolated in

suspensions, in saponin-skinned or intact muscle fibres, or in tissue in situ. The

ultrastructural appearance of the mitochondria as revealed by this conventional

approach does not differ when comparing isolated soleus mitochondria with those

seen in saponin-skinned and intact muscle fibres or with that seen in mitochon¬

dria in situ.

Findings like these offer a great opportunity to design models of mitochondrial

structure and function, because the mitochondria share the same ultrastructural

appearance on the micrographs, independent of their preparatory origin (e.g. from

suspension or in situ). Consequently, findings concerning structure-function rela¬

tionship obtained with mitochondria in vitro can be easily transferred to the in situ

situation, because all mitochondria "appear the same".

On the contrary, the use of advanced EM preparation techniques provided a deeper

insight into the mitochondrial ultrastructure and, in paraUel, revealed the non-

uniformity of the mitochondrial appearance in the experiments done with exactly
the same samples (soleus mitochondria in suspension, in skinned and intact mus¬

cle fibres and in situ). In fact, the diversity in the structural appearance of mito¬

chondria in vitro, in skinned and intact muscle fibres as well as in situ clearly
reflects the strong artificial impact of the conventional EM preparation techniques

and of the isolation procedures used. It seems obvious, that the structural preser¬

vation obtained by advanced EM preparation techniques is closer to the living
state than it can ever be by using conventional techniques. Furthermore, it opens

the door to reflect on the commonly accepted models and theories of some struc¬

tural and functional features of mitochondria (e.g. contact sites for energy ex¬

port). Facing the diversity in mitochondrial ultrastructure, however, the design of

theories and models gets more difficult, because direct extrapolation of in vitro

findings to the in situ situation seems to be often a misleading assumption.
The results achieved with the experiments described yield only a first glance of

the variability of mitochondrial ultrastructure and dynamics. It is worthwhUe to
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mention that these findings can never reflect more than a snapshot of the dy¬
namic live processes in these organelles. Figure 76-79 might provide an impres¬
sion of the structural variabUity and dynamics of mitochondria in situ.

Ultrastructural variability and dynamics of mitochondria in situ

This coUection of mitochondria in situ found during the examination of soleus

muscle, liver and kidney samples is intended to stimulate some provocative ques¬
tions about structural diversity and dynamics of mitochondria in situ.

All tissue biopsy samples were high-pressure frozen, freeze-substituted in 2%

osmium tetroxide/acetone starting at -90°C and embedded in Epon.

Figure 76: Liver biopsy of a freshly kiUed rat. Two mitochondria in direct neigh¬
bourhood reveal totaUy different matrices. The upper one shows an heterogene¬

ous matrix of which the major part seems to have the same appearance as that of

the surrounding cytoplasm. Furthermore, this mitochondrion reveals a distinct

IMS and intracristal gaps. In contrast, the lower mitochondrion reveals a homog¬
enous matrix differing from the cytoplasmatic pattern . Furthermore, no IMS is

detectable.

Figure 77: Soleus biopsy sample of a freshly kiUed rat. Again, the structural ap¬

pearance of the matrix of the lower left mitochondrion is not different from that of

the surrounding cytoplasm. Only a few cristae membranes seem to remain and

no IMS is detectable. The mitochondrion at the upper right reveals the standard

shape and form of soleus mitochondria with a dense matrix.

Figure 78: Kidney biopsy of an anaesthetised rat. Mitochondria reveal three dif¬

ferent matrix appearances, but the organisation of the cristae membranes largely
remains the same.

Figure 79: Kidney biopsy of an anaesthetised rat. Obviously, no cristae are found

in the mitochondrion which is in the centre of Fig. 79, but in the one next to this,

the typical cristae organisation is present.
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Apart from pure physical follow-up procedures (e.g. cryosectioning, freeze-dry¬

ing, freeze-fracture) appUed on vitrified tissue biopsy samples of anaesthetised

animals, some further steps could be made towards the examination of mitochon¬

drial structure and dynamics in situ. Preliminary results have already been ob¬

tained with a combination of pure physical and hybrid foUow-up procedures which

can provide some new insights in the three-dimensional (re)arrangements of cris¬

tae membranes (lamellar, tubular or tubulosaccular cristae model) of mitochon¬

dria in situ. The cryoimmobilised tissue biopsy samples were processed after the

standard freeze-substitution regime, then post-fixed in several osmium tetroxide

solutions (Nassar et al., 1986), foUowedby a osmium maceration procedure (Tanaka

and Mitsushima, 1984) and conductive staining with osmium tetroxide and tan¬

nic acid solutions (Tanaka and Mitsushima, 1984). The macerated samples were

then dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol, frozen in Uquid propane and freeze-

fractured. The freeze-fractured samples were dehydrated again in a graded series

of ethanol, dried in a critical point dryer, metal-coated and observed with a SEM.

The procedure lasting one week revealed a preliminary but clear view on the to¬

pology of cristae and other mitochondrial membranes at the time of

cryoimmobilisation. Alternatively, tomographic studies and a three-dimensional

reconstruction of sections from freeze-substituted and Epon embedded tissue bi¬

opsy material would also reveal the spatial organisation of the cristae membranes

(compare: ManneUa et al., 1994: tomographic studies on isolated mitochondria

after conventional EM preparation techniques).

The same techniques might show contact sites in terms of "membrane blebs" ac¬

cording to the postulated model in Figure 75. Moreover, the results of such an

examination might be confirmed by an on-section immunolabelling for Mi-CK

using antibodies, able to discriminate between the octameric and dimeric form of

Mi-CK. Apart from mitochondria in vertebrate tissue, the mitochondria in sea

urchin sperm could also be re-examined with these techniques and a possible

involvement of the Mi-CK octamer in contact site formation could be corrobo¬

rated by immunogold labelling on ultrathin sections. The final prove of the postu¬

lated contact site model for energy export in mitochondria, also requires the

acquisition of a vast variety of biochemical and biophysical data, which must —

for their own sake and, differently to what happened at large during the last dec¬

ades — also fuUy consider the structural results obtained by modern biological

electron microscopyby which a structural preservation as close as possible to the

living state is sought.
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Appendix

This section offers a more detaUed description of the specimen preparation meth¬

ods appUed here, as well as of the methodology used in general.

Some general notes:

- All work was performed at room temperature unless mentioned otherwise.

- Chemicals and solvents were of analytical grade and purchased from several

companies. The product source is expUcitly mentioned, if it is important for the

method described.

- Time resolution, as defined in the previous section, was kept as high as possible.

1. Isolation of rat soleus mitochondria

Solei were removed from rats and placed into a medium containing 220 mM D-

Mannitol, 70 mM Sucrose, 10 mM Hepes 5 mM S-mercaptoethanol (6-M.E.) and

0.2 mM EDTA (i.e. MSH buffer), and minced with a surgical scissors. The mince

was washed with excess buffer to remove a maximum amount of blood from the

tissue. The minced tissue was then ground manuaUy with a glass tissue grinder,

and then homogenised at 4°C. The homogenate was centrifuged at lOOOg for 10

min, and the supernatant removed. The pellet was resuspended in 20 ml MSH

buffer and centrifuged again for 10 min. Both supernatants were pooled and cen¬

trifuged at 8000g for 20 min, the supernatant discarded and the peUet resuspended

in 1 ml of MSH buffer. The mitochondria were further purified in a 25% Percoll

gradient. Subsequently, the nicely distinguishable mitochondrial band was re¬

moved and the mitochondria were washed twice with MSH buffer.

2. Respiration analysis of isolated soleus mitochondria

The respiration analyses were carried out at 25°C, with a Cyclobios-oxygraph

(Anton Paar, Innsbruck, Austria) in respiration buffer (MSH without EGTA, +/-

10% dextran). Stimulation of oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) was carried

out in the presence of 5 mM succinate and 5 mM MgCl2,10 mM phosphate, with

0.1 mM and 2.0 mMADP, with and without 10 mMCr present. Maximum stimu¬

lation (state 3) was measured after stimulation with 2.0 mM ADP.
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3. Preparation of saponin-skinned rat soleus fibres

Soleus muscle was removed after kiUing the rat and exsanguination, and then

placed into the isolation buffer (EGTA10 mM, MgCl2 9.5 mM, KHP04 3 mM, Tau¬

rine 20 mM, K-Mes 49 mM, imidazole 20 mM), pH 7.1, Ca2+ 2.27 mM and at 4°C

The muscle was then teased apart in the isolation buffer to produce fibre bundles

of appropriate size (approx. 5 mm x 2 mm x 1 mm)

Fibres were then introduced to the isolation buffer containing 50 ug/ml digitonin

and mixed gently for 20 min. at 4°C Subsequently, the fibres were removed from

this medium and washed with the respiration buffer (Mannitol 75 mM, Sucrose

25 mM, 2 mM K-MES, KH2P0410 mM, EDTA 0.5 mM, BSA1 mg/ml, Tris HC120

mM at pH 7.4) and maintained at 4°C on ice (Kunz et al., 1993; O'Gorman et al.,

1996).

4. Respiration analyses of saponin-skinned muscle fibres:

The respiration analyses were carried out at 25°C, with a Cyclobios-oxygraph

(Anton Paar, Innsbruck, Austria) in respiration buffer (Mannitol 75 mM, Sucrose

25 mM, 2 mM K-MES, KH2P0410 mM, EDTA 0.5 mM, BSA 1 mg/ml, Tris HC120

mM), pH 7.4 and using fibre bundles with a wet weight of 15 mg.

Stimulation of oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) was carried out in the pres¬

ence of 5 mM succinate and 5 mM MgCl2, with 0.1 mM and 2.0 mMADP, with and

without 10 mM Cr present. Stimulation in the presence of 2.0 mMADP was taken

as state 3 maximum. Stimulation in the presence of 0.5 mMADP was never suffi¬

cient for maximum stimulation, only in the presence of 10 mM creatine was this

achieved (O'Gorman et al., 1996; Saks et al., 1987).

5. Sample collection:

In general, special attention was paid to keep the whole sequence of sample col¬

lection and preparation for cryoimmobilisation as short in time as possible. Addi¬

tionally, the physiological control of the specimen was maintained as long as pos¬

sible and appropriate tests on viability, motility, respiration and other significant

parameters were performed continuously.
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5.1 Sample collection: suspensions of isolated mitochondria, sperm or bacteria:

These suspensions were collected using the cellulose capiUary tube method (re¬

ported in detaU: Hohenberg et al., 1994). The transparent tubes have an inner

diameter of 200 um and a waU size of 10-15 um. The molecular exclusion size of

the porous wall is 5 kDa.

The suspension was centrifuged in a low-speed Eppendorf centrifuge (17 g) until

a soft peUet was barely visible. This procedure required permanent supervision

and control. Centrifugation time was not predictable (range: 0.5 - 5 min), thus

depending on the suspension itself and its density. The supernatant was then care¬

fully removed leaving 5 mm Uquid above the soft pellet in the Eppendorf tube.

The tip of a 4 cm long cellulose capUlary tube was first partially soaked with the

remaining supernatant and then dipped into the soft peUet (Fig. 80). Capillary

action drew the material into the tube. Immediately after the first 5 to 10 mm of

the tube were filled, the tube was transferred to a petri dish, containing 1-

Hexadecene for bacteria and sperm or respiration buffer for mitochondrial sus¬

pensions. The filled tube was directly cut in 2 mm segments under a binocular

microscope using a wedge-shaped fashioned scalpel (Feather disposable scalpels,

Japan) and further processed as depicted in Figure 80.
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Figure 80 : Schematic representation of the cellulose capillary tube technique as a preparation
method for bacterial suspensions (Courtesy of H. Hohenberg et al., 1994

1. Bacterial suspensions are drawn into capillary tubes with 200 um in diameter.

2. The filled capillary tube is transferred into 1-Hexadecen and cut into segments of 2mm length

by means of a scalpel (s).

3. The cavity of an aluminium platelet (a) is filled with 1-2 capillary tubes under 1-Hexadecen and

sandwiched by a second platelet (b). Then, the specimen sandwich is immediately high-pressure
frozen.

4. The frozen capillary tubes were transferred in a transfer-basket (d) into an Eppendorf tube

containing the pre-cooled freeze-substitution medium.

5. Resin embedding (Epon, Lowicryl, LR Gold; room and low temperature embedding) of the

capillary tube after freeze-substitution.

6. The plastic block containing the capillary tube is trimmed and ultrathin sectioned.
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5.2 Sample collection: saponin-skinned and intact soleus muscle fibres

Single muscle fibres were processed similar to the ceUulose capUlary tubes due to

their comparable size and mechanical properties.

5.3 Sample collection: tissue biopsies

Tissue samples of heart, liver, kidney and soleus muscle were taken from anaes¬

thetised or freshly killed animals using either the micro biopsy method according

to Hohenberg et al. (1996) or the micro biopsy method as developed by Shimoni

and co-workers (Shimoni, doctoral thesis). In both cases, the biopsy material was

immediately released from the biopsy needle in 1-Hexadecene and the resulting
tissue cylinder was directly cut in 2 mm segments.

5.4 Sample collection: punched tissue

Immediately after the rat's cervical dislocation, diaphragm samples were taken

from the excised tissue with the aid of an ophthalmologic puncher (0 2 mm;

GrieshaberAG, Liechtenstein) as reported by Studer et al. (1989). This rather awk¬

ward procedure was indispensable due to the diaphragm's small width of ap¬

proximately 2 mm preventing the proper use of the biopsy method.

6. Cryoimmobilisation

Structural preservation closely reflecting the living state is heavily dependent on

both, an adequate sample collection and a fast and complete cryoimmobUisation.

At present, high-pressure freezing is the only state of the art method to immobi¬

lise biological samples up to a thickness of 200 um.

CapiUary tube segments, muscle fibres or tissue samples were placed in the cav¬

ity (150 um depth) of standard aluminium platelets (BAL-TEC, Liechtenstein).

Non-commercial aluminium slit platelets were used forbiopsy samples taken with

the Shimoni method (Shimoni, doctoral thesis).

Platelets were filled with 1-Hexadecene (bacteria, sperm, tissue), respiration buffer

(isolated mitochondria, saponin-skinned muscle fibres) or isolation buffer (intact

muscle fibres). The liquid is necessary to occupy the empty space between the

samples and the aluminium platelet in order to transfer pressure and cold during

the process of high-pressure freezing.
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A specimen containing platelet was sandwiched by a second, up-side-down plate¬

let. This sandwich was then immediately inserted into the specimen holder of a

Balzers high-pressure freezer (HPM 010, BAL-TEC, Liechtenstein) and cryo-im-

mobilised. The frozen samples were stored in liquid nitrogen (LN2) until further

use.

7. Freeze-substitution

Freeze-substitution dissolves the ice in the frozen specimen by an organic solvent

that usuaUy contains a chemical fixative to preserve the sample. Although freeze-

substitution is a hybrid method, it guaranties improved structural preservation in

combination with a minor artefact potential, e.g. shrinkage, material extraction,

when compared to conventional fixation and dehydration methods.

Samples of different origin usually require unique freeze-substitution regimes.

An additional important factor is the further field of application. Depending on

whether the preservation of structural features and/or an immunolabelling are

important, the accurate protocol has to be chosen and adapted individuaUy. There¬

fore, freeze-substitution protocols are manifold and mostly the result of an adap¬

tation to both the particular sample and the problem to be solved. Consequently,

the particular regime is reported within the whole preparation protocol of each

specimen. Nevertheless, some features are common in all protocols as noted be¬

low.

In the cryo-microtome (Reichert Ultracut S, equipped with a cryo -chamber FCS)

at the particular freeze-substitution start temperature (standard regime:-90°C;

extended regime: -120°C), the cryoimmobiUsed samples were removed from the

standard alurninium platelet and freed from residual 1-Hexadecene. The freed

samples were then transferred to an 1,5 ml Eppendorf tube, containing the pre-

cooled freeze-substitution medium. Transfer and further processing of the sam¬

ples was greatly facilitated by self-made miniature transfer baskets (instruction

for construction see: Hohenberg et al., 1994).

In case of samples cryoimmobUised in a buffer medium (isolated mitochondria,

saponin-skinned and intact soleus muscle fibres), it was usually not necessary

nor possible to remove the samples from the aluminium platelet and to free them

of the residual buffer. Furthermore, it was impossible to remove the biopsy sam¬

ples from slit aluminium platelets, too. Therefore, in all of these cases, the samples

were freeze-substituted together with the aluminium platelets, which were then

removed prior to embedding.
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Freeze-substitution was carried out either in a commercial Balzers FSU 010 (BAL-

TEC, Liechtenstein) or in a self-made freeze-substitution device. During tempera¬
ture elevation the slope of every step was 30°C per hour.

Particular freeze-substitution regimes optimised for each specimen:

7.1 E. Coli samples

Freeze-substitution was performed in a medium containing 0.5 % uranyl acetate

dissolved in anhydrous ethanol. Temperatures and times were: -90°C for 9h; -

60°C for 6h; -30°C for 3h and 0°C for lh. The samples were directly embedded in

Epon, whereas low-temperature embedding in LRGold or Lowicryl HM 23 caused

a different freeze-substitution regime. For subsequent LR Gold embedding, the

temperatures and times set were: -90°C for 12h; -60°C for 6h; -30°C for 3h and -

15°C for 3h. The Lowicryl HM 23 embedding required:: -90°C for 12h; -60°C for

6h and -30°C for 6h. In both cases the freeze-substitutionmedium was the same as

for Epon embedding

7.2 Rooster spermatozoa

• Ultrastructure:

Improved structural preservation of sperm was only achieved using an extended

freeze-substitution regime. The medium contained first pure 1-Hexene at -120°C

and then was changed at -90°C to 2% osmium tetroxide in anhydrous acetone.

The temperatures and times set were: -120°C for 18h;-90°C for 8h; -60°C for 8h; -

30°C for 8h and 0°C for lh. Directly after the temperature elevation on -90°C, 1-

Hexene was removed and substituted by the osmium tetroxide/acetone medium.

In between, the sample was rinsed twice in precooled anhydrous acetone for 10

min each. A possible darkening of the medium wlule subsequent temperature

elevation was due to the oxidation of 1- Hexene residues and had no influence on

the further proceeding of freeze-substitution and embedding.

• Immunogold labelling:
Since one of the goals of this project was the immunogold localisation of Mib-CK

and B-CK in the sperm ceU, tests of different freeze-substitution regimes and em¬

bedding media were necessary. The freeze-substitution media used were: a) 2%
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osmium tetroxide in anhydrous acetone and pure anhydrous acetone b) pure an¬

hydrous acetone c) 0.5% glutaraldehyde in ethanol. The temperatures and times

for all these media were: -90°C for 12h; -60°C for 7h; -30°C for 3h and -15°C for lh.

In case a), prior to the temperature elevation on -30°C, the osmium tetroxide/

acetone medium was substituted by pure anhydrous acetone. The rooster sperm

were embedded in LR Gold at -15°C and in Lowicryl HM 23 at -30°C respectively

-50°C

7.3 Sea urchin spermatozoa

• Ultrastructure:

The high-pressure frozen sea urchin sperm were freeze-substituted in 2% osmium

tetroxide in anhydrous acetone, starting at -90°C for 16h; -60°C for 8h; -30°C for

8h and 0°C for lh. Subsequently, the sperm were Epon embedded.

• Immunogold labelling

Three different freeze-substitution media were tested in combination with LR Gold

embedding: a) 2% osmium tetroxide in anhydrous acetone and pure anhydrous
acetone b) pure anhydrous acetone c) 0.5% Glutaraldehyde in ethanol.

The temperatures and times for all these media were: -90°C for 12h; -60°C for 7h;

-30°C for 3h and -15°C for lh. In case a), prior to the temperature elevation on -

30°C, the osmium tetroxide/acetone medium was substituted by pure anhydrous

acetone.

7.4 Isolated rat soleus mitochondria and muscle fibres

The primary intention of these experiments was the ultrastructural comparison

of active and inactive mitochondria. Soleus mitochondria and muscle fibres was

taken from female Sprague Dawley rats which were fed on normal diet.

• Activation and controls of isolated mitochondria and saponin-skinned muscle

fibres:

Upon stimulation (state 3) with the different concentrations of ADP and in the

presence or absence of Cr, the samples were removed from the Oxygraph cham¬

ber and placed in an oxygenated medium containing 2.0 mM ADP. Mitochondria

were collected in ceUulose capillary tubes and the saponin-skinned muscle fibres

were taken as they were. CryoimmobiUsation of both followed immediately.
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Control samples were treated in exactly the same way, but without both, Cr and

ADP. Rotenone (1 mM) was persistent at all stages. Samples were coUected and

immobilised immediately after their analyses.

• Ultrastructure:

Mitochondrial suspensions as weU as saponin-skinned muscle fibres were high-

pressure frozen in respiration buffer. Freeze-substitution was performed in 2%

osmium tetroxide in anhydrous acetone and samples were subsequently embed¬

ded in Epon. The times and temperatures set during freeze-substitution were:

-90°C for 16h; -60°C for 8h; -30°C for 8h and 0°C for lh.

• Intact muscle fibres were treated in exactly the same way, but were high-pres¬

sure frozen in isolation buffer.

• Conventional preparation:

Chemical fixation of saponm-skinned and intact muscle fibres was also necessary

to detect alterations in mitochondrial ultrastructure due to the different prepara¬

tive procedures. Samples used for this conventional preparation were treated in

exactly the same way as those for cryoimmobUisation until the step of chemical

fixation (see paragraph8).

7.5 Rat tissue samples:

• Ultrastructure:

The samples were freeze-substituted in 2% osmium tetroxide in anhydrous ac¬

etone and Epon embedded. The temperatures and times set were: -90°C for 16h; -

60°C for 8h; -30°C for 8h and 0°C for lh

8. Chemical fixation, dehydration and Epon embedding

Chemical fixation of sea urchin sperm, saponin-skinned and intact soleus muscle

fibres as weU as of soleus tissue was necessary in paraUel to cryoimmobUisation

to detect alterations in mitochondrial ultrastructure due to the different prepara¬

tive procedures.

Therefore, all particular samples were treated in exactly the same way as for
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cryoimmobUisation, e.g. sample collection, sample activation, until their chemi¬

cal fixation. Chemical fixation needs generally a buffer vehicle. Except for sea

urchin sperm, PBS was chosen. Active sea urchin sperm were kept and fixed in

sea water, whereas dry sperm were fixed in "Na+-free sea water", a medium con¬

taining 450 mM choline chloride, 10 mM KCl, 50 mM MgCl2,1 mM EGTA, 15 mM

Tris and 15 mM Hepes, pH 5.9 (Dorsten et al., 1996).

• Procedure:

AU processes were performed in 1,5 ml Eppendorf tubes and the samples were

transferred in rniniature transfer baskets.

• Fixatives and procedure:
- 4% glutaraldehyde in respiration, isolation buffer (saponin-skinned and intact

muscle fibres)

- 2,5% and 4% glutaraldehyde in PBS (soleus tissue)

- 4% glutaraldehyde in "Na+-free sea water" is a medium containing 450 mM

choline chloride, 10 mM KCl, 50 mMMgC12,1 mM EGTA, 15 mM Tris and 15 mM

Hepes, pH 5.9 and, in comparison to normal sea water, or pure sea water (dry or

active sea urchin sperm)
- Fixation time: 2h at 4°C

- Rinsing: twice in PBS for 10 min

- Post-fixative: 2% osmium tetroxide in PBS for 30 min at RT

- Rinsing: twice in PBS for 10 min

- Dehydration: graded ethanol series (30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 2x100%) at 4°C for 10

min per step.

- Embedding: Standard Epon embedding as listed below

9. Plastic embedding:

The choice of the embedding procedure and the resin depends on the same crite¬

ria as they are for choosing the proper freeze-substitution regime.

Epon embedding at room temperature guaranties an adequate quality of struc¬

tural preservation. Unfortunately, the number of potential epitopes is diminished

or they are even destroyed by the use of this resin (see for example: Griffiths, 1993;

MoUenhauer, 1993). Better preservation of the epitopes is usually achieved with

the use of LR Gold or Lowicryl HM 23 resin in combination with low-tempera-
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ture embedding (see for example: Griffiths, 1993). Unfortunately, the structural

preservation capabiUties of these two resins are of a lower degree than those of

the Epon resin.

9.1 Standard Epon embedding for freeze-substituted and chemically dehydrated

samples:

- Medium: Epon/Araldite resin dUuted with anhydrous acetone

- Rinsing before embedding: twice in anhydrous acetone at 0°C for 5 min

- Concentrations and times:

After freeze-substitution: 30% for 2h; 70% for 3h; both steps at 4°C 100% for 2h

atRT.

After chemical dehydration: 30% for 2.5h; 70% over night; both steps at 4°C

100% for 2.5h at RT.

- Polymerisation: at 60°C for at least 24h.

Prior to polymerisation, the capUlary tubes and the muscle fibres were orientated

perpendicular to the rim of the flat embedding form. Additionally, a sticker was

placed in the backward end of all embedding forms for later identification of the

samples.

9.2 Standard low-temperature embedding in Lowicryl HM 23 or LR Gold:

Freeze-substitution, embedding and polymerisation were performed in the same

1,5 ml Eppendorf tube. Prior to polymerisation, the miniature transfer baskets

were removed from the Eppendorf tube. Work with 100% Lowicryl HM 23 and

100% LR Gold was performed in an anhydrous nitrogen atmosphere.

• Lowicryl HM 23:

- Rinsing prior to embedding: twice in pre-cooled anhydrous acetone at -30°C for

30 min

- Medium: Lowicryl HM 23 resin diluted with anhydrous acetone

- Concentrations and times: 30% for 3h; 70% for 3h; 100% for 2h; 100% resin prior

to UV-polymerisation
- UV-polymerisation: at -15°C for at least 36h, at room temperature for at least

60h.
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The same low-temperature embedding was also performed at -50°C

• LRGold:

- Rinsing prior to embedding: twice in pre-cooled methanol at -15°C for 5 min.

- Medium: LR Gold, resin dUuted in anhydrous acetone and bubbled with anhy¬

drous nitrogen gas. The resin/acetone mixtures were prepared before use.

- Concentrations and times: 30% for 3h; 70% for 3h; 100% for 3h; 100% for 3h
.

- UV-polymerisation: at -15°C for at least 36h, at room temperature for at least

60h.

10. Microtomy and electron microscopy

Ultrathin sections were prepared on a Reichert Jung Ultracut E microtome

equipped with a diamond knife (Diatome AG, Switzerland). Sections were picked

up with collodion coated copper grids, stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate

(Reynolds, 1963) and examined in a Philips EM 301 transmission electron micro¬

scope.

11. On-section immunogold labelling:

The protocol, originally published by Tommassen et al (1985) and by Van Bergen

en Henegouwen and Leunissen (1986), has been modified and optimised by

Schwarz et al. (1993) and Schwarz (1994) to the actual version. Small modifica¬

tions have been necessary to make it suitable for use with the grid-box

immunolabelling method (Sparkman and White, 1989).

11.1 Material used for on-section immunogold labelling:

- 50 slots grid-box (BAL-TEC, Liechtenstein), manually adapted according to

Sparkman and White (1989)

- PBS-glycine: 50 mM glycine in PBS

- Buffer 1:0.1% acetylated and linearised BSA (BSA-C, Aurion, The Netherlands),

0.1% Tween-20 in PBS

- Buffer 2:0.2% fish gelatine dissolved in PBS at 30°C, 0.5% BSA added after cool¬

ing (Birell et al., 1987)
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11.2 Antibodies and dilution factors:

All antisera used were generated and extensively tested over several years in our

working-group (Kaldis et al., 1996; Wegmann et al., 1991). Dilution factors were in

the range of 1:10 -1:200. The optimal antibody dUution had to be tested for every

single appUcation. It varied from serum to serum and depends on the experimen¬

tal purposes.

• Polyclonal sera recognising the whole protein:
- Rabbit-anti-Chicken Mib-CK

- Rabbit-anti-Chicken B-CK

- Rabbit-anti-Chicken M-CK

- Rabbit-anti-Sea Urchin tail-CK (kindly provided by A. Quest, University of Ge¬

neva)

• Polyclonal sera recognising a specific peptide sequence of the protein ("anti-

peptide antibodies": Kaldis et al., 1996)

- Rabbit-anti-Chicken Mib-CK

- Rabbit-anti-Chicken B-CK

- Rabbit-anti-Chicken M-CK

• Protein A gold and gold conjugated secondary antibodies:

- Goat-anti-Rabbit IgG conjugated with 6 nm or 10 nm colloidal gold (Aurion, The

Netherlands)

- ProteinA conjugated with 6 nm or 10 nm coUoidal gold (kindly provided by H.

Schwarz, MPI fur Entwicklungsbiologie, Tuebingen)

The optimal dilution of the secondary antibodies and protein A gold had to be

tested and optimised, depending on the primary antibodies and the experimental

purpose.

11.3 Section treatment and procedure:

Collodion coated copper grids with 2-4 dry sections were put in the gaps of the

grid box. The gaps were always filled with 20 pi Uquid using a multi-step pipette.

During exchange of the liquids, precaution was taken to avoid complete drying of

the sections. The grid-box was placed in a moist chamber during incubations and
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the whole labeUing procedure was performed at RT.

• Procedure:

- PBS-Glycine: 5 min

- Buffer 1 or 2: twice for 10 min

- Primary antibody: lh, diluted with buffer 1 or 2, dUution 1:10-1:200

- Rinsing: 6x 2 min with buffer 1 or 2

- Secondary antibody or protein A gold: lh, dUuted with buffer 1 or 2, dilution

1:10-1:100

- Rinsing: 6x 2 min with buffer 1 or 2; twice for 5 min with PBS, 6x 2 min with

bidistilled water

- Removing the grids of the grid-box and drying
- Staining: Uranyl acetate and lead citrate (Reynolds, 1963)

11.4 Antigen unmasking:

To optimise the efficiency in cases of insufficient immunogold labelling, two un¬

masking (etching) procedures were applied (Bendayan and Zollinger, 1983; Stir¬

ling and Graff, 1995):

a) Sodium ethoxide treatment:

Grids were held for 2 min in fresh saturated solution of sodium ethoxide (pre¬

pared overnight) dUuted to 10% with anhydrous ethanol.

b) Sodium metaperiodate treatment:

Grids were incubated in a humid chamber on large drops of a saturated aqueous

solution of sodium metaperiodate. Treatment was for lh at RT.

Rinsing: After all treatments, grids were 6x washed on bidistilled water drops

Ultrathin sections were immunogold labelled after treatment a) or b), or a combi¬

nation of a) and b) using the procedures previously described in this section.
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11.5 On-section immunofluorescence

This method (Schwarz, 1994) provides an ingenious comparison to immunogold

labeUing on electron microscopical level. The parameters critical for labelling such

as antibody specificity, density and efficiency become comparable on an equal
base.

For easier on-section identification of the biological material, a parallel DNA stain¬

ing with the fluorochrome DAPI is recommended.

• Section treatment

Ultrathin sections were picked with loop and transferred on glass sUdes. The area

with the section was marked with a silicon pen (PapPen). Sections were then air

dried.

• Labelling procedure
- Buffer 1 or 2:10 min

- Primary antibody: lh, dUuted in buffer 1 or 2, dUution 1:10-1:200

- Rinsing: 4x 5 min with PBS

- Goat-anti-Rabbit, Rhodamine conjugated: lh, diluted in buffer 1 or 2, dUution

1:100-1:500

- Rinsing: 4x 5 min with PBS

• DNA staining with DAPI:

- Staining: 5 min on a DAPI solution (0.4 ul/ml in bidistilled water)

- Rinsing: twice with bidistilled water

• CoversUps were mounted on the sUdes with Lennette or Moveol.
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